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GLOSSARY

Angkatan Bersenjata Republik Indonesia
Al-Qur 'an
Badan Koordinasi Inteljens Negara

Badan Usaha Milik Negara
Begituan (like that) and Beginian (like this)

Beken
Budaya Mestizo
Daerah Khusus Ibukota
Gengsi
Golongan Karya

Gres
Hal
Halus
Handp hone
Himpunan Pengusaha Muda Indonesia

Ibadah
Kamar Dagang dan Industri
Kalangan Cendana

Menenggak
Modis
Ngejreng
Nge-trend
Non gkrong

(ABRI, Indonesian Armed
Forces).
The Koran
(BAKIN, State
Intelligence Coordinating
Agency)
(BUMN, State Owned
Corporation)
These words are used as
code words for the sale or
purchase of ecstasy pills.
Well-known.
Mixed culture, made up of
various elements.
(DKI, Special Capital
District) of Jakarta.
Prestige.
(GOLKAR, the Group of
Functionaries) the
political party formed by
President Suharto.
Brand-new.
Pilgrimage to Mecca.
Refinement of spirit.
Mobile Phone.
(HIPMI, Indonesian
Association of Young
Businessmen).
Act of religious devotion.
(KADIN, the Chamber of
Commerce and Industry).
President Suharto's circle,
mainly relatives (Cendana
is an elite suburb of
Jakarta).
To gulp down.
Stylish.
Bright colours.
Trendy.
Hang out.

Nonpri
Nyentrik
Orang Kaya Baru
Pancasila (Pantjasila)

Partai Demokrasi Indonesia
Pejabat Tinggi
Pengajian Al-Qur 'an
Ponsel
Partai Persatuan Pembangunan

Pribumi
Priyayi
Perseroan Terbatas
Ramadhan
Solat
Taraweh

Telepon Selular
Tern getrend
Trendi
Umrah

Wah

Minority:usually ethnic
Chinese.
Being different from
everyone else.
(0KB, the New Rich)
The five guiding
principles of the Republic
of Indonesia.
(PDI, Indonesian
Democratic party).
High-ranking state
officials.
Recitation of Koran.
Cellular phone.
(PPP, United
Development Party) a
Muslim party Indigenous.
Indigenous.
Aristocrat or Official.
(PT, Inc).
Fasting Month.
Ritual Prayers.
Nonobligatory evening
prayers during fasting
month.
Cellular Phone.
The most trendy or the
newest.
Trendy.
Perform a pilgrimage to
Mecca not during haj
season.
Well!Hey! (exclamation
of surprise or admiration).

Note: the currency rates in this thesis are Rp 2,347.00 to the US$1 (1996), Rp
2,430.00 to the US$1 (1997) (Far Eastern Economic Review, 22 May, 1997:88).
In Indonesian, a billion rupiah= Rp 1,000,000,000.

INTRODUCTION
This is a study of the values and lifestyles of a new social group in Jakarta as
represented in their magazines. The group is the privileged elite of young urban
professionals, or yuppies, whose wealthy subculture has flourished in Jakarta from the
1980s. Men make up the overwhelming majority of this group (88 per cent according to
Raillon, 1991-1992: 108). They include senior ranking executives in multinational and
major Indonesian companies based in Jakarta, corporate lawyers and large-and middlesized entrepreneurs. The study concentrates on the period of 1995-1997 when the yuppie
subculture reached its zenith before the Rupiah crisis of the latter part of 1997. The
sudden transformation of Indonesia's economic and political climate has affected the
group at the centre of this study. It has also changed the media culture within which their
lifestyle was portrayed. This is a study of the yuppie subculture reflected in Jakarta's
media on the very eve of these dramatic changes. The study will identify any
recognisable Indonesian characteristics in the cosmopolitan subculture of Jakarta's
yuppies. The Javanese elite traditionally moved easily in a syncretic culture (Hanifah,
1972: 17). Today's yuppies also move easily in a culture which blends cosmopolitan and
Indonesian elements.

Jakarta's young rich are the creation of a social revolution produced by rapid
capitalist development in New Order Indonesia. They are the agents of international and
national capitalism, the new pribumi (indigenous) Indonesian capitalists. Jakarta's
yuppies are highly significant as a new class, the generation born after the crisis of 1965-

1966. They grew up under the New Order and are its beneficiaries. They did not
experience the unrest or the hardship of previous generations.

This study will show that in contrast to their parents' generation, Jakarta's
yuppies live in a subculture which has moved out of an older Javanese mind set. That
subculture is open-minded, tolerant of difference, familiar with a variety of opinions and
familiar with Western cultural values. Jakarta yuppies enjoy a lifestyle that is
extravagant even by First World standards. They are cosmopolitans, following the latest
international fashions, conspicuous consumers of luxury cars, imported clothing and
jewelry. They constitute the luxury market in Indonesia, which is served by the European
and North American luxury trade. They travel, they use the Internet, they watch
international television using their Parabola satellite-dishes and are up-to-date with the
latest trends. They are the generation of the global information revolution, the
'revolution of rising expectations' with the disposable income to enjoy the products and
the lifestyle of the international jet set (Forum, April, 1996: 28). Their role model is
provided abroad by the rich of the Western capitals and, at home, by the Kalangan
Cendana (President Suharto's circle, mainly relatives).

The study reconstructs the values and lifestyles of Jakarta's yuppies by analysing
the way three magazines, Jakarta Jakarta, SWA Seinbada and Forum Keadilan
represent them. In this case, 'lifestyle' refers to
qualitative audience characteristics which relate to a person's (or household's)
manner or style of living. Common examples would be leisure time activity,

shopping habits, possession of certain consumer durables, dining habits, holiday
activities, etc (Media Scene 1995- 1996 Indonesia: 158).

In their different ways, Jakarta Jakarta, SWA and Forum, cater to Jakarta's
yuppies. In their stories, biographies, photographs and advertisements, they mirror the
tastes and preoccupations of their readers. The way yuppie values and lifestyle are
represented in these magazines is shaped by the professional judgement of their editors
and journalists about what interests their readers. The magazines also reflect the interests
of their advertisers in reaching a special market, and the broader assumptions which
operate in Jakarta's media culture. Finally, the magazines' owners, who themselves
operate within the yuppie subculture, influence their house styles. Other sources will be
used to clarify the image of yuppie lifestyles and to locate this group in the city's socioeconomic profile. But the primary concern of the study is to explain how these three
magazines represent them. The magazines themselves publish revealing biographies of
well-known businessmen and professionals. These are used to present a group biography
and five individual biographies of individuals who represent key groups: the new rich
from priyayi backgrounds; the new pribumi Indonesian capitalist class; and the new rich
from unprivileged backgrounds.

Definitions: Jakarta Yuppies
The magazines, SWA and Jakarta Jakarta first appeared in Indonesia in 1985
(Junaedhie, 1991: 108; 258). The magazines were a response to a new, special
readership, the young wealthy professionals. Kompas also recognised this new

subculture and published an article in its 11 May, 1986 issue which represented 'one of
the first attempts to explore the rapidly growing world of professionals in Indonesia'
(Tanter and Young, 1992: 174). SWA and Jakarta Jakarta were designed for the young,
modem urban educated, the group that by 1989 was being called the Yuppies, 'Young
Urban Professionals'. As Bondan Winarno, the chronicler of Indonesia's economic
sagas, noted, the yuppie became the model for a new lifestyle in 1989 (SWA, January,
1989: 54-55; see also Raillon, 1991-1992: 90). He identified the emergence of
Indonesian Young Urban Professionals who tend to be workaholik (workaholic), prefer
hal-hal duniawi (material satisfactions), menganut fit lifestyle (want to be fit), do
fitness/aerobic classes, play squash, diving, free fall, and drive Porsches rather than
BMWs. They are the professionals who subscribe to SWA, Bisnis Indonesia, Fortune,
Business Week, The Wall Street Journal, Far Eastern Economic Review and the other
business publications (SWA, January, 1989: 54-55). And they have a new motto: 'go
public and expose yourself while traditional malu (humble) feelings are contained or
repressed' (Raillon, 1991-1992: 90).

Winamo observed that the introduced values and lifestyle of the new yuppies had
some similarities with the story about a Jakarta yuppie named Suryono in the early 1960s,
a central figure in the novel Senja di Jakarta-nya (Twilight in Jakarta) by Mochtar Lubis.
This is a precise, fictional picture describing Jakarta yuppie masa lampau (in the past)
(SWA, January, 1989: 54). In the beginning of the 1960s, not long after President
Sukamo proclaimed the Economy Decree1 , the main character, Suryono, was described
as a young diplomat who had just came back from New York and was suffering from
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boredom while waiting for his next assignment overseas (Lubis, 1981: 17-18). Out of
boredom, he eventually had an affair with Fatma, his father's second wife (Lubis, 1981:
20-2 1). He eventually resigned from the Indonesian Foreign Ministry and established his
own business, helped by his father's political organisation, Partai Indonesia (Lubis,
1981: 84). Suryono was not a politician, but he liked to be spoiled by money. At that
time, political organisations were only a mask to make personal wealth. With enormous
wealth, Suryono could live in luxury so he dabbled in politics. He dressed well, looked
fit, smoked 'Lucky Strike', drove a 'Dodge', and ate in the best restaurants. He often
took Dahlia the wife of an honest public servant out in his Dodge to rented rooms
-

-

owned by Tante Bep in a Jakarta suburb (Lubis, 1981: 89-9 1). He liked to move between
Fatma and Dahlia. The luxury and enjoyment of life, described by Mochtar Lubis in
Senja di Jakarta, recreates Jakarta in the early 1960s. A Hi-fl system was unbelievably
luxurious and a Dodge car was incredibly admired. At that time even President Sukarno
did not have a Mercedes Benz. Heavy drinking was not conspicuous in Lubis's novel
because alcohol was a rare thing which people smuggled into the country from foreign
countries. But, sex before marriage was becoming common in the early 60s, although
this behaviour was labelled as moral decadence (SWA, January, 1989: 54-55). It has
been three decades since Suryono's time. Are the Jakarta yuppies in the 1990s more
decadent than their pioneers? Lubis describes these matters as normal behaviour for
kalangan elite (the rich inner-circle). Suryono was a yuppie when that kind of lifestyle
was not called yuppie (SWA, January, 1989: 54). Suryono's values and lifestyle were not
as glamorous and extravagant as the yuppies in the 1990s. But this was a prototype for
the new Jakarta yuppies.

61

The term 'yuppie' first appeared in the United States in 1982 to describe a new
group living a wealthy urban lifestyle. The Oxford Dictionary of New Words (1992
edition: 318) defines the term:
Yuppie noun 'A young urban (or upwardly mobile) professional; a humorous
name for a member of a socio-economic group made up of professional people working
in cities.... [It is] formed from the initial letters of Young Urban Professional (or Young
Upwardly Mobile Professional).

The Oxford Dictionary of New Words describes the term 'as probably the most
important buzzword of the mid eighties, an extraordinarily successful coinage which
somehow succeeded in summing up a whole social group, its lifestyle and aspirations, in
a single word'. The term 'apparently originated in the New York City area'
(Hendrickson, 1987: 578). The American critic, Jolm Epstein, in an article in 1982,
described the archetypical New York yuppies as
People who are undecided about growing up: they are college educated, getting
on and getting up in the world, but with a bit of the hippie-dippie
counterculture clinging to them still.... (Oxford Dictionary of New Words, 318).
By the mid-1980s, 'there was an awareness of the way in which yuppie culture pervaded
and changed its surroundings, a process known as yuppJication'.

The term is usually used in a derogatory way. In this study 'yuppie' is not used in
this sense. It is used as a neutral term to signify a group which emerged in Jakarta in the
late 1980s. As will be seen, Jakarta yuppies share many of the socioeconomic and
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cultural characteristics of the North American prototype. The Jakarta yuppies are
perhaps more a privileged subculture and less members of a counterculture compared to
the earlier New York yuppies. In this study, Jakarta yuppies are the city's young urban
professionals sharing a wealthy socioeconomic position, defined by occupation, and a
lifestyle in common as depicted in their magazines. In SWA, Winarno recognised this
US definition of yuppie, 'the young urban professionals the young professionals who
-

live an urban lifestyle' as that which also applied to Indonesia's yuppies (Winarno dated
the use of the term in the American media from the middle of 1983) (SWA, January,
1989: 55).

In this Jakarta subculture of the yuppies, the example of the first family and the
extravagant lifestyles of Suharto's children provided role models for the yuppies. In the
subculture of the Jakarta rich, wealth is status. Luxury cars, imported European furniture,
Harley Davidsons, one million dollar wristwatches are the trophies of success. To be rich
and to be seen to be rich is good in this subculture. The first family provided the role
model for this lifestyle.

Within the group, Jakarta's yuppies can be described as belonging to further subgroups as these are represented in the magazines. The first of these consists of males who
are the sons of old-established families with priyayi connections to the traditional upper
class. Into the early twentieth century, the priyayi were the Javanese nobility. They were
the native group in closest contact with the Europeans; they had relatively easy access to
Western education and as they became colonial officials their working environment was

to a large extent shaped by Dutch decisions (Sutherland, 1979: 44). Today, Jakarta
yuppies inhabit a social world where many of the traditional Javanese distinctions are
dissolving. In this new social milieu, yuppies' status is based on wealth and the capacity
to pay for a lifestyle. Status is also based on occupation, and on elite education. But
within this world, there are subtle distinctions of style. Some of the wealthy and
influential with high-connections or prominent family backgrounds could be thought of
as a new priyayi. These wealthy, privileged individuals may be born into old money.
Their fathers may be pejabat tinggi (high-ranking state officials) who can give
preferential access to licences and even act as private entrepreneurs, as they may control
private enterprises through share holding or as Komisaris (high-commissioners or
trustees) (Raillon, 1991-1992: 95).

A second sub-group consists of the new rich of self-made men, without oldestablished connections. They are the new rich, self-made, extroverts, interested in
enjoying their new money. These are the Orang Kaya Baru (the new rich or 0KB for
short), which has sometimes derogatory undertones, in the same sense, that, in English,
the term 'the new rich' can be derogatory. As we will see, the magazines reflect
differences of style in the way they represent these high-achievers. The important thing
is that priyayi yuppies and wealthy 0KB inhabit the same elite world of corporate
Jakarta. They enjoy the same luxury culture. But there are subtle differences in lifestyles
and values, which are represented in the way the two sub-groups are described in the
magazines.

What counts in Jakarta today is good connections. Some Jakarta yuppies had
relations with President Suharto's children and their close associates who occupied a
commanding position in the New Order economy. The leading members of this subgroup were accepted into the Kalangan Cendana, the 'inner circle'. In fact, the
Kalangan Cendana was the 'prototype' of extensive pribumi corporate capitalists. The
role ofpribumi within the Indonesian commercial elite started during post-colonial
Indonesia. The major pribumi capitalists have emerged not from the struggling
indigenous trading and manufacturing sector but from within the state apparatus itself
(Robison, 1986: 342). As Robison notes,
Under the New Order.... [the] largest set of indigenous business
interests is that of the Suharto family, and until the mid-1970s the Sutowo family
and associates represented the second major pillar of indigenous capital (1986:
342).
a new wealthy group had emerged beneath the Kalangan Cendana and their
By the 1990s
close friends.

In the way media and the advertisers categorise consumers, the yuppies belong to
what Surindo Utama calls the 'Affluent', one of the eight categories into which the media
divide the Indonesian market. The Affluent are estimated to make up 15% of the market.
They are described as
leader-influencers, achievement-oriented, high profile, hard workers, selfconfident, risk takers, like to be noticed, like innovations, extrovert, open to new
ideas, trendsetters, role models and tending to influence people around them.

They are more dominantly male, young, academic education, upper-middle class
(The Young lite) (Media Scene 1995- 1996 Indonesia: 160).
According to another popular system used by media and advertisers to categorise their
markets, the yuppies are the A group in the A-B-C-D-E marketing categories.

Jakarta yuppie culture has its own language. The magazines provide a glossary of
yuppie-speak. Nge-trend (trendy) is a mixture of English and Indonesian words.
Sometimes it describes entertainment places and international fashions. For instance,
now the Hard Rock Café is a nge-trend 'meeting point' spot for Jakarta professionals.
This English phrase, 'Meeting Point' is used to describe the place where executives eat
and chat. There are well-known cafés, like the Hard Rock. Sometimes these elites are
described (in English) as part of 'Café Society' or 'Café Goers'. These two English
words describe the Jakarta rich, for instance, the young professionals who are the sons of
well-established families with pejabat connections to the high-ranking state officials,
who go to the café to relax and meet their business colleagues on a regular basis. The
most favorite cafés which have been visited by Jakarta yuppies are Jazz-Rock Café,
Poster, News Café, Pasir Putih (White Sands), Jimbani, Hard Rock, Twilite, Coterie,
Champions, Hailai and the other bekén (well-known) names (Forum, April, 1996: 22;
SWA, 10-23 April, 1997: 20). Other English terms like 'Cottage, Villa, Base Camp and
Weekend' are also used to describe the leisure spots where the yuppies relax. For
instance, the elite take turns to invite their friends to spend their vacations in their
personal 'villas' or 'cottages'. The other English term, 'Base Camp' is used to describe
the entertainment spots of yuppies who have a strong interest in night entertainment.
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And the common word, 'weekend', is used to describe most members of the Jakarta elites
who prefer to gather with their families on the weekend. Moreover, the word
tern getrend, which is Indonesian mixed in with English, is used to describe the most upto-date entertainment places or shopping malls. For instance, as long as the café is the
newest and terngetrend, the yuppies would surely be there. Then, trendi (trendy), the
Indonesian version of the English term, describes clothes, cars, entertainment or anything
considered very fashionable. For instance, it is trendi to look cool. But as professionals,
yuppies carmot be outrageous; they must fit in with the corporate ethos. There is also the
word, tren, used to describe objects. For instance, professionals tend to wear the newest
collection such as the tren suit with three buttons. American slang like 'Handphone'
(mobile phone) is also used and the newer slang, télepon selular orponsel which borrows
the American name for cellular phone. The Indonesian slang, grés (brand-new) is used to
describe an object such as an automobile. Jakarta rich always replace their old cars with
the most grés ones. And wah, well! Hey! (exclamation of surprise or admiration)
describes the reputation of the rich and famous. For instance, in terms of values and
lifestyle, the Corporate Lawyer, Henry Yosodiningrat is not that wah compared to his
other colleagues. The word nye'ntrik (being different from everyone else) describes the
characters of some Jakarta executives who are seen to be different. One example to
illustrate this is most executives select their clothes that don't look nyéntrik in order to
maintain prestige. The Indonesian slang, ngejreng (bright colors) is used to describe the
colorful clothes, which most executives prefer not to wear in order to maintain géngsi
(prestige). To further explain, the Indonesian word ge'ngsi is used to describe the values
and reputation of the professionals. For example, professionals would carry several
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credit cards for géngsi, to go to high-class entertainment places. The Indonesian slang,
nongkrong (hang out) is the word to describe some of the yuppies' activities outside
office hours. It's trendy to nongkrong in the Hilton Hotel and have breakfast there before
going to work. The English word, 'Peer Group' is used to describe the particular group
of Jakarta middle class elites who prefer to stick together.

'Yuppie-speak' is a special language which shows the process by which a
cosmopolitan, Western world-view has been adapted into an Indonesian context. The
mixture of English, English/Indonesian, and Indonesian terms illustrates the Indonesian
character of this lifestyle.

Sometimes, the magazines suggest aspects of Jakarta's nightlife subculture
involving drugs and sex. Jakarta Jakarta (11-17 May, 1996: 55) describes the sale of
ecstasy pills in trendy cafés and discotheques. Jakarta Jakarta uses current slang for
drug-dealing. The words begituan (like that) and begin ian (like this) are used as code
words for the sale or purchase of ecstasy pills (Jakarta Jakarta, 11-17 May, 1996: 55).
This will be discussed later (pp.77-78). Trendies also use the word menenggak: to gulp
down ecstasy pills. The words, gituan and tripping are used to describe the ecstasy-users
who are experiencing a 'high'.
Reversing the English words, the term 'Orgy Sex' is also used to describe a new
phenomenon in yuppie culture. According to Tiras magazine, 'ganja' (marijuana),
morfin (morphine) or heroin are the types of drugs that help those individuals who enjoy
performing this social activity (Tiras, 16 February, 1998: 18-19).
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In another category, there are Islamic words included in yuppie slang: ibadah (act
of religious devotion), pen gajian Al-Qur 'an (recitation of Koran), tarawéh
(nonobligatory evening praying during fasting month), solat (ritual prayers) and umrah
(perform a pilgrimage to Mecca not during hal season), are all used to describe Jakarta
yuppies' positive social activities outside office hours.

The English term, 'Split Personality' is used in yuppie language to describe the
mixing together in the yuppie lifestyle of curiously different trends such as indulging in
ecstasy and practising ibadah.

Jakarta yuppie culture has its own look. Handphones orponsel (cellular phone)
are now almost everywhere in Indonesia. In Jakarta for example, the users of ponsel can
be seen in action (sometimes while driving), in five-star hotels lobbies, shopping malls,
inside lifts, even on the sidewalk. In other words, the ponsel users are everywhere (SWA,
10 23 April, 1997: 98). Bright ties and fancy shirts with European, especially Italian
-

and French, trademarks have always been part of their fashion circles at work. Driving
the most-up-to-date sedan cars, lunching in high-class restaurants to meet business
associates or clients and packing expensive discotheques, famous cafés in town, all have
become parts of the yuppies' values and lifestyle (Foruni, April, 1996: 8).

New luxury housing estates have arisen in expensive areas such as Kebayoran
Baru, Pondok Indah, Kelapa Gading, Bintaro Jaya, Depok, and later in Bumi Serpong
Damai (Raillon, 1991-1992: 90; SWA, 22 May-4 June, 1997: 87). Housing estates,
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which are located so far away from Jakarta's slums, have become the basis to realise the
rising middle class's 'upper strata needs'. The 21st century city', designed for young
executives, corporate lawyers and business owners, includes large mansions, new office
blocks and five-star hotels (Raillon, 199 1-1992: 90). Accessories that yuppies wear have
also characterized their status. Status is reflected in ID cards, university and college
degrees, and management and profession positions. Fitness centres, more aggressive
advertising, a new TV channel (RCTI), golf links, developers' mentalities, moving by
plane and fast cars, modern diseases (stress, heart disease and strokes) are all symptoms
or symbols of the new lifestyle (Raillon, 1991-1992: 90; Forum, April, 1996: 8).

Methodology and Approach
The approach adopted in the study is not to attempt to study yuppie lifestyle and
values directly but to explain how they are represented in Forum Keadilan, SWA
Semnbada and Jakarta Jakarta. Each of these magazines has a different approach and
house style. The magazine formula varies from the simply entertaining to the analytical.

The intention is not to produce a total content analysis of these magazines but to
select illustrative material, which represents aspects of yuppie values and lifestyle. The
selection of material will be influenced by the stress the magazines themselves place on
this material, through placement in the magazine, word-length, use of photographs and
other techniques. The writer is familiar with the subculture represented in the magazines
and can draw on this experience to interpret the treatment there. The scholarly literature
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has been consulted to identify Jakarta's new middle class as a way to offer a control for
the analysis of the magazines.

As the magazines represent Jakarta professionals' lifestyle, we should be careful
not to take the stories and biography as a simple mirror image of these elites. The
journalists and editors of the magazines as professionals represent their subject within the
format and within the magazine ethos. The ethos of these magazines is shaped by three
things. First, it reflects the news sense of the journalists, photographers and editors.
Second, it reflects how these professionals imagine the interest of the readers. Third, it
reflects the interest of advertisers who wish to promote their products within the lifestyle
represented by the magazines.

The style and readership of these magazines will be discussed. This will be
followed by a discussion of Indonesia's current media culture and the place that these
magazines occupy in Indonesia's media. The study will then examine the new middle
class in Indonesia who provide the readership for these magazines. Then from the
magazines a group profile of prominent Jakarta professional and entrepreneurs will be
provided. Then five individual biographies will be presented. The five selected
representative biographies will be represented from the magazines. The group profiles
and individual biographies will be used to illustrate yuppies' values and lifestyle as
represented in the magazines. The discussion of yuppie lifestyle and values will be
based, in particular, on a special issue of Forum on the Indonesian middle class (April,
1996). In using the magazines to analyse representation of Jakarta yuppies, the study will
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also use other sources where they provide relevant insights into magazine materials; for
example, in discussing the drugs culture in Jakarta, Tiras will be consulted. The study
will also consult the relevant scholarly literature (such as Raillon, 1991-1992) to
comment on the Jakarta socioeconomic context of yuppies' culture.

The media plays a mediating role between ourselves and the world around us
(McQuail, 1987). SWA, Jakarta Jakarta, and Forum represent their readers in their
stories and interviews and advertisements. The reflection of yuppie lifestyle and values
in the magazines is not the same thing as the actual lifestyle and values of the group
itself. But the magazines consciously set out to represent this lifestyle to their yuppie
readership. It is an interactive process where the media reflects, creates, represents and
reproduces yuppie culture. In this sense, the media helps define actuality. The
magazines don't just reflect yuppie culture; they contribute to the production of yuppie
culture. The magazines themselves confirm what is trendy, what the modern, successful
person is. The media is one of the most used measures by sociologists and
anthropologists because it reflects social change. The media reflects the historical
changes and current themes of the society (McQuail, 1987: 178). Media, as McQuail
says, is a valuable cultural tool of analysis (1987: 177). How much the media actually
portrays the real society is open to debate since reporters usually follow the policy of
their organisation (1987: 179). From studies performed on the media it is found that the
effect the media has on society is hard to measure because of all the extraneous variables;
apart from reinforcing its audience's own beliefs the media's effect on people is difficult
to measure (McQuail, 1987: 179). SWA, Jakarta Jakarta, and Forum, together, provide

a valuable cultural tool of analysis of the Jakarta yuppie. This study does not attempt to
measure the way these magazines impact on Jakarta society. But it can suggest how the
magazines, themselves, 'construct a culture or participate in culture'. The media might
be seen to have a participatory role in society, drawing from, adding to, commenting
upon the world around them.

I. THE MAGAZINES
In this section, this study will look at Forum, SWA and Jakarta Jakarta in terms
of proprietors, circulation, advertising and house-styles.

Forum, SWA and Jakarta Jakarta are directed at an urban elite readership. In
marketing terms, the magazines are designed to appeal to the A, B categories of the
ABCDE classifications of market sectors (the ABCDE system is used by media and
advertisers in Indonesia and elsewhere to identify market sectors by socioeconomic
characteristics such as education level and income level).

Forum
Forum, a biweekly magazine was born because of the need for a periodical which
would offer debate on 'law and democracy'. Until early 1988, there was no magazine
that specifically discussed law and democracy completely and entirely (SY, 1996: 128).

Proprietors
On 10 November 1988, the Yayasan Keadilan (Justice Foundation) published a
'magazine of law and democracy', called, Forum Keadilan (Justice Forum) (Forum for
short). The history of Forum's birth itself is unique. It emerged from the plan of a group
of law upholders and journalists (Sejarah Forum Online, n.d.). This began when
Soekarton Marmosudjono, who was the Indonesian Attorney General at that time,
initiated to meet with the chairman of the law organisation. Others became involved,
including Indonesian law executives such as All Said (Head of the Supreme Court),
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Ismail Saleh (Minister of Justice), and Sanusi (Chief of Police). This group clarified the
need for a magazine on Law and Democracy (SY, 1996: 128).

At first, the Kartini Group handled the management of Forum (Sejarah Forum
Online, n.d.). But then, from 1992, the Yayasan Keadilan has cooperated with the
company behind the Tempo Group, PT (Inc.) Grafiti Pers, in the publication of Forum
(Hill, 1994: 89; SY, 1996: 129). From this cooperation, PT Forum Adil Mandiri was
born and became the organizer for the management of the new Forum, with share
compositions between Yayasan Keadilan and Grafiti Pers, each 40%, while the rest was
in the hands of white-collar workers (SY, 1996: 129).

The magazine is managed under the auspices of the Tempo Group (Media Scene
1995-1996 Indonesia: 148). (Tempo was Indonesia's premier weekly newsmagazine,
banned on 21 June 1994; see Hill 1994: 88) Now, PT Forum Adil Mandiri is the
publishing company of Forum, and centralized in Jakarta (Media Scene 1995 1996
-

Indonesia: 206; Sejarah Forum Online, n.d.).

Regarding the ownership, Eric F.H. Samola, is a forceful Minahasan businessman
who owns Forum and PT Grafiti Pers, the company behind Tempo. Samola, the
treasurer of the ruling political organisation, GOLKAR2, owns several other magazines:
SWA Sembada (SELF-Sufficient), Tempo, Zaman (Era), Matra (Dimension), Humor,
and Medika (Medical) through PT Grafiti Pers (Hill, 1994: 89). Samola, together with
Yakob Utama, is the financier behind the wealthy Tempo-Grafiti Group. Utama is also
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founder of the Kompas-Uramedia Group, which controls the pictorial entertainment
weekly, Jakarta Jakarta (Hill, 1994: 53; 85-86). Jr. Ciputra is also part owner of PT
Grafiti Pers and the group's major financier. He is also a real estate entrepreneur and
director of the Pembangunan Jaya Company and Jaya Ancol Golf Association (Hill,
1994: 89; Junaedhie, 1991: 38).

Circulation
Forum is one of the miracles in the history of the Indonesian Press. Within just
three years of PT Adil Mandiri taking over the management of Forum, the total
circulation of the magazine reached over 125,000 copies each edition (Sejarah Forum
Online, n.d.). This is the fastest record of total printing for a newsmagazine in Indonesia
until today. Nowadays, the average total printing of Forum has reached 140,000 copies
for every issue. This number is the largest total printing in Indonesia for the type of
newsmagazine (Se] arah Forum Online, n.d.). Forum is one of only a few publications
in Indonesia that have their circulations independently audited (Media Scene 1995-1996
Indonesia: 156).

According to Media Scene 1995-1996 Indonesia, the readership of Forum
contains predominantly a 'Middle & Upper demographic audience in Business,
Government & Professionals' (p.206). In this context, demographic includes
'characteristics used to describe groups of people, e.g. age, sex, education, occupation,
etc (Media Scene 1995-1996 Indonesia: 157). Some important demographic definitions
include:

Age: grouping based on data published by Biro Pusat Statistik (BPS, Central
Bureau of Statistics).
Education: the highest completed level achieved (Media Scene 1995 1996
-

Indonesia: 157).

Forum's readership has been surveyed. In 1996 the editorial staff conducted
research through a questionnaire. Forum cooperated with Business Information Services
(BIS) in conducting the questionnaire (Forum, April, 1996: 25-26). Questionnaires were
distributed in edition 29/no.22 (January, 1996) and were collected from 10,000
respondents. After being classified, based on areas, 1,300 respondents from that
questionnaire were selected randomly as a sample. That sample was processed to
describe the profile of Forum's readers and their behaviour (Forum, April, 1996: 25-26).

The image of Forum's readership was investigated from various areas throughout
much of the Indonesian archipelago. The 1996 survey confirmed the findings of a
previous survey. Of Forum's readers, 27.3% came from Jakarta, Bogor, Tangerang and
Bekasi (Jabotabek). In 1995, Jabotabek also ranked first by comprising 26.9% of market
sales. This shows the readership in Jabotabek area-the centre of national issues-are
interested in having complete information regarding law problems and the development
of national politics (Forum, April, 1996: 26).

The results of the questionnaire reveal that the readership of Forum is
predominantly male (85.8%), with the highest education backgrounds between high
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school and bachelor degree strata and academicians. Bachelor and academicians (junior
college graduates) make up 54.4% while high school graduates make up approximately
38.6% (Forum, April, 1996: 26). The readers of Forum are well-educated people,
exceedingly so, if we relate this with their occupation.

In the category of occupation, in fact, 35.8% percent of Forum's readership is
public servants including the Angkatan Bersenjata Républik Indonesia (ABRI, the
Indonesian Armed Forces), and officials of Badan Usaha Milik Negara (BUMN, StateOwned Corporation). White-collar workers in the private sector make up 34.0%, while
private entrepreneurs make up 14.4% of the readership. The percentage of university
students who read this magazine is only 3.8% (Forum, April, 1996: 26).

From the numbers above, we can conclude that globally, Forum's readers are
generally men who are married, of the age between 26 and 45 years old. They are the
group of educated people who generally have a bachelor degree or academic standing
(Forum, April, 1996: 26).

Advertising
Advertisers spend many Rupiah on advertising in Forum. This magazine is one
of the leading earners from advertisements. It occupied 10th place after SWA, out of the
17 of the magazines (all categories) listed in Media Scene 1995-1996 Indonesia in terms
of advertising revenue. In 1994, Forum earned Rp2.641 billion. In the next year,
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revenue increased to Rp3.807 billion (the figure for advertising expenditures in 1996 is
not available) (Media Scene 1995-1996 Indonesia: 62).

In Forum, people presented in the advertisements tend to look conservative, and
professional (executives and bankers, female and male office workers, and public
servants). Indonesian and foreign couples are used. Typically, Forum advertises basic
things such as traditional male formal clothes, summaries of business books, building
materials, cigarettes (Gudang Garam and Marlboro), cars and banks. These products are
advertised in coloured photographs, including airlines (Garuda, Merpati and Sempati).
The magazine also features advertisements for audio-video equipment (Mitsubishi and
Sony), banking and insurance (Bank Bali, Bank Central Asia, Bank International
Indonesia, Citibank and Standard Chartered), education and courses (British Council,
English Language School), electronic goods (Phillips and AC General) food and drink
(Anker Beer, Arby's, Gatorade, Carlsberg and Mac Donald), office equipment (Maruzen,
Point Data Planner) and optical goods (Optic Melawai). The advertisers also include
products such as photo copy/computers (Compaq, HP and Pentium), real estate (Kemang
Pratama, Garden, Villa Mutiara), telecommunications (Goldstar, Indosat, Motorola and
Nokia), vehicles (BMW, Cherokee, Land Cruiser, Mercedes Benz, Mitsubishi, Nissan
Terrano, Opel, Volvo, Jeep Wrangler, etc) (Forum, April, 1996; List of Forum
Advertisers Online, n.d.). Other products include Indonesia Online Access and the
business magazine SWA Sembada. Not all advertisement photographs are in colour, for
instance, the picture of A Mild Live cigarette (Forum, April, 1996: 53).
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House-Style
Basically Forum presents events from a legal/judicial point-of-view. However, it
tries to 'raise political issues and democracy to appeal to the politically conscious
intellectuals' (Media Scene 1995 1996 Indonesia: 148). The magazine often targets
-

important figures such as politicians and sometimes business figures. It is a more
balanced and detached magazine because it does not favour or disfavour the targeted
figures, for example, from the middle class elite. This includes the yuppies group, which
this study is concerned with. Later, in the biographical profiles and the summary of their
lifestyles and values, Forum's treatment of the yuppies will be used. This magazine can
be critical of the yuppies while at the same time it is tolerant of them because it sees them
as an important group in the Indonesian economy.

Forum presents itself as the Media Informasi Pen egakan Hukum, Information
Media of Upholding the Law (SY, 1996: 128). The magazine's motto is Jujur dan
Démokratis, 'Justice and Democracy'. In fact, Forum's editor who was responsible for
these headings, Wina Armada S.A, submitted Jujur dan Démokratis for the motto (SY,
1996: 129). The motto is still in use today (Sejarab Forum Online, n.d.).

Among Indonesia's magazines, Forum is considered as the most prestigious and
influential. According to the magazine itself, its contents are produced professionally,
democratically and honestly. Forum's editorial staff not only presents facts on the
surface, but also investigates the real incidents behind the facts. Articles provide
background analysis, the history of the development of issues and the latest incidents are
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put in perspective. Forum's approach is to create a certain unity of analysis, which is
intact, clear and strong (Sejarah Forum Online, n.d.).

Forum follows a deliberate thematic line in its format. The magazine is divided
into six sections each with its own theme. 'Forum Utama' features prominent issues. Its
theme is 'majority politics in Indonesia'. 'Forum Khusus' features special topics. Its
concern is with 'majority law, politics in Indonesia and democracy'. The 'Pesona'
section (titled 'Enchantment') deals with arts and culture. 'Profile' presents prominent
people: its subject theme is 'majority politics in the country'. The 'Wawancara' section
features interviews. Its theme again is 'majority politics in the country'. 'Catatan
Hukum' (Law Notes) is concerned with 'majority politics and democracy with a touch of
human interest', according to the magazine (Forum Format Online, n.d.).

The magazine uses stories of current events and sometimes historical background
to raise political issues. Sometimes it makes teasing allusions and caricatures of the New
Order's controversial political system. Perhaps, to be critical of the New Order or at least
supportive of democracy and keterbukaan (openness) can also be seen as a typical
characteristic of educated, urban professionals' 'culture': 'to be well informed'.

While Forum is progressive in its support of democracy, the magazine could be
thought of as a conservative magazine because it describes and represents selected figures
in a quite conservative way. In the form of occasional interviews, opinions or comments
Forum usually represents Indonesian political figures and rarely represents well-known
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businessmen. It often provides black and white or sometimes attractive colored
photographs of politicians and rarely photographs of educated urban professionals.

In the April, 1996 issue, Forum devotes Forum Utama to the Edisi Khusus Kelas
Menengah Indonesia (The Indonesian Middle Class). The issue includes interviews,
comments and opinions, specifically representing the Indonesian middle class, from
conglomerate executives to musicians. The cover stories feature business figures and
offer biographical profiles of Indonesia's new middle class figures (yuppies) in terms of
lifestyles and values and relevant socioeconomic data. The magazine uses some blackand-white photographs of these yuppies in formal clothes (suit and tie) and it also uses
some attractive coloured photographs of yuppies against the background of their personal
possessions and luxury cars.

In the same issue, Forum is also concerned about sociopolitical issues such as
democracy, traditional values versus modem values, etc. The magazine describes the
yuppies not only as the new group who buy expensive products, imported goods, enjoy
luxury, want to be healthy, to look cool and who tend to be womanisers, but as important
future players within Indonesian society who can speak for democracy and political
change (Forum, April, 1996). The magazine also tends to be concerned about the
extravagant lifestyle and values of the yuppies. The yuppies could also be thought of as a
new group who cannot keep the old Indonesian values due to 'era flow'. For example,
the magazine describes the yuppies as the group who 'always look fashionable, modis
(stylish), trendi; this is a lifestyle that costs a lot of money because of its consumption'.
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Indonesia, it says, already recognizes the words, 'yuppies, and jetset with various
accessories'. The values of the rich and famous have spread and replaced values such as
martabat kemuliaan, prestige and glory (Forum, April, 1996: 45).

This magazine also seems to be concerned about social issues such as drugs and
prostitution within the Jakarta elite's subculture. Therefore, it is not surprising that one
of the reporters, Munawar Chalil (former correspondent of Tempo) criss-crossed the city,
regularly covering issues concerning the lifestyle and values of the Jakarta elite. For this
study, it is important to mention his activities because some of the social problems may
relate to the yuppies. For instance, in 1996, for his investigation, Chalil used to
nongkrong (hang out) in cafés, discotheques and bars. This was when ecstasy caused a
stir in public opinion and there were concerns amongst the middle class involved
(Forum, April, 1996: 13; 24).

SWA Sembada
Proprietors
SWA Sembada (SWA for short) is the name of monthly business magazine in
Jakarta. It was published for the first time in March 1985. At the beginning of its
publication, SWA had a mission to improve national products. Yayasan Sembada
Swakarya (Sembada Swakarya Foundation) published SWA under the management of PT
Grafiti Group, the publisher of Forum and Tempo (Junaedhie, 1991: 258; Hill, 1994: 89).
Eric Samola who is the owner of PT Grafiti Pers is also the Business Director of SWA
(Hill, 1994: 89; see also Media Scene 1995- 1996 Indonesia: 210).
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Circulation
According to Media Scene 1995 1996 Indonesia, SWA has a circulation only a
-

quarter of that enjoyed by Forum. Nowadays, the average printing of SWA has reached
45,363 copies (p.2 10). In this case, Forum is still the leading newsmagazine compared
to SWA. There is no comprehensive survey of the readerships for SWA and Jakarta
Jakarta similar to that conducted on Forum's readership. However, according to Media
Scene 1995 1996 Indonesia, SWA has created a select readership profile from the upper
-

socioeconomic class, businessmen and executives (Media Scene 1995 1996 Indonesia:
-

147).

Advertising
According to Media Scene 1995-1996 Indonesia, SWA earned Rp3.703 billion
from advertising in 1994. In 1995, the company earned Rp4.492 billion and the next year
revenue increased to Rp7. 156 billion. In terms of advertising revenue, SWA occupied 7
place out of the 17 of the magazines listed in Media Scene 1995-1996 Indonesia (p.62).

In SWA, advertisements depict professional athletes (for example, golfers), ballet
dancers, foreign models, foreign artists, young foreign couples, young foreign
professionals, science figures, young local professionals, young local models and young
housewives. Typically, SWA advertises expensive products, for example, coloured
photographs of expensive accessories such as the Rolex Day-Date Chronometer in
Platinum with Diamond Dial, Raymond Weil, Giarmi Versace, Omega, TAG Heuer, and
Guy Laroche wristwatches. The magazine advertises various accessories such as
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spectacles (Starring Occhialli and Lacoste), Bally shoes and designer clothes (Boss Hugo
Boss, Atiene Aigner, Alfred Dunhill and Jack Nicklaus). The other products included in
SWA are golf courses (Gading Raya Padang Golf and Country Club), cigarette
advertisements (Dji Sam Soe 234, Sampoema and Dji Sam Soe Filter), airlines (Garuda
Indonesia), hotels and resorts in foreign countries and in the country (Mandarin
Singapore and Ayer Island), vehicles (Mercedes Benz, Honda Accord New Absolute
Corona, etc), telecommunications (Indosat and Cellular Expert), office equipment
(Digital Workstation Alpha XL), audio-video (Toshiba), etc. Most of the pictures of
advertisement are coloured (SWA, 8 February-6 March, 1996). In terms of quality, the
photographs are better presented and more spectacular than those in Forum. For
instance, the magazine devotes two pages of beautiful photographs to the new five-star
Resor Nirwana Bali (Nirwana Bali Resort) (SWA, 22 May-4 June, 1997: 34-5) where
executives can relax, play golf, etc. Another instance is a full page of coloured pictures
of gold Gianni Versace wristwatches (they look very shiny and expensive) (SWA, 20
February-12 March 1997: 11). There are also black and white pictures of advertisements,
for example, for Boss Hugo Boss and the school of Management Information and
Computer Studies, but these are still well-presented (SWA, 8 February-6 March, 1996:
43).

House-Style
SWA presents itself as a serious monthly business magazine with cover stories
featuring business figures considered newsworthy (Media Scene 1995-1996 Indonesia:
147). The magazine's motto is Informasi dan Peluang Bisnis (Information and Business
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Opportunities) (Junaedhie, 1991: 258). On the Internet, SWA's slogan is 'business,
opportunities, lifestyle and information' (SWA Online, Homepage). In terms of cover
stories featuring business figures, these are done in the form of interviews, opinion or
comments. Regular articles include coverage of corporate performance, finance and
banking, recent economic developments, profiles of business people and corporate
management (Media Scene 1995-1996: 147).

Sometimes SWA represents businessmen and executives in terms of values,
lifestyle and socioeconomic comments, but the magazine puts particular emphasis on
business, management, success, and investments within the world of Indonesian business
and sometimes within international business. It concentrates on economic issues to
appeal to the economically conscious executives. In the form of interviews, opinions or
comments, SWA represents these professionals. The magazine often shows spectacular
coloured photographs of entrepreneurs, corporate figures, conglomerates and tycoons.
The magazine also presents photographs of them in their formal clothes with their offices
as a background and sometimes with their family and personal possessions such as
houses, automobiles and motorcycles.

Sometimes the magazine covers political events from a legal point-of-view as
these have significant links to the Indonesian business world. Very rarely, SWA
represents politicians. If it does, the politicians themselves are also the entrepreneurs.
For example, in its June 5 issue, 1997, SWA presented the biographical profile of Siti
Hardij anti Indra Rukmana or Tutut (President Suharto's eldest daughter). She was then a
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politician and also executive for a major Indonesian private highway and property
conglomerate (SWA, 5-18 June, 1997: 30).

In some issues, SWA includes a special insertion (SWA Sisipan Khusus). This is
a section on the lifestyle, values and socioeconomic profile of educated urban
professionals. The section is called Selebriti, Gaya Hidup Eksekutzf (Celebrity's
Executive Lifestyle) and presents the latest trends such as clothes, watches, shoes,
apartments, etc., for kalangan executives. I will use some of the information there as
source material later to represent one of the selected executive managers. In this section,
SWA also presents nice photographs of executives in their formal clothes and personal
possessions such as houses, cars, motorcycles, etc.

Jakarta Jakarta
Proprietors
Jakarta Jakarta is the name of the weekly illustrated magazine, published by
Yayasan Lohjinawi (Lohjinawi foundation) cooperating with the Gramedia Group since
17 May 1985 (Junaedhie, 1991: 108). Hill notes that the Gramedia Group, together with
the Kompas Group diversified the market by producing a 'miscellany of targeted
specialist publications', including the lower-middle class pictorial entertainment weekly
Jakarta Jakarta, children's reading Hai (Hi), Kawanku (My Friend), Foto Media
(Media Photos), Angkasa (Sky), as well as sports, Bola (Ball), and others (Hill, 1994:
85).
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The founding father of the Kompas-Gramedia Group is Yakob Utama (Hill, 1994:
85-6). According to Hill, Utama's significant career began in the-mid 1960s; he was one

of the founding editors of Kompas newspaper. He succeeded in riding the political
storms of 1966 and generally supported the emergence of the New Order. Because a
number of newspapers labeled as BPS (anti-Sukarnoist) and having an anti-Communist
tone had been closed down, this gave Yakob Utama an opportunity to sell his own
newspapers (Kompas) and to enhance his popularity (1994: 83). By the early 1990s the
Kompas-Gramedia Group had become the parent of an interlocking enterprise of around
38 subsidiaries. The group included Gramedia book publishers, radio stations, offshoots
in the travel agency area, hotels, heavy equipment, supermarkets, insurance, leasing,
banking, advertising industries, etc. Utama, who is still the head of the group, has
generated for himself great personal wealth making him the 120 largest personal
taxpayer in 1991 (1994: 84-86). Hill notes that the group's management, particularly in
Yakob Utama, has not been averse to disciplining journalists or closing down particular
publications rather than risking government or public 'backlash', which may
disadvantage the group (Hill, 1994: 86). Therefore, it is not surprising if one of his
magazines, Jakarta Jakarta was criticised several times for including pornography and
political coverage of East Timor. More will be said of this later in the section on
Jakarta's 'Media Culture'.

Circulation
According to Jakarta Jakarta's Circulation Manager (1998), Jakarta Jakarta is
read by males and females and was selling over 53,200 copies a week in early 1998. The
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readers are predominantly young professionals (the upper middle class) between 20 39
-

years old. This group is interested in reading news on outstanding profiles/figures who
are achieving or performing well. They like to be amused and entertained. They enjoy
luxury or extravagance, and they like to bergaya hidup yuppies (live a yuppie lifestyle)
(Information provided by Jakarta Jakarta Circulation Manager, 1998).

Advertising
Jakarta Jakarta provides advertisements of latest imported products such as
accessories, clothing, make-up, perfumes, telecommunications, European bags,
cigarettes, Western restaurants ter-ngetrend, latest Hollywood movies and fashions. In
this magazine, the photographs of the advertisements are attuned to the newest fashions
compared to the ones presented in SWA and Forum (Media Scene 1995 1996
-

Indonesia: 148). The types presented in Jakarta Jakarta's advertisements are foreign
and local female and male models and professional athletes.

Typically, Jakarta Jakarta advertises the latest and most fashionable
international fashions, for example, the female and male suits by Donna Karan New York
(DKNY), semiformal suits by Oscar de La Rente, casual wear (jeans) by Calvin Klein.
Beside latest fashions, this magazine advertises quite a variety of products such as a full
page of several coloured picture of wristwatches like TAG Heuer, Tudor, a coloured
picture of Gudang Garam cigarettes international, etc (Jakarta Jakarta, 19-25 April,
1997).
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House-Style
The motto of Jakarta Jakarta is Panas Gambarnya Hangat Beritanya (the
picture is hot and the news is warm). The magazine uses exclusive headings: Reka
Mereka (invention, to invent a new way of living or lifestyle) (Junaedhie, 1991: 108).

This weekly newsmagazine has a distinctive journalistic style of pictorial
coverage with relatively concise copy, in the format made popular by 'LIFE' or 'PARISMATCH'. It focuses on local celebrities, entertainment and pop culture. It is attractive
to the yuppie type reader (Media Scene 1995 1996 Indonesia: 148). In fact, this
-

pictorial magazine is very attractive. Every heading appears in luxury settings, colours
and nuances. It is presented perfectly for the consumption of a metropolitan lifestyle,
especially in terms of having a meal, relaxing and wearing fashionable clothes. It is also
designed to cover gleaming Indonesian stars, combined with the most up-to-date
information on celebrities from all over the world (Information provided by Jakarta
Jakarta Circulation Manager, 1998).

Following its motto, Panas Gambarnya Han gat Beritanya, Jakarta Jakarta
stresses fun and entertainment more than political issues and socioeconomic comment.
The magazine is visually exciting, the house style stresses the impact of the photographs,
the magazine's look. The news is warm, something to enjoy after the excitement of the
photograph. This suggests the magazine's style is directed towards a young, fun-loving
readership. As Hill notes, Jakarta Jakarta is the 'lower-middle class pictorial
entertainment magazine' although the fact is the magazine describes the events and
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shows photographs of the kalangan celebrities, and the rich and famous who live in
international and cosmopolitan spheres. For example, in the 19-25 April, 1997 issue,
Jakarta Jakarta devotes six pages to the photographs of international celebrities. This
includes photographs of Demi Moore, Donna Karan, Michael Bolton, Salma Hayek and
others (90-95).

Occasionally, Jakarta Jakarta shows the photographs of Kalangan celebrities in
New York City, Hollywood, and other foreign cities. It gives the flavour and shows the
images of New York City's values and lifestyle by showing the photographs of its
'Supermodels' in clothes of expensive international trends. At the same time, Jakarta
Jakarta gives the flavour of Jakarta celebrities and provides the images of the new
Jakarta rich in terms of values and lifestyle. It shows the photographs of famous
Jakarta's models with the most-up-to-date fashions and European accessories. This is a
cosmopolitan lifestyle, pursued abroad by Western celebrities in major cities like New
York and, at home, by the Indonesian rich and famous in Jakarta.

Since the purpose of the media is to entertain its readers (McQuail, 1987), it is not
surprising if sometimes the magazine transgresses the limits by showing photographs of
foreign and domestic girls with fashionable minim clothes which sometimes tend to the
erotic. But the magazine cannot go too far because it risks closure by the Indonesian
government (Junaedhie, 1991: 108).
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Moreover, Jakarta Jakarta's potency is located in its ability to tease or touch on
eksekutifmuda (young executives), not only during their free time or leisure, but also at
the period when they are 'thirsty' for berita panas (hot news). This makes Jakarta
Jakarta the most complete guide for those who enjoy busy lifestyles in big cities
(Information provided by Jakarta Jakarta Circulation Manager, 1998).

The magazine does not pretend to discuss social issues and show negative
conditions within Indonesian society. Jakarta Jakarta adopts a Western woridview.
When the magazine shows photographs of groups of lower class people in the other parts
of Indonesia, it gives the impression that this is happening in foreign countries and the
yuppie readership see the situation as if they were Westerners. Jakarta yuppies who go to
the other parts of Indonesia become tourists, and the other parts of Indonesia such as
Lombok, Nias and Bali Islands are promoted as tourist places. The magazine represents
'traditional' Indonesia as exotic.

Occasionally, Jakarta Jakarta provides cover stories featuring political or
business figures considered newsworthy in the form of interviews, opinions or comments.
It provides photographs of national political and business figures and sometimes
international figures. It also provides a section on obrolan bisnis (business gossip). This
section provides infonTnation within the Indonesian business world. Who buys that?
Who owns that? Who manages that? Who sells that? Who seeks for that? For example,
who owns the Hutomo Group and Detroit Diesel? There is often gossip about the
commercial activities of the Suharto family. Hutomo Mandala Putra or Tommy
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(President Suharto's youngest son) is sharp in seeking for business opportunities in the
automotive sector (Jakarta Jakarta, 19-25 April, 1997: 74).

The magazine also contains a section of gossip within Kalangan elite Indonesia,
called Dari Mulut ke Mulut (From Mouth to Mouth). In the shape of opinions or
comments, this section provides latest cover stories featuring famous Indonesian figures
such as actors, artists, movie stars, entrepreneurs, and politicians.

Sometimes, the magazine refutes its seeming superficiality. Its cartoons, for
example, or the occasional interview with controversial Indonesian political figures and
business figures, can be incisive and critical. To be critical of the New Order or at least
supportive of openness can also be seen as a typical characteristic of educated, urban
professionals 'culture': to be 'well informed'.

Comparison of the Three Magazines
As mentioned earlier, Forum and SWA are directed to a more serious uppermiddle class readership while Jakarta Jakarta is designed to appeal to a wider, more
popular lower-middle class readership (Hill, 1994: 85). Of the three magazines used in
this study, Forum is the most prestigious and influential. It reaches a much larger
readership than SWA, but SWA gets more advertising revenue than Forum (Media Scene
1995 1996 Indonesia). Forum and SWA appeal to a more serious readership than the
-

populist Jakarta Jakarta.
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Forum has a more substantial house style than SWA. From a political angle,
Forum is the more serious magazine. If we look at SWA from business aspects, it is also
a serious magazine because it is more concerned about corporate performance, finance,
investment, banking and insurance. As a pictorial entertainment, Jakarta Jakarta is
involved with leisure time activity, shopping habits, and possessions. This does not mean
Jakarta Jakarta never provides stories that link to the economy and politics. For
example, sometimes it provides biographical profiles of political figures and
professionals (entrepreneurs). Jakarta Jakarta also provides cartoon caricatures, which
tend to tease the national political system. Forum also uses cartoon caricatures.

In terms of advertisements, in SWA the photographs look more spectacular than
those presented in Forum. In SWA, most advertisements are coloured and well
presented. Typically, SWA advertises expensive things. Advertisers spend more money
on advertising in SWA than in Forum. In Jakarta Jakarta, the advertisements are very
much into the latest international fashions and accessories. SWA and Forum emphasize
the yuppies' business and professional lives, while Jakarta Jakarta is more interested in
their leisure and fashions.

Jakarta 's Media Culture
After the resignation of President Suharto on 21 May, 1998, Indonesia's
restrictive media laws have been reviewed (Straits Times Online, 6 June, 1998). This
study is concerned with the situation prevailing before the end of these restrictive press
laws. The three magazines operated within a distinctive media culture. Although there
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was a claimed freedom of expression in Indonesia, the media had been watched by the
government in the name of peace and order.

Each of the magazines has its own purpose, aspirations and goals to achieve. But
the magazines have had to operate within a controlled media environment. They may
express their feelings or show interesting photographs but they have had to fit in with the
New Order guidelines. If not, the government would ban the papers. As Hill notes,
'Indonesia's press is closely monitored by an interventionist government. It is frequently
subject to bans, without any recourse to open trial' (Hill, 1994: 14).

Some newsmagazines have irritated the Départemén Penerangan (DEPPEN, the
Ministry of Information). In 1984, the Minister of Information, Harmoko3, promulgated
a regulation allowing the Information Minister to withdraw publishing licences (SlUPs)
and so close down any publication. The government reserved the right to revoke the
licences of any publication which was deemed threatening to national security. During
Suharto's rule, three leading weeklies were closed down through SIUP (Straits Times
Online, 6 June, 1998; Age Online, 6 June, 1998).

The Ministry has the authority to withdraw licences and has been prepared to ban
papers when limits have been crossed (Robison, 1995:15). This was most dramatically
demonstrated on 21 June 1994, when the most dramatic crack-down on the press since
1978 shocked the Indonesian media. Harmoko banned Indonesia's three major news
weekly publications: Tempo, DeTIK and Editor. Tempo had detailed stories about the
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conflict inside the cabinet between Finance Minister Mari'ie Muhammad and Suharto's
protégé Minister for Research and Technology, B.J. Habibie4 over the purchase and
refurbishment of 39 former East Germany's warships. DeTIK highlighted ABRI's
criticisms of important civilians within the government in surprisingly forthright
interviews with unsatisfied officers, and had speculated openly about who would replace
President Suharto. In April 1994, Editor ran a cover story questioning whether Suharto's
youngest son, Hutomo Mandala Putra, would be called to account in the trial of office
bearers connected to the collapse of one of Indonesian state banks, BAPINDO (Hill,
1994: 41-2).

Having banned the nation's major news weeklies, widely read by opinion makers,
urban professionals, and the middle classes, the government had to choose between a
tough crackdown on dissent across the board or a tactical back-down (Hill, 1994: 42).
However, as Hill found, the June bans created oppositions groups. Sympathizers such as
students, workers, lawyers, white-collar professionals supported the sacked journalists,
and were generally given good coverage in the remaining newspapers. Although the
national press became cautious in its political reporting, it was not shaking. For example,
Forum was warned formally by Ministry of Information, and several other publications
had editors called in for questioning, regarding the coverage of the bans and
demonstrations (Hill, 1994: 44).

Jakarta Jakarta itself had aroused the minister's anger in 1989. On 18 and 23
September 1989, the Ministry warned the company concerning erotic pictures in Jakarta
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Jakarta editions no.168 and 169 that tended to the pornographic (Junaedhie, 1991: 108).
The second case was more political. It happened when senior government officials
criticised feature reports on the November 1991 East Timor massacre in Jakarta Jakarta.
The Kompas-Gramedia Group re-assigned the staff responsible, in a move to placate the
authorities (Hill, 1994: 52).

Since Forum tends to cover stories focusing on 'Law and Democracy' and a lot
of its readers are considered intellectuals (Forum, April, 1996: 45), it is not surprising if
this magazine often discusses sensitive issues. But it has had to be careful not to talk too
deeply or strongly, which could offend the influential figures in the New Order
government.

Apart from political pressure from a liberal middle class requesting freedom of
expression, the press in Indonesia is big business. Commercial forces work for a less
conformist media (Robison, 1995: 15). As Robison argues,
profits depend on advertising revenues which in turn derive from capturing large
slices of a market that increasingly demands interesting and entertaining news. It
is a market increasingly able to gain access to media internationally (Robison,
1995: 15).
One example to illustrate this is the transmission of CNN's (uncensored) global news
broadcasts via Indonesia's 'Palapa' satellites. This may upset the Ministry of
Information from time to time, but it benefits one of the Kalangan Cendana members,
Bambang Trihatmojo (one of Suharto's sons), whose company owns satellites which are
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dependent for profit on renting time to media outlets (Hill, 1994: 21). Therefore, the
middle class exercise their power as the new mass consumers; the entrepreneurs as
investors trying to gain edge on competitors in this increasingly profitable business
(Robison, 1995: 15). Individuals close to President Suharto, including his children, had
financial interests in the mass media. The desire for profit contradicted the desire to
impose censorhip.

Recently, the current Minister, Yunus Yosfiah, announced four new rulings, one
of which was to cancel a decree empowering the minister to withdraw media publishing
licences. Mr. Yosfiah also called for a cancellation of the Information Minister's ability
to withdraw SITJPP (Straits Times Online, 6 June, 1998). After Suharto's resignation,
two former editors of two banned magazines, Tempo and DeTIK announced that they
were preparing to reopen. In general the press has greater freedom to express itself but
since the licensing mechanism is still in place the government can still revoke licences
(Age Online, 6 June, 1998). Many Journalists still remain apprehensive about the
government's ability to withdraw licences. As Williams notes

'...

for an entire

generation who carved out their careers within the invisible limits of the Government's
ever present threat of closure, there are major psychological barriers to redefine' (Age
Online, 6 June, 1998).
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II. THE NEW MIDDLE CLASS
We have examined the magazines and their media culture. Now it is necessary to
examine the young urban professionals who are represented in their pages. This will
involve a brief review of the capitalist transformation of Indonesian society under the
New Order.

In the literature, as McVey notes (1994: 12), there is no clear agreement on a
definition of the Indonesian middle class. However, it is undeniable that sustained and
rapid economic change in the 1980s and 1990s produced a new, affluent urban middle
class. Jakarta's yuppies were the most visible and privileged members of this new class.

According to Scase, 'class' is now more commonly defined by occupation rather
than by birth. This is certainly true of modem Indonesia. Since most Asian countries
have now adopted a capitalist, market economy, an individual's standing in corporate
organizations in the market economy now defines his or her class (Scase, 1992: 3). To be
upper middle-class in capitalist society, individuals must be independent enough to make
decisions over others (to exercise authority). In higher management, members of the
middle class are included in the decision-making processes. Of course, the material
rewards for the middle class are much higher than for the working class (Scase, 1992: 23
-6). Jakarta yuppies are the most privileged sector of this new class created by
Indonesian capitalism.
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Domestically, economic growth had helped create a new middle class of
significant size resulting from industrialisation (15 % of the population, according to
Forum, August, 1995: 74). In the next year, Forum estimated the number of Indonesians
in the middle class as 14 million or 8 per cent of the population (significantly less than its
1995 estimate, Forum, April, 1996: 52). If we compare Indonesia to the other ASEAN
(Association of South East Asian Nation) countries, the Philippines and Thailand have 12
per cent, Malaysia 15 per cent and Singapore 50 per cent belonging to the middle class.
But if we compare with absolute numbers, Indonesia's middle class is by far the largest in
ASEAN; the Philippines has 7 million, Thailand 6.2 million, Malaysia 2.5 million and
Singapore 1.4 million middle class members (Forum, April, 1996: 52).

Indonesia's new middle class has enjoyed its privileges within the confines of the
New Order state. The establishment of the nation, implemented by the founding father
Bung Kamo was based on the national ideology of Pancasila5, while struggling against
the regional or religious movements which could lead the nation to dissension. This
policy was continued by President Suharto, stressing the construction of the nation:
restoring political stability, tightening government discipline, and encouraging physical
development (Forum, August, 1995: 74). Since the people had to struggle very hard for
national unity after 1945, Indonesian cultural diversity was given less priority in the
Sukarno era. The possibilities of having different opinions and creative ideas were
sacrificed. Since economic power, culture and politics were centralized to organize the
country efficiently, the room to move within Indonesian society was limited (Forum,
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August, 1995: 74). The contrast between the struggle of the Sukarno era and the
opportunities for luxury in the late Suharto era before the financial crisis is marked.

As Forum (August, 1995) explained the social and political development of
Indonesia in the Suharto era, the new middle class occupied an ambiguous position in the
New Order. The challenge was for the authoritarian New Order system to allow room for
society to move. According to Forum, there were several factors, by the 1990s, pushing
in the direction of social change. Political consolidation had been achieved (this was
before the crisis of 1998). Sustained economic growth had been achieved. In the
international arena, the end of the Cold War and the collapse of the Soviet Union had
produced a more relaxed environment. However, the new middle class had no choice but
to accept the political constraints of an authoritarian system (Forum, August, 1995: 74).

In the 1990s, Indonesia was presented as part of the Asian miracle. In 1995-1996,
Indonesia had experienced high economic growth, roughly between 7 and 8 per cent a
year (Gatra, 27 April, 1996: 80). Therefore, it is not surprising if in 1996 the Indonesian
government seemed to be very busy advertising 'Indonesia as a market' in the
international media. Two pages of colored advertisement attracted many American
young professionals. The advertisements, placed in The Economist and Business Week,
seemed to change the image of Indonesia as a third world country. 'Gee . . this is New
.

York City', said an American who read the advertisement that showed the skyscrapers all
along Sudirman-Thamrin street, Jakarta. What was offered in the advertisements was a
market that has 'a skilled, fast-growing middle class, where foreign corporations find it
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easy to both produce and market their products' (Forum, April, 1996: 28). The yuppies
were the characteristic inhabitants of this miracle, the new Jakarta of the 1990s.

The Rise of Pribumi Entrepreneurs
Nancy Suhut, from the Centre for Strategic and International Studies (CSIS)
traces the rise of the middle class in the New Order era ( Warta Ekonomi, 31 July, 1995:
36-38). The development of the Indonesian economy since the 1970s, signified by the
introduction of foreign investment and the oil boom, funded the development of the
middle class. The 1983 oil price drop persuaded the government to launch
a vigorous non oil export drive in order to offset declining foreign income. To
encourage exporters (mostly the private sector), wide-ranging deregulation
policies were introduced in 1984 (Raillon, 1991-1992: 93).
After economic deregulation the Indonesian economy by the late 1980s was booming,
allowing a section of the middle class to emerge as Pribumi Entrepreneurs, local
capitalists who could afford values and a lifestyle which tended to be high-profile (Warta
Ekonoini, 31 July, 1995: 38).

The Suharto Administration consciously encouraged the rise of these Indonesian
capitalists. Following the decline of the national bourgeoisie under Sukarno's Guided
Economy, President Suharto introduced legislation to support import-replacing industries.
The government urged pri bumi traders to become involved in industry. The government
also introduced financial incentives to business people to invest in manufacturing and to
enter new industries. Under the protection of tariffs, many national entrepreneurs were
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motivated to develop and thrive. At the same time, this lowered the competitiveness of
the Indonesian economy (Raillon, 1991-1992: 93). These new capitalists were able to
develop under state protection, but 'had to harden when they were exposed to
international competition' (Raillon, 1991-1992: 93).

Due to the government's new policies, 700,000 new companies were developed in
Indonesia from the late 1970s. Moreover, the business climate was much more
auspicious, especially with the get-rich mentality that developed in the 1980s. Amongst
many new entrepreneurs, the late-coming pribumi are among the most successful
including Nono Anwar Makarim (legal consulting firm Makarim & Tairas). Most of
these new entrepreneurs were former 1966 activists, for instance, Fadel Muhammad, a
45-year-old Technische Hoogeschool (ITB, Institute of Technology) engineer from
Ternate; turned businessman (Raillon, 1991-1992: 96-98; SWA, 10-23 April, 1997: 80).

As part of the import substitution policy of the 1970s the government extended
import monopolies to certain companies. Many of the companies then turned into
conglomerates. Many of these were controlled by Indonesian Chinese who not only had
connections with the pejabat but also with overseas Chinese (Raillon, 1991-1992: 99).
However, some of the new companies were owned bypribumi capitalists who may have
received government contracts through their connections.

The bourgeoisie of Indonesia flourished during President Suharto's reign.
Political institutions emerged in order to sustain them. Political organisations such as
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GOLKAR gave the bourgeoisie some access to government. Suharto allied himself with
rich families and established monopolies creating the great pribumi (Robison, 1995: 12).
As Robison notes
the Soeharto family established Indonesia's most extensive group of pribumi
corporate conglomerates. Other families with a base in bureaucratic office or
with family links to the Presidency were to build similar, although smaller
empires. These included the Habibie, Djojohadikusumo, Harmoko and Sutowo
families (Robison, 1995: 12).

Suharto's strategy for power had been to replace hard-line military elements and
at the same time to increase careers and political opportunities for the new bourgeoisie
(Robison, 1995: 13).

It has been argued by Robison that the new Indonesian entrepreneurs were linked
to Kalangan Cendana and their close associates. An example is a Solo-born priyayi,
Setiawan Djodi (Raillon, 1991-1992: 116). At one time, Djody was supported by Ibnu
Sutowo6, a chairman of PT Setdco now still in the oil business (tankers) and operating
gold and nickel mining concessions (Raillon, 1991-1992: 116). Another example is
Bambang Riyadi Soegomo, the son of the former Commander of Badan Koordinasi
Intelijens Negara (BAKIN, State Intelligence Coordinating Agency) (Forum, April,
1996: 24). Bambang is a 1981 alumnus of ITB and the Chief Executive of the Indonesian
Textile Association. He is a New Order capitalist, belonging to the third level of
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conglomerate executives. He controls asset worth approximately Rp200 billion (Forum,
April, 1996: 25).

Examples of well-connected capitalists who started their businesses in the 1970s
or early 1980s are Siti Hardiyanti Rukmana and Bambang Trihatmodjo (Suharto's
children). Some have assets worth more than Rp3 trillion; generally they have wealth
over Rp 1 trillion. Within this group, are some former chairmen of the Himpunan
Pen gusaha Muda Indonesia (HIPMI, the Indonesian Association of Young
Businessmen), including Aburizal Bakrie and Abdul Latief7. Fadel Muhammad also
belongs to this group (Forum, April, 1996: 17).

Bambang Atmanto Wiyogo, who received his business degree from the
Universitas Gadjah Mada (Gadjah Mada University in Yogyakarta), belongs to the third
level of conglomerate executives along with Bambang Riyadi Soegomo. These two
pribumi entrepreneurs are linked to the ruling elite because of their late fathers'
influential positions within the government. Although they are not as strong as Liem
Sioe Liong (Indonesia's richest man) or Probosutedjo (Suharto's half brother), their roles
in business should not be underestimated because in this layer, they run various powerful
businesses. These include cafés, hotels, palm oil and textile industries (Forum, April,
1996: 18; 25).

According to a conglomerate executive, Fadel Muhammad, Indonesian
entrepreneurs with assets from Rp500 billion to Rpl trillion were no more than 500
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people. There are many entrepreneurs with assets less than Rp600 million whom the
Trade and Industry Ministry considers as small businessmen. Of the 8,000 entrepreneurs
who joined HIPMI, most are small businessmen with assets less than Rp500 million. Of
course, hundreds of thousands of small businessmen do not belong to HIPMI. According
to the Biro Pusat Statist/k (BPS, the Central Bureau of Statistics) in 1992 there were
approximately more than 34 million small entrepreneurs in Indonesia (Forum, April,
1996: 18).

Apart from that, there are also entrepreneurs who emerged because of political
access or being the children of pejabat. A former 1966 activist, Legal Consultant, Nono
Anwar Makarim, is an example. A second group are those who were born as the children
of pejabat under the New Order: Bambang Atmanto Wiyogo and Bambang Riyadi
Soegomo. Aside from them, there are also 'true' entrepreneurs, such as Abdul Latief,
Siswono Yudohusodo and Fadel Muhammad who simply worked hard for their success.
This particular group consists of many people (Forum, April, 1996: 18; Raillon, 19911992: 98).

Despite these national entrepreneurs who emerged because of their political
access and being the children of pejabat, the fact is that the children of the ruling family,
Suharto's children, belonged to a more powerful group. The lower entrepreneurs make
up the new middle class elite.
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III. THE YUPPIE KOHOR
Having examined the position of the new middle class in New Order Indonesia, it
is now possible to identify the place occupied by Jakarta's wealthy corporate executives
and professionals in Indonesian society. In this study, this involves looking at the way
this group is represented in their magazines. But it is possible to make some general
observations about their role in New Order Indonesia.

While yuppies are part of the new middle class, it is easier to understand them as
a special 'in-group'. Rhenald Kasali, quoting Norman B Ryder (1959), has used the term
Kohor (cohort) to describe the 'aggregate of those individuals who experienced the same
event within the same time interval'. In Indonesia, Kasali identifies a new Kohor who
grew up during the rapid growth of the market economy. These are the 25 to 35 yearolds, those who enjoyed a better education, were familiar with computer technology, used
credit cards, and became home-owners and car-owners (Forum, April, 1996: 28). As a
generation, this Kohor could be called the children of New Order capitalism. They are
the privileged youth out of the 37 million Indonesians identified by the 1990 census in
that age bracket (Forum, April, 1996: 28). According to Forum (April, 1996), this New
Order Kohor has socioeconomic characteristics that make them significant consumers,
important in the modern economy, in trade and industry, significant in the legal
profession and in politics.

Jakarta's yuppies are a special Kohor. They include the 25-35 year-old
generation but are not confined to this age-group. Yuppie identity is a combination of
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occupation, wealth and lifestyle and individual yuppies may be a generation older than
the 25 to 35 year olds. 'Youth' is not only a matter of age; it is also an aspect of a
modern, cosmopolitan lifestyle. Money can buy this lifestyle. According to a corporate
executive working for Unilever in Jakarta (interview, 19 June, 1998), in 1997 a monthly
income package of four million rupiah was necessary to pay for the Jakarta yuppie
lifestyle. Corporate executives, it should be remembered, receive more than a salary.
Personal use of a luxury car is usually included in the salary package. According to my
informant, successful young Jakarta corporate professionals and executives would expect
a BMW or a Mercedes as part of the deal. Also in the deal, the company would certainly
offer insurance, membership fees for exclusive clubs, and perhaps offer low interest loans
for luxury apartments, cars and houses. Of course, the most successful yuppies earn and
spend millions of US dollars a year. Although it was possible in the 1990s for young
professionals to become highly paid, the older generation of yuppies is wealthier. This is
one reason why yuppie role models featured in Forum, SWA and Jakarta Jakarta are
often from the older age-group.

Professional Managers
According to Raillon, traditionally, companies were owned and personally
managed by families; now it is no longer the case. Nowadays, companies are usually run
by professionals, especially in Chinese-owned companies. For instance, Subronto Laras,
a young pribumi business graduate and technical engineer from Hendon College,
London, and Paisley College, Scotland, now manages Liem Sloe Liong's Indo-Mobil
Utama Group (Raillon, 1991-1992: 110-111; Jakarta Jakarta, 28 September-4 October,
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1996: 22). Another example is that of Aburizal, the young chairman of the Bakrie
Brothers corporation, who recruited a 48-year-old professional manager, the Americaneducated, Tanri Abeng8, to be the Chief Executive of the Bakrie Group. Tanri's transfer
(cost: one billion rupiah) from Multi Bintang was devised with the idea to transform the
pribumi conglomerate into a giant group by the year 2000, with targeted sales of Rp2.000
billion (Raillon, 1991-1992: 111).

According to Raillon, the case of Tanri's transfer is not unique. Companies
deliberately take executives from other companies by offering higher salaries. Some
67,000 new professional managers of all levels are demanded every year and 'headhunting' practices have been introduced. As a result, in 1988, Citibank lost 20% of its
managers who were 'hijacked' by competing banks. 'Highly-valued loyalty' to
companies is becoming a problem (Raillon, 1991-1991: 111).

At this point we can conclude that within the business world, the yuppies are
more interested in material rewards than loyalty. As was mentioned earlier, their
education training, and occupations encourage them to be individualistic, secular,
independent and materialistic. Jakarta's young executives have the potential to be the
motor or moving spirit for change and development within modem Indonesian society.
However, they seem not to care about this because they are too busy with their own
world (Warta Ekonomi, 31 July, 1995: 36).
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The Young Managers
MARS (Marketing Research Specialists) conducted a research study in 1996 on
the socioeconomic factors producing Jakarta's young executive mangers (SWA, 1-21
August, 1996: 12). The results of MARS's survey of 308 managers will be used here to
help identify more clearly the characteristics of these young managers.

As SWA found, the kalangan Jakarta professionals are relatively young in age.
The managers' positions include all productive age levels (20-50 years old or more).
However, if we arrange by age divisions, the managers who are 30-39 are estimated to
make up 50.3% of the total (SWA, 1-21 August, 1996: 13).

According to SWA, almost all respondents had achieved higher education: 36%
had completed high school and diploma tiga (D-3, three year diploma program), 54.9%
sarjana muda (BA), 9.1% sarjana penuh (MA) or a doctorate degree. Another
interesting point is that the overwhelming majority of managers (9 1.2%) completed their
degrees from domestic universities (SWA, 1-21 August, 1996: 13).

Apart from educational background, the managers' types of occupations are quite
various. There were 53 types of managers from 308 respondents surveyed. From that
number, the personnel managers rank first (14.9%), followed by marketing (10.7%),
finance (7.8%), production (6.5%), operational (5.2%), administration (3.2%), shop or
store (3.2%), export-import (2.9%), office (2.6%) and food managers (2.3%) (SWA, 1-21
August, 1996: 14).
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According to SWA, despite the fact that Indonesian businessmen are
predominantly nonpri (minority: usually ethnic Chinese), the result of the research shows
that management positions are dominated by kalangan pribumi compared with nonpri.
From the 308 managers surveyed, pribumi Indonesians made up 269 (87.33%) of the
group (SWA, 1-21 August, 1996: 14).

The ability to speak foreign languages at least English seems to be a
-

-

compulsory qualification for managers. The respondents who spoke English as a second
language were estimated to make up 98.1%. Some respondents who spoke English as a
second language could also speak another foreign language (23.7% of the group). Only
three per cent could speak three or more foreign languages. The other foreign languages
(besides English) spoken by respondents were Japanese (8.4%), Chinese (7.5%), German
(3.9%), French (3.6%), and Dutch (3.2%) (SWA, 1-21 August, 1996: 14).

SWA argues that managers' incomes are also high, on the average, by Indonesian
standards (not high by international executives' standards). Nearly all of the respondents
said their incomes were more than one million rupiah per month (US$426), with the
following breakdown: 30.2% between one and two million rupiah, 25.3% between two
and three million, 22.7% approximately four million, and 7.8% between five and eight
million (SWA, 1-21 August, 1996: 16). Generally, the executive managers are satisfied
because they have been provided adequate facilities by their companies: luxury new cars,
health insurance, pension insurance, executive membership of clubs, cellular phones,
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refund for health fees, and expenses for leave/traveling. SWA argues that those facilities
are standard matters that should be given to managers (1-21 August, 1996: 16).

SWA also surveyed the sociopolitical interests of this group. As SWA found,
Indonesian managers are usually optimistic and expect that within 10 years they can
become self-employed businessmen or CEOs. However, SWA found that generally, they
are allergic to politics. Why? Can the managers, as a significant group in the kalangan
middle class, become social reform agents? Can they not support various positive
reforms especially in the economy in Indonesia? As a legal consultant, Dr. Todung
-

-

Mulya Lubis, SH, told SWA, 'I am not optimistic that the middle class, where the young
executive managers are one of the major influences, will be able to become a social force
that will support a various changes within Indonesian society' (SWA, 1-21 August, 1996:
46). Generally, Jakarta managers are well educated, their lifestyle is cosmopolitan and
their incomes are high. But, as a group they are not independent thinkers and they have
no commitment for reforms. As SWA argues, they are merely the 'extended hand' of the
'established group' which controls them (SWA, 1-21 August, 1996: 46).

SWA refers to the common belief that the Indonesian middle class does not have
the courage to express different opinions, let alone to rebel. The reason is that they are
afraid to be removed from their formal positions or to lose connections to obtain
investments in order to expand businesses. Are the Indonesian managers still behaving
this way? SWA speculates, however, that those who are educated in foreign countries
may show more independence (SWA, 1-21 August, 1996: 46).
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To explore the personal worlds of these 308 managers, SWA surveyed their
opinions and explored their activities outside business. SWA expressed relief that the
survey found that in fact Jakarta's managers are quite religious (SWA, 1-21 August,
1996: 46). The respondents who admitted that they practised religion were estimated to
make up 48.4%. However, SWA did not explain what types of religions the young
executives practised. The other respondents (46%) concentrated on social activities.
Political activity ranked third: 11.4%. Panel discussions, creative arts, teaching and
studying were found to make up only 1% of activity during free time (SWA, 1-21 August,
1996: 46).

The Regional Manager of Bank Dagang Nasional Indonesia (BDNI, the National
Bank of Commerce), Bambang Handoyo, for example, admitted that he still kept up with
political developments in Indonesia through magazines and newspapers. 'But I do not
want to jump directly into political organisations because I intend to concentrate on the
business that I manage', he said (SWA, 1-21 August, 1996: 46). Another example is
Hendra Januar, Assistant Manager of Development Sector for PT Aplikanusa Lintasarta,
who intended to concentrate only on business. He believed that political activities should
be pursued only if the person is already well established economically. According to
Hendra, who admired Bill Gates, 'if the person was not economically established, and he
became involved in politics, he might abuse his authority to fill his own pocket and
torment the people' (SWA, 1-21 August, 1996: 47).
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These opinions fit the results of the survey. Respondents who admitted that they
had kept up with political developments but did not become involved in politics were
estimated to make up 80.5%. Of the group, 14.3% clearly clarified that politics were not
part of their interests. And only 5.2% of respondents clarified that someday they would
take up a role within the political arena (SWA, 1-21 August, 1996: 47).

Kalangan managers' interest in social issues and the environment was found to be
high. Those respondents who admitted that they analysed and were interested in social
issues outside business and career were estimated to make up 67%. It was found that
54.9% were interested in environmental issues. The issues of internal politics also
attracted a lot of attention: 61.4%, while external politics interested 48.7% (SWA, 1-21
August, 1996: 47).

Of the 308 respondents, 263 indicated they admired national business figures as
their idols. These national figures included Tanri Abeng (18.8%), Aburizal Bakrie
(17.5%), Ciputra (Ethnic Chinese tycoon) (7.5%), Liem Sioe Liong (5.8%), Mochtar
Riady (Ethnic Chinese tycoon) (4.2%), Kwik Kian Gie (Economic Analyst) (3.6%) and
Willian Soeryadjaya (Ethnic Chinese tycoon) (3.6%) (SWA, 1-21 August, 1996: 47).
SWA found that more than half of the respondents (64.9%) did not have foreign business
figures as their idols. Those who did mentioned names like Donald Trump (4.2%), Bill
Gates (3.6%), Lee laccoca (3.2%) and Onasis (2.3%) (SWA, 1-21 August, 1996: 47).
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Ideologically, the respondents showed some diversity in their selection of national
political figures who were their idols: Suharto (27.9%), Sukarno (7.5%), All Alatas
(3.9%), Abdurrahman Wahid or Gus Dur (3.2%), All Sadikin (2.9%), L.B. Moerdani
(2.9%), Rudini (1.9%), Habibie (1.6%), Harmoko (1%), Megawati Sukarnoputri (1%)
(SWA, 1-21 August, 1996: 47). But, the support for President Suharto indicated the
general conservatism of this group. The foreign political figures who were their idols
included Bill Clinton (11.7%), Ronald Reagan (5.8%), John F. Kennedy (4.9%),
Mahathir Muhammad (5.2%), Margaret Thatcher (4.5%) and Yasser Arafat (3.9%)
(SWA, 1-21 August, 1996: 47).

It is clear that although some young executives had some interest in getting into
the world of politics, most preferred not to be involved because they did not want to
waste the business opportunities provided under the New Order development plans.

Corporate Lawyers
SWA also has examined the careers of another important group within the
kalangan middle class, the corporate lawyers. Careers in law are seen as rewarding and
brilliant. Business law is seen as particularly glamorous career. This links with the
capitalist development and rapid economic growth, especially with the opening of the
new order economy to foreign investment. In the last twenty years, foreign investment in
Indonesia has boomed. Foreign firms have established themselves in Indonesia.
Business transactions and deals have flourished. Consequently, law business also
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boomed and became a bright opportunity to make money (SWA, 20 February-12 March,
1997: 13).

Since the 1970s, law consultant services for corporations were increasingly
needed. According to some reports, at that time, the local consultants were considered
insufficient: they lacked the numbers as well as the qualifications for international
requirements. Yet, SWA's view was that this did not mean that these lawyers lacked
ability to understand how the law works in the Indonesian system. Practically no one
doubts if there were any lawyers who could understand the system of Indonesian laws
better than our domestic lawyers (SWA, 20 February 12 March, 1997: 13). Realising
-

that business demands are becoming very broad and complex, many Indonesian
university graduates have decided to continue their studies overseas. They want to
understand the concepts of international commercial law in the countries where the
investors and potential investors who intend to open business in Indonesia live (SWA, 20
February-12 March, 1997: 13). By the 1980s, a generation of Indonesian corporate
lawyers had appeared.

Examples of corporate lawyers in this booming industry include several popular
names such as Professor Mochtar Kusuma Atmadja, Nono Anwar Makarim, and Todung
Mulya Lubis. The business of corporate lawyers is known as a way to make big money,
with fees from at least US$60 per hour and as much as US$750 per hour, depending on
the skills and business areas that they are handling. Since their charges are huge, it is
normal for corporate lawyers to project their image and prestige by renting office blocks
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in luxury buildings and dress the part. Self-employed corporate lawyers maintain an
expensive image of professionalism, a conservative, dignified, legal tradition, in order to
fit in with the ethos of the profession. There are currently fifty big local law firms
operating in the law consultancy business (SWA, 20 February 12 March, 1997: 13 and
-

18)

A Priyayi Corporate Ethos
As the new bourgeoisie defines its social character, it can look back to a much
older debate in Java which started in the 1700s. At that time, the aristocratic priyayi
decided that there is nothing in Javanese culture that prevents commercial enterprise.
They concluded that the Javanese should mix more with the Chinese to obtain business
skills (Raillon, 1991-1992: 95). A different proposal has now been made and that is to
follow a code of 'priyayi' business ethics. As discussed earlier, some of the new elite
have old priyayi connections (Raillon, 1991-1992: 95). The merchant prince was
embodied in the figure of the late Sultan of Yogyakarta, Hamengku Buwono IX. Rated
as one of the 100 wealthiest Indonesians, he owned a dozen companies in sugar
processing, travel, retail, banking, tobacco, construction, shrimps and tuna, garments,
films, etc. Most aristocratic families in Yogyakarta and Solo, who have turned their old
fortunes into regular business, have followed the attitude of their pioneer, Sultan
Hamengku Buwono IX (Raillon, 1991-1992: 95).

Motivated by the involution of priyayi ethics, that is, by its return to Javanese
traditional behavior, pejabat (senior officials) have been more willing to take a new
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attitude towards business. They can even act as an entrepreneurial group, as they may
control private enterprise through 'share holding' or as komisaris (commissioners or
trustees). Finally, many of them either retire or resign to start business activities, as was
the case of Arnold Baramul19, a former chief public prosecutor who had been appointed
as the governor of Celebes (Sulawesi) by former President Sukarno (Baramuli was then
the youngest governor in Indonesia) (Raillon, 1991-1992: 95).

The corporate ethos of Jakarta's pribumi business elite has been shaped by the
elite culture of senior state officials. Raillon argues that while the pejabat can become
entrepreneurs, the reverse phenomenon is also occurring. Under New Order policy
economics and politics is the same. New Order policy has allowed officials to become
businessmen and private managers to become government company managers.
Recruiting Chief Executive Officers (CEOs) for state owned firms among experienced
private corporate leaders is now a new trend. People from both the private and public
sectors swap ideas and personnel frequently. Cacuk Soedaryanto is the model of the
new-style official: once a private manager with IBM Computers, in 1988 he was
appointed as the CEO of Perumtel, the state telephones utility (Raillon, 1991-1992: 9697). In the latter period of the New Order regime, many in the new professional and
corporate elite were influenced by the aristocratic values of the pejabat.
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The New Middle Class and Democracy
According to Forum's analysis, in global politics, the victory of liberal capitalism
over authoritarian Communism had created a democratic movement supported by the
only Superpower Country remaining after the Cold War, the United States. Indonesia
itself could not avoid this democratic wave, supported domestically by the aspirations of
the new middle class group and the hopes that were given to them (Forum, August,
1995: 74).

The Indonesian government responded to this situation carefully. By the 1990s,
the concept of 'openness' was introduced (not democracy, because the new Order
government could not accept that it lacked democracy) by expanding freedom of speech
and critical opinions within certain limitations, allowing some political deregulation, and,
in a more spectacular way, giving a more recognised place for Moslems in creating a
state culture (Forum, August, 1995: 74). Unfortunately, the effort at this tentative
'opeimess' was opposed by several general and specific obstacles. One was that the end
of the Cold War did not resolve all the problems of Indonesian national security. The
succession uncertainty in the People's Republic of China, and the threat of Chinese
aggression in the South China Sea concerned Indonesia. National unity was still the first
priority. The Indonesia government saw the strategic security of its coastal areas such as
Natuna as a continuing problem. The problem of the

27t1i Province (East Timor)

remained a source of conflict and tension. These factors contributed to the continuation
of the 'national security' character of the New Order state (Forum, August, 1995: 74).
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A second obstacle is the characteristic and attitude of Indonesia's middle class.
As a new class created out of rapid industrialisation, with a diverse membership (from
businessmen to intellectuals), the Indonesian middle class does not necessarily share a
clear, unified view of itself or its social and political needs. As Raillon argues, middle
class values are characteristically moderate and dualistic, 'soft' and unstable, based on
consumerism and politically conservative. Therefore, the expectation, raised by
reformists, that the middle class is a source of democratisation is problematic. The
Indonesian middle class elite is difficult to compare with the European bourgeoisie who
fought for democratic reform against the old European political regimes (Forum, August,
1995: 74).

While there has been some questioning of the link between the rise of a new
middle class and democratisation (Jones, 1998), the dramatic recent events in Indonesia
now support the thesis that a growing urban middle class may encourage democratisation
in Indonesia. As Peter Hartcher observes of the events of May, 1998:
Twenty years ago, there were three functioning democracies in East Asia. Today,
there are seven. Indonesia is not yet among them. Yet what we have seen in
Indonesia in the past few days is a part of the same great movement (World
Online, 23 May, 1998).

The question is whether the process of democratisation in Indonesia can continue
if the economic situation remains critical. In the recent past, Indonesians debated
whether rapid economic growth (8.07% according to 1995 data) could encourage
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democratisation. But even when this growth rate was achieved, distribution of the new
wealth was not implemented widely (Forum, August, 1995: 74; Gatra, 27 April, 1996:
80). There was a widening gap with the unequal wealth distribution becoming more
obvious. The lifestyle of the middle class elite, compared to the lifestyle of the majority
of Indonesians, could be seen as increasingly extravagant.

The Indonesian middle class has been in a weak position in relation to the New
Order state, dependent on the state for economic direction and patronage. They are the
beneficiaries of state-led economic development (Jones, January, 1998: 147-148). In
authoritarian Southeast Asia, the middle class may have an ambiguous political
commitment for democracy. In New Order Indonesia, under Suharto, the middle class
both 'threatened' the Suharto's regime and supported it (Jones, January, 1998: 148). As
Robison notes, in the Indonesian case,
the authoritarian regime of President Soeharto became much more than a military
dictatorship. It developed a highly complex and politically effective set of
ideological and institutional structures. More important, the New Order state
became integral to the development of capitalism and an Indonesian capitalist
class (Robison, 1993: 41).
This system survived until the crisis of May, 1998.

Jones has argued that the middle class are the 'beneficiaries' of the Asian
economic miracle and the most nationalistic of all the classes (Jones, January, 1998: 152).
The middle class are educated by the government and employed by the government so
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they are expected to be loyal to the government. Their education backgrounds and
occupational training discourage them from taking an interest in politics. In general, in
Asia, the middle class are employed mostly in government sectors and are expected to
support the state (Jones, January, 1998: 152-3). In this case we have to be careful in
analysing the Indonesian middle class. In a more general sense, the privileged elite, the
upper middle class accept the status quo. They are politically conservative by education
training and the values of the business ethos. As Jones notes,
the graduates produced in growing numbers by the tertiary education sector in
Taiwan, South Korea, and Singapore, moreover, continue to find employment in
the expanding public or semipublic sectors. State education followed by
bureaucratic training inculcates a respect for expert knowledge and a lack of
interest in wider political issues (Jones, January, 1998: 152).

The Indonesian middle class not only benefited from the New Order but they
were also concerned that while economic growth was sustained, the New Order should
stay in power. The corporate management of the New Order helped maintain control by
creating a nationalist tradition and those approved within this tradition became members
of a New Order exclusive club. This suited the upper middle class because they were
part of the club. The upper middle class and the ruling elite formed a mutually beneficial
pact. The upper middle class therefore supported the elite and the maintenance of a
stable society, which attracted investment (cf. Jones, January, 1998: 156-7). Of course,
the economic crisis of 1997-1998 destroyed this arrangement. Economic failure
destroyed the Suharto regime's legitimacy with the Indonesian middle class.
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Yuppies and Democracy
The question arises whether this new, privileged upper middle class group was a
force for social and political reform in Indonesia. It is interesting to examine the role of
the yuppies in the last years of the Suharto regime in terms of the debate regarding the
role of Asia's new middle classes in the process of democratisation.

Their occupations and wealth made them different from most of the 37 million
who make up the Indonesian middle class (Forum, April, 1996: 28). Like the Suharto
family who provided their role model, Jakarta's yuppies moved in a different world. As a
privileged group they were the greatest beneficiaries of the New Order economy and had
no reason, as a group, to challenge the status quo; Jakarta's yuppies had no motive,
before the economic crisis, to oppose the New Order. As cosmopolitans, they were
familiar, of course, with western, democratic societies. According to their magazines,
especially Forum, Jakarta's yuppies like to read about different political ideas. They are
aware of different political systems. Before President Suharto's resignation, we have
seen that Forum discussed democratic ideas. Forum's readership before 1998 was
interested in political modernisation, even political reform. It would be a mistake to read
into this a commitment to political activism. The mood before 1998 in the magazines
was a mixture of restrained debate and political gossip. Politics before 1998 was
probably only a third interest, if that, for Jakarta's yuppies. Their first interest was in
their careers. Their second interest was in enjoying their leisure.
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IV. GLITTERING LIFESTYLES AND VALUES
Since 1966, Indonesia has been ruled by a regime which promoted national
discipline, backed up by ABRI, a state ideology (Pancasila) and a New Order which
stressed certain values, alongside capitalist development and its consequences. There
may be a contradiction here between New Order social authoritarianism and capitalist
competition and profit-making and consumerism. The yuppies reflect one side of this
contradiction or ambiguity: they are upwardly mobile, they value choice, cultural
freedom and indulgence (when not working). So have yuppie values and lifestyles
diverged from or contradicted approved New Order values? The New Order tolerated the
yuppies, even favoured them but they could be considered as representing such 'negative'
values and lifestyles (in New Order terms) as 'Western decadence', materialism, greed,
selfishness, social frivolity, and no social conscience. But, yuppie leisure is only one side
-

the other is career and hard work and success. But even here it has been argued that this

group prefers private interest, not the public good (See SWA, January, 1989: 55).

The way the lifestyle and values of the yuppies are represented in the magazines
is impressionistic rather than sociological. Although the magazines offer a great deal of
factual details about yuppies' life, the magazines' purpose is to represent their subject in
the way to entertain and interest the readers. To do this, they emphasize the unusual or
even startling aspects of yuppie's living. Actual yuppie's lifestyles are reflected in the
magazines but they are a distorting mirror. They may exaggerate some aspects or ignore
other aspects. It is easier for the magazines to interest their readers with stories about
glamour and luxury than about the hard work at the office. But the yuppie world they

represent is not just a fantasy world. The magazine readers believe in that world. And
the magazines are clever enough to mix accurate descriptions with fantasy to describe a
world that actually exist. In this section I will attempt to explain how yuppies lifestyles
and values are represented in their magazines.

Certainly, as Forum remarks, this new social group stands out in society. The
yuppies appear very different in public to ordinary people. They wear imported luxury
clothes that cost between several hundred US dollars to several thousand dollars, wear
brand name accessories that could cost several hundred thousand US dollars. They are
well educated, and it is not surprising if they often use foreign languages in their
conversations with their colleagues. And, ya, they are the ones, it seems, who crowd
exclusive Western restaurants and entertainment places. In other words, wealth,
intelligence and consumption are the new symbols which are impossible to be removed
from the identity of this group (Forum, April, 1996: 21).

In its April, 1996 issue, Forum used an earlier, important article in the
newspaper, Kompas, to compare the subculture of today's Jakarta yuppies with that of
the first yuppies a decade earlier. The Kompas article, 'Young Professionals of Jakarta:
Millions in Salary, Lack of Hard Work', 11 May, 1986 (translated in Lev, 1992: 167-174)
is summarised in Forum. The 1986 yuppies who dominated the middle class then were
the ones who crowded expensive shows and exhibitions, such as theatre performances
and imported concerts. They were also the devoted clientele of the Western and Japanese
restaurants then spreading like mushrooms. They were the young professionals, whether

called executive managers or by other titles. 'Equipped with skills and expertise', they
now held influential positions in society as well as in the world of business. And a
recognisable phenomenon then was the emergence of professionals who were 'young'
(Forum, April, 1996: 21-22).

Although it has been a decade since that report, it appears that the result of
Kompas' analysis on young professionals has not changed much. Yuppie incomes have
risen. In that article, it was mentioned that the minimal monthly income of a professional
was one million rupiah. Now the Rupiah that they earn per month could be five times
more or even more. By comparison, 10 years ago, the group of visitors (three or four
persons in a group) to pubs or cafés, at the most spent one hundred thousand rupiah to
one hundred fifty thousand rupiah. By 1996, the amount spent has increased more than
three times: whenever they sit down in any entertainment place with their friends, they
spend at least five hundred thousand rupiah (Forum, April, 1996: 22).

But, this is only a minimal estimate. The cafés in the opulent Thamrin Street area
in central Jakarta make huge profits. One of Jakarta's Hard Rock Café managers shocked
many people when he revealed how much money his café earns. He said the café he has
managed is a favorite one. Its customers come from the children of pejabat tin ggi,
children of conglomerate executives and the young executives who earn several thousand
US dollars every month. The spokesperson told Forum, that in order to have a great time
at Hard Rock, the yuppies don't feel a financial loss by spending approximately five
million rupiah per-month (Forum, April, 1996: 22).
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Now entertainment places like Hard Rock Café are spreading like mushrooms.
Almost in every corner of the Jakarta metropolis, yuppies are able to find entertainment
places, like Jazz Rock Café, Poster Café, News Café, Pasir Putih, Jimbani, Twilite,
Coterie, Champions, Hailai and the other bekén (well-known) names (Forum, April,
1996: 22; SWA, 8 February 6 March, 1996: 62). This does not include discotheques,
-

karaoke bars and massage parlours that have also become favourite places for this new
group. Usually, in such places, charges are high because the purpose of customer there is
not just to eat dinner and drink alcohol, but also to make a 'booking' for a hostess the
-

customer gets charged hourly who always orders drinks as costly as her customer's. If
-

the customer decides to ask this hostess to stay overnight, the fee is much higher (Forum,
April, 1996: 22).

Yuppies and Cafés
Aside from massage parlours, in Jakarta, the café has been a favourite place to
hangout among yuppies. It is important to discuss the cosmopolitan world of the café. In
order to understand the relation between cafés and yuppies better and more fully, SWA
has made an analysis of the old and new cafés in Jakarta that have celebrated high-class
lifestyles and served the affluent. In Jakarta, the café market has been booming. The old
established cafés are still there and the newly established cafés are more specialised.
These cafés do not just serve food and drinks, but also offer a certain atmosphere that
suits the needs of its customers: local styles, foreign styles or even a combination (SWA,
8 February 6 March, 1996: 62; Jakarta Jakarta, 11-17 May, 1996: 54).
-
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To open an extraordinary café, the owners must have million of dollars to invest.
The reason why they need that much money is to buy memorabilia and the other
properties in order to attract customers. For example, Hard Rock Café (HRC) offers the
memorabilia of world musicians, while Planet Hollywood presents a number of used
properties of American movie stars. Others, like Fashion Café, which is partly owned by
the supermodels Naomi Campbell, Elc Mc Pherson and Claudia Schiffer, offer an
extremely glamorous atmosphere of international fashions (SWA, 8 February 6 March,
-

1996: 63).

Jimbani Café & Gallery (JCG), which is partly owned by the Chairman of HIPMI,
Bambang Atmanto Wiyogo, is also popular among Jakarta young professionals. JCG
offers an atmosphere of Western and Indonesian elements because it shows a Balinese
interior and presents live American pop music (SWA, 8 February-6 March, 1996: 63).
This is a mixture of cosmopolitan and Indonesian styles. Almost every night, JCG,
which has capacity of 300 people, is used as a rendezvous for the 'young executives'.
Even on weekdays, sometimes customers cannot find any seats. 'The atmosphere is
pleasant and good enough for chatting', said the Manager of Airfreight, Nataly (SWA, 8
February 6 March, 1996: 63).
-

JCG is also very popular among kalangan rich and famous. It serves Jakarta
elites who intend to host family or organisation events. Two examples illustrate this; the
entrepreneur, Setiawan Djody hosted a large family gathering and Guruh Sukarnoputra
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(son of former President Sukamo) promoted his NTXTC (anti-ecstasy) album at JCG
(SWA, 10-23 April, 1997: 19).

There are also other cafés with different styles such as Amigos, which serves
Mexican food and Padusi that offers Thai styles. An Indonesian movie star, Rano Karno,
also opened a café which is called Warung Si Doe! (Warung means food stall). It
includes Champions Sport Bar and Restaurant (CSBR) which offers the memories of
world class athletes from soccer, basketball, golf, rugby, softball, boxing, wrestling and
tennis. There are other smaller cafés that serve Jakarta's young professionals and
expatriates who like to nongkrong (hangout) (SWA, 8 February 6 March, 1996: 63).
-

To smooth business matters, the café is believed to be the best meeting site in the
matter of entertaining clients or customers (Jakarta Jakarta, 11-17 May, 1996: 54). As
part of a high-class lifestyle, the yuppies choose cafés to settle and meet their own group.
They always intend to be close to their own group. They eat and drink together with
music, usually exchanging gossip. Usually, they begin with business gossip: who makes
what, how much it's worth, who is in partnership (Jakarta Jakarta, 11-17 May, 1996:
54). The section on business gossip in Jakarta Jakarta is revealing. The magazine
passes on the current gossip of Indonesian business executives on the matter of business
investments. For example, it is revealed that Bambang Trihatmodjo (one of Suharto's
sons) had taken up 27% of his shares in General Manager Corporate PT Plaza Indonesia
Realty. His company was also going to spend US$225 million for expanding Plaza
Indonesia (Jakarta Jakarta, 18-24 January, 1997: 74). From the café, business gossip
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spreads everywhere, reporting anyone without mercy (Jakarta Jakarta, 11-17 May,
1996: 54). There is something particularly Indonesian in the flavour about this kind of
social curiosity. Jakarta Jakarta in particular includes Dari Mu/ut ke Mu/ut (From
Mouth to Mouth) where the latest news about who is going with whom, who is buying
what, who is getting promoted where, are included.

The cafés have different advantages: this can be their strategic location, the
atmosphere they offer, even a place where the yuppies can overcome their stress in
dealing with Jakarta traffic jams. After working hours, it is better to hang out in cafés.
Although the café presents memorabilia, plays special recorded music or live music,
what's clear from Jakarta Jakarta is that the café in general is used as a 'meeting point',
to eat while chatting. In Hard Rock Café for example, the executives go there at daytime
for lunch, to see and be seen. If possible, they want to have a table in the middle of the
room. As the Manager of HRC, Yoris Sebastian, notes, those executives are trying to
attract attention from every direction (Jakarta Jakarta, 11-17 May, 1996: 54).

For a professional who graduated from a foreign university and is successful in
business, going out to cafés every night is a normal matter. According to a Business
Consultant for Shell Indonesia, Marco Sumampouw, for our young professionals who
have foreign degrees it's normal to sit down, chat and interact in the café. This
professional selects cafés to interact with the right people and to learn the latest gossip.
The Executive Branch Manager Product of PT BAT Indonesia, Didi, told Jakarta
Jakarta, that for business matters, his company spends approximately two million rupiah
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a month specially on his spending in cafés. An entrepreneur and car racer, Chandra
AIim, said, besides delicious meals, the atmosphere in the café is comfortable and its
image has strongly influenced the crowds who go there (Jakarta Jakarta, 11-17 May,
1996: 55).

Apart from the business executives, there are other groups who always hang out
in high-class cafés. According to the Operational Manager of Champions Café, these
groups are mobilized by one or more influential personalities. They move everywhere;
the other yuppies join them in cafés. According to experience, these trendsetters are
usually rich celebrities or the children of pejabat. This helps the cafés become popular
among the yuppies. However, they cannot be considered as loyal customers because they
move from one café to another café. As long as the café is the newest and tern getrend
(the most trendy), the yuppies would be there. This group can spend hours sitting in a
café and spend several thousand US dollars for one visit (Jakarta Jakarta, 11-17 May,
1996: 58).

Of course, not all yuppies stay in cafés for hours. As Mulyono Adi (CEO of
HanajIah & Ponggawa Associates) notes, 'I seldom go to the café. Mostly, I go home
and listen to music' (Jakarta Jakarta, 11-17 May, 1996: 58).

This 'café society' has its own interests, from positive activities such as 'meeting
point', relaxing, gossiping, looking for escorts, male or female (including the gay
category) or selling, begituan to beginian. A beginian seller (a Yang Jualan Beginian) is
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an ecstasy-dealer who comes from an ordinary background. A begituan seller (a Yang
Jualan Begituan) is a dealer who may belong to café society itself. Jakarta Jakarta hints
that begin ian and begituan sellers receive different treatment. The begin ian seller can
easily be raided by the police and the café's owners and managers would let that happen
because these dealers are not profitable for the café. Beginian sellers don't spend; they
typically sip water while waiting for customers. Begituan sellers are better off or good
customers themselves. They may occasionally get protection because they spend money
and are part of the clientele (Jakarta Jakarta, 11-17 May, 1996: 55).

Yuppies and Ecstasy
To discuss further the drug culture in Jakarta, this study has consulted Tiras. It is
important to discuss first the ecstasy business within Jakarta's kalangan elites. As Tiras
notes, the leaders of a gang, known as Mr. X and MR. Z, are believed to have enough
power in society to run the distribution of ecstasy. When it comes to Mr. X and Mr. Z,
no one dares challenge them. Although raids are often conducted by the Indonesian
police in some of Jakarta's discotheques, the ones who always got rounded up were only
small-time dealers (Tiras, 11 April, 1996: 68).

Nowadays, it does not surprise anymore if some people are engaged in the ecstasy
trade in some discotheques or cafés in Indonesian big cities, especially in Jakarta (Tiras,
11 April, 1996: 68). Since Mr. X and Mr. Z never get 'busted', the question arises: who
are the people behind the scene? In an article on 'The young rich take trip from the other
Jakarta', Age notes that 'ecstasy is Indonesia's drug of the young rich. Most have links to
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the ruling elite, and large allowances in their pockets from their parents. Others have
businesses of their own, handed out to adult children like sweets by powerful parents'.
For police the most serious problem within Jakarta's high-class society is that many
ecstasy users are children of the ruling elite. Some ordinary officers would like to arrest
a 'princeling' but dare not (Age Online, 23 December, 1997).

Concerning ecstasy usage among kalangan elites, Forum magazine once publicly
asked if there was a rumour that President Suharto's eldest grandson, Ari Sigit, was
involved in the ecstasy business. In its 26 February, 1996 issue, Forum represented the
biographical profile of Ari Sigit Suharto in the form of interview. An (27), a University
of London graduate, was asked: 'why is there a rumour that you are involved in
distributing ecstasy, and (why) on top of that do they call you the godfather?' An
replied, 'a/i, for me it does not matter what they say about me. That is their trick.
Perhaps, they have judged me this way because they know that I often go to
discotheques. Therefore, the people who use gituan (ecstasy) join me in discotheques'
(Forum, 26 February, 1996: 97-8).

On the dancing floors of Jakarta's discotheques, many young businessmen and
young executives, who, during the daytime are dressed up elegantly in brand name suits
and ties, drift in the middle of the wave of ecstasy usage. Fifteen minutes after taking
butterfly ecstasy, for example, the users seem to begin reaching up to 'nirvana'. While
experiencing a high, some yuppies prefer to sit apart by themselves, some prefer to sit
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down closely with their girlfriends or the girls they date with, or some put their face by
the loudspeaker to listen to the music more clearly (Tiras, 1 August, 1996).

As Tiras notes, within Jakarta's high-class society, ecstasy has become a certain
kind of status symbol. Given the price of ecstasy, which is relatively expensive from
forty thousand rupiah to one hundred thousand rupiah per pill, Tiras has argued that the
users must come from a certain class, the privileged minority (Tiras, 1 August, 1996).

Tiras also argues that the number of ecstasy users within the circle of the middle
class and upper-middle class, especially within the circle of executives and young
businessmen, has increased. One example recently illustrated this when police raided an
ecstasy party in Bandung, West Java. Some Jakarta young businessmen were involved in
that party. Of the 177 people who were involved in this ecstasy operation, there were 54
young executives including males and females who got 'busted' while trzpping
-

-

(experiencing a high) in mountain fresh air (Tiras, 1 August, 1996).

However, some analysts have argued that the usage of ecstasy is only a trend
within the kalangan elite in Jakarta, which will be replaced by another trendier habit as
time goes on. Tiras agrees that if elites are infatuated by a trend, the ecstasy fad can also
disappear, replaced by new fad that is more attractive. A criminologist from the
Universitas Indonesia (UI), Jakarta, Adrianus Meliala, sees this ecstasy fad like the
'break dance' fad or 'rap music' fad, foreign products that cannot last long in Indonesia
(Tiras, 1 August, 1996).
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Jakarta yuppies adopt foreign culture, but they are still Indonesian in many ways.
An Indonesian cultural observer, Putu Wijaya notes that the process of change from old
values to new values is still far from reality. Jakarta middle class elites are still too
dependent on their 'peer group' in fact, in this ecstasy fad the influence of friends from
-

their own group is still very dominant. Adrianus Meliala, for instance, sees this as an
example of the weaknesses of the middle class in Indonesia. They can easily be
influenced by whatever is trendy and happening in the Western world (Tiras, 1 August,
1996).

Decorative Sex
Jakarta Jakarta is somewhat suggestive but Forum and SWA tend to gloss over
the sexual lives of the people represented in their pages. But some magazines, notably
Tiras, discuss this as a cunent social issue. Today's yuppies enjoy considerable sexual
freedom, sex is almost simply recreational. Tiras argues that drugs culture is not the only
new social activity within the affluent, but 'orgy sex' appears to be another new trend. In
Jakarta, for example, orgy sex has not been initiated only by teenagers but also and even
more by the professionals within kalangan executives (Tiras, 16 February, 1998: 19).

Historically, orgy sex has become a trend in Indonesia since 1986. Allegedly, a
woman who studied in the United States and adopted this tradition introduced this habit
in Indonesia. Since she was the most experienced, her old friends (males and females)
appointed her as the leader of a group in order to organise and manage this new tradition
(Tiras, 16 February, 1998: 19).
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According to an executive (the person's name was suppressed by Tiras) who is
also a former member of this orgy sex organisation, usually the people who engage in this
behaviour are the young rich. If they are not financially strong, they can not join the club
because before they hold the party they have to collect some money first. The organisers
spend approximately two million rupiah in total for each party. The members of this
group would usually drink alcohol, smoke 'ganja' (marijuana), or use drugs like morfin
(morphine) and heroin. 'If they are sober, it's not possible to perform this activity'.
While on a high and half sober, all performers are gathered together. Anyone could
select or be selected. The most important thing is there shouldn't be any rejections,
except for the boss' partner. She should not be touched by anyone but the boss (Tiras, 16
February, 1998: 19).

According to Tiras, generally, orgy sex is being practised in Jakarta luxury
housing areas such as Pondok Indah, Kelapa Gading, or Menteng (Jakarta). Recently,
orgy sex activity in Jakarta has decreased due to police raids. In 1997, party sex was
relocated to Surabaya (Indonesia's second largest city). But the participants were
unlucky and got 'busted'. Thirteen members were arrested, although eventually they
were released because one of them is the son of a high-ranking government official
(Tiras, 16 February, 1998: 19).

We have to be careful in analysing social issues such as drugs and free sex within
kalangan yuppies. Using ecstasy and performing orgy sex are a trend for yuppies and
apparently acceptable by middle class elites as represented in the magazines. Moreover,
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this study is only concerned with the yuppies who are represented in the magazines. The
magazines want to arouse their reader's interest; to titillate them. Whether Jakarta
yuppies are generally involved in ecstasy usage and orgy sex activity or not, is open to
question.

Yuppies and Islam
The mass media unceasingly report the improper lifestyles of the young rich, but
the magazines occasionally report many young rich who behave in the opposite maimer.
For example, Forum reported the young rich observing Islamic rituals. Jakarta's wealthy
have undergone ibadah umrah

erforming a pilgrimage, not during the haj season), open

fasting together during the Ramadhan month (fasting month), upper-class pen gajian AlQur 'an (recitation of the Koran) and tarawéh (nonobligatory evening prayers during
fasting month). Recently, five-star hotels, luxury buildings and glittering houses have
been transformed by kalangan executives into places for performing ibadah (acts of
religious devotion). This is a very Indonesian element in Jakarta yuppie lifestyle.
'Compared to traveling to Europe which would also cost a lot of money, it's better to
bring ourselves closer to Allah', one yuppie said (Forum, 26 February, 1996: 12). This
glittering ibadah among the kalangan upper class raises the question: have the yuppies
experienced an increase in their religious convictions? (Forum, 26 February, 1996: 12)

In the old days the image of the members of Islamic community was different
than now. The devout used to be teased as those religious people who wore sarongs, pici
(black velvet cap) and wooden clogs. Nowadays, the yuppies who perform high-class
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pen gajian appear neatly, with brand name ties and handphones. The parking space is
packed with the most-up-to-date luxury cars (Forum, 26 February, 1996: 12).

Within kalangan executives, there are many who are already active in practising
Islam. It is as if it is a contest to host pengajian. An executive of Bukaka Business
Corp's, Fadel Muhammad, for example, holds his ibadah with his own group. Moreover,
there are many of Fadel's colleagues within kalangan executives who diligently practise
Islam. In fact, among young entrepreneurs who were under siege by gossips and various
scandals, many have been busy recently in organising or attending some sort of religious
proselytizing events. Pengajian and Majelis Taklim (committees of respect) have been
established in several companies like Humpuss Corp. (this holding company is controlled
by Suharto's youngest son, Tommy) and the Pasaraya group (malls and department
stores) (Forum, 26 February, 1996: 12).

However, there are also some young professionals who see this glittering
pengajian as only a trend. As an executive of Sedtco Corp., Setiawan Djody, notes,
'This is a consequence of the emergence of orang kaya baru (the new rich). The trend
during Ramadhan is for rich yuppies to gather in five-star hotels after sunset to celebrate
the end of the daily fast and practise tarawéh. This extravagance shocks more
conservative Indonesians' (Forum, 26 February, 1996: 13). The yuppies who have
undertaken glittering ibadah in luxury hotels are seen as orang kaya baru. Djody
himself, who is involved in ibadah through the Hira Foundation with religious persons
and artists, prefers to practise ibadah at home (Forum, 26 February, 1996: 13). Djody
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feels that this glittering pen gajian is no longer in style. He argues that the yuppies should
contribute the funds spent on hosting the glittering pengajian or on ending fasting
together in luxury hotels on people who are in serious need (Forum, 26 February, 1996:
14)

Remarking on the mixture of glittering ibadah, orgy sex and ecstasy usage within
the affluent middle class circles of society, Tiras debates the tendency towards
decadence. As the magazine argues, the direction of Jakarta's middle class movement is
not easy to guess. People find it hard to believe that the young rich can be so diligent
practi sing pengajian in five-star hotels during Ramadhan. They find it hard to imagine
that the young rich can be suddenly so enthusiastic about making the haj. What does it
all mean? (Tiras, 1 August, 1996)

Tiras calls young middle class behaviour in Jakarta, a riddle. How is it possible
that the personality of a hedonist who likes to menenggak (gulp down) ecstasy can coexist with a puritan who likes to perform the haj, in the body of this middle class elite?
Some people are busy increasing this mystery, while asking questions: is there a 'split
personality' or 'dual personality' inside their souls? (Tiras, 1 August, 1996)

But, whatever happens, the cycle of daily middle class life seems to be practical
and it does not undergo big changes. From praying five times a day, performing umrah
and haj, eating pizza, watching movies, driving luxury cars, to using ecstasy, all this can
be called the budaya mestizo (méstis culture) or mixed-in, made up of various elements,
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as sociologist, Dr. AriefBudiman, observes. As Tiras understands it, a hedonist and a
puritan in the body of the middle class elite are not somebody else they are both living
-

in the same house in the same maimer as if husband and wife (Tiras, 1 August, 1996).

Yuppies' Images
Aside from social issues, it is also important to discuss how Jakarta yuppies
appear differently from ordinary people. As argued earlier, besides the entertainment
places the yuppies usually visit, the indicator of Jakarta's kalangan middle class elites
can be seen from their daily appearance. Besides luxury cars and cellular phones, they
are also used to wearing brand name clothes that cost wah (a fortune). They disdain
cheap shoes, shirts, pants, glasses and ties. Everything has to be a famous brand and
surely expensive. Now to buy these luxury items, they do not have to go to foreign
countries. Shopping in Jakarta is amongst the best in Asia. The luxury department stores
or malls like Seibu, Sogo, Plaza Senayan, Plaza Indonesia and Pondok Indah Mall
provide imported products that yuppies like (Forum, April, 1996: 22; SWA, 1-21 August,
1996: 32).

Since the yuppies can find what they need in Jakarta, the question arises: are there
young professionals who prefer to go shopping in foreign countries? According to SWA,
executives go shopping overseas because they happen to be in foreign countries during
their working assignment or it's their preference or they have too much money to spend.
An executive manager like Herman Latief, for instance, prefers to buy his clothes in
foreign countries because it's cheaper (SWA Sisipan Khusus, 5 -18 June, 1997: 4).
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MARS (Marketing Research Specialists) have done research on the shopping
habits of executive managers by interviewing 262 of these managers in Jakarta.
According to MARS, most executives (approximately 7 1.8%) prefer to purchase clothes
from Indonesian shopping malls. Executives who prefer to do shopping overseas are
estimated to make up only 2.3%. Executives who go shopping in Indonesia and abroad,
are estimated to make up 26% (SWA, 1-21 August, 1996: 12; 34). The significant thing
here is that over 28% of Jakarta's executive managers rely to some degree on overseas
shopping to meet their consumer tastes.

MARS also notes that not all professionals prefer to wear European-designed
clothes or accessories. Individuals also differ on preferred styles. The image of an
executive manager like Adrie Subono may not be a common model for managers in
general. He prefers to wear clothes, shoes and other accessories that have macho
elements. For example, he likes to wear shirts with short sleeves with buttons made out
of metal. Managers in general do not select shirts that are too nyéntrik (eccentric).
Nevertheless, Jakarta's corporate executives like to be trendy. According to MARS, the
executives who prefer to wear conservative-style clothes like Arrow shirts are estimated
to make up only 37%. Only a few executives do not care about brands at all (8.8%) but
half of the 262 male respondents who filled in the questionnaire prefer to have their
formal pants designed by their selected tailors. In other words, they do not care much
about brand names represented in SWA (1-2 1 August, 1996: 34). Executives' suit
selections are not much different. The executives who do not care about suits' brand
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names are estimated to make up 66%. But only 1.5 % of executives admit that they have
no clue about brand names (SWA, 1-21 August, 1996: 34).

How about neckties? According to MARS, most executives do not care about
brand names (26%). Others are not fanatical about one brand (8.8%). No more than 5%
of executives select certain brands like Dunhill and Rita Russo. For every executive, the
tie is important for making up his appearance; especially if the shirt he wears look simple
on him. 'Everyday I change my tie, and for every tie I try to wear it no more than once in
two weeks', said an executive, Nadir. Therefore, whenever he buys formal pants and
shirts, he tries to include ties. Not only in Jakarta, whenever the company assigns him
overseas, he stops by shopping malls. In North Carolina, United States, for instance,
once he found a beautiful tie that cost him only US$60. 'Not the price or brand, but what
counts is the value of design', said an architect from the University of Tarumanegara,
Jakarta (SWA, 1-21 August, 1996: 34).

Regarding shoes, most of the executives prefer to wear brand name products.
According to MARS, the executives who select brand name shoes are estimated to make
up 89.3%, although they are not fanatical about wearing one brand. Bally is the most
popular brand among the executives (14.9%), followed by any other brand name shoes
(5.8%), Bruno Magli, Timberland, Doc Marten and others (SWA, 1-21 August, 1996: 34;
SWA, 8-21 May, 1997: 34).
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In terms of their wardrobes, corporate lawyers appear to be more brand-minded
than the executives. Henry Yosodiningrat, for example, prefers to wear Europeandesigned shirts such as Hugo Boss, Etienne Aigner, Gianni Versace and Ermenegildo
Zegna (SWA, 20 February-12 March, 1997: 38). Henry Yosodiningrat and the other
lawyer O.C. Kaligis, also prefer to wear European brand name suits such as Hugo Boss,
Gianni Versace, Burberry, St. Michael and Dunhill (SWA, 20 February-12 March, 1997:
38).

Do corporate lawyers care about brand name ties? For lawyers, the tie is a
professional symbol. Corporate lawyers in general wear brand name ties in order to
maintain the image of professionalism. For instance, Henry Yosodiningrat and O.C.
Kaligis always wear Italian brand name ties like Gianni Versace (SWA, 20 February-12
March, 1997: 38).

Apart from ties, yuppies also prefer to wear brand name accessories. In Jakarta,
when people see yuppies wearing gold necklaces or gold bracelets it is no longer
shocking. Usually necklace and bracelet each weigh only half an ounce. However, it
should not be misunderstood, gold jewelry is the most expensive accessory that yuppies
wear. There are also expensive accessories such as luxury pens and wristwatches.
Prestigious pens can cost several thousand US dollars, European brand name pens like
Waterman, Cartier, St. Dupont, Montblanc, Atawa Montegrappa. These pens are very
expensive, not just because of leak proof or fine design, but because they are covered in
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gold or precious stones like red rubies, blue sapphires, green emeralds and diamonds
(Forum, April, 1996: 22; Jakarta Jakarta, 20-26 July, 1996: 1).

Ordinary people, learning the prices of wristwatches that yuppies wear could be
shocked. According to Forum, wristwatches that executives wear can cost from several
hundred thousand US dollars to several million US dollars. The Aura wristwatch,
designed by Piaget from Geneva is known as a symbol of perfection. It is like an
advertisement language from its maker. The consumers themselves do not necessarily
know what this 'perfect creation' means. Surely, one reason that makes this timepiece
very costly are the materials that the makers use; gold, platinum, sapphires, emeralds and
rubies. It is not surprising if the watch called Aura from Piaget/P8 costs Rp2.5 billion
(approximately US$1 million). Why is it so expensive? Ya, bagaimana tidak begitu,
wong berliannya saja ada 277 butir. ('Yes, so why not! after all it's got 277 diamonds!'
Forum, April, 1996: 22). There is another Piaget timepiece called Tanagra, Aura's
grandson or great grandson, which costs less, 'only' two hundred seventy eight million
rupiah. Another brand, which is also 'cheaper', is Tourbillon by Daniel Roth, covered
with 50 grammes of gold. This one is available for one hundred fifty million rupiah
(Forum, April, 1996: 22). The trendier brand, which is very popular among young
entrepreneurs, is Bulgari. According to a manager of Bulgari boutique, Wati Gandarum,
the price range of this special wristwatch is from four million rupiah to twenty million
rupiah. Every month her boutique store would sell between 40 to 60 watches. As
Jakarta Jakarta notes, most of the buyers are Indonesian professionals (Jakarta Jakarta,
29 June-5 July, 1996: 31). One example to illustrate this, is the pribumi entrepreneur,
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Emir Baramuli, who wears a Bulgari wristwatch (Forum, April, 1996: 36). The other
famous brand, which has been produced massively, is Rolex. Although it costs several
thousand US dollars, Rolex is considered an ordinary brand for Jakarta yuppies (Forum,
April, 1996: 22). It is very popular among young executives and corporate lawyers. A
corporate lawyer like O.C. Kaligis prefers to wear Rolex, although his Rolex is covered
with diamonds (SWA, 20 February -12 March, 1997: 38).

Yuppie Consumerism: Business or Pleasure?
Some observers have concluded that Jakarta's affluent are crazy about shopping.
But not all analysts have the same view towards the yuppies. Ariel Heryanto (social
analyst), for example, argues that he can clearly see a positive aspect from prominent
consumerism attitude within this kalangan middle class (Forum, April, 1996: 23). As
Ariel sees it, the consumer attitude that has been happening especially among middle
class groups benefits both the production and consumption sectors. There is interaction
on both sides. Conspicuous consumption is also a career move. For instance, there are
many middle class professionals like managers and businessmen who compete in buying
branded clothes and accessories to keep their status and prestige. However, prestige and
status are not only used for showing off or self-comfort. According to Ariel, they do that
consciously, deliberately and with smart calculation in order to achieve their goals (like
winning a tender) (Forum, April, 1996: 23).

Forum observes that for other young professionals, entertainment places like
discotheques, coffee shops or cafés are not a place only to look for fun; they often go
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there with their business associates or clients. Having expensive drinks is not
'hedonism'. It is also not the attitude of weak people who have been persuaded by
advertisements or weak minds. As Ariel argues, this type of analysis is very narrowminded. 'What the middle class are doing is an expenses and productive procedure to
gain profit', he said (April, 1996: 23). Yuppie consumerism is a strategy to produce
benefits for the office (Forum, April, 1996: 23). Coffee shops and cafés are the perfect
place to find out what is happening in the corporate world.

Ariel also argues that this consumer movement (if this can be called movement) is
not a social illness. This glittering lifestyle can not be measured, valued, admired or
criticised just from economical and rupiah computations. It is proper to analyse
consumerism as a lifestyle as the establishment of identity. Why? The reason is that the
old identity like gender, religions or skin colour has melted away to be replaced,
-

-

exchanged, blended like gado-gado (Javanese salad eaten with peanut sauce) (Forum,
April, 1996: 23).

It is clear that Ariel is in favour of the middle class who like the comfort of
luxury. Forum comments that the view that yuppies are seeking to establish an identity
is controversial. Individuals go out to cafés, massage parlours and discotheques for a
variety of reasons, not just to help production and consumption or to establish their
identities. Going into a discotheque can be just to cure a headache or to look for dates.
Visiting massage parlours is simply for sexual gratification. Yuppies who walk around
with their 'million dollar accessories' are not necessarily lobbing to promote turnover (in
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a commercial enterprise) or to gain award of a project. Yuppies, and not only the few,
use this lifestyle to maintain their prestige (Forum, April, 1996: 23).

According to Ingrid Widj anarko, a manager who organises events that involve
celebrities, 'metropolitan life is very influential to the lifestyle of the majority of the
middle class in Jakarta. In fact, basically, they do not necessarily 100 per cent like these
places. Therefore, going to expensive cafés or other entertainment places is only a
prerequisite or some kind of ratification for their identities' (Forum, April, 1996: 23).
Ingrid also argued that yuppies tend to go to entertainment places with their own group.
This means surely they do not usually go there with business associates or clients, but
with friends from the same group who have the same tastes. This is done for the purpose
of 'being watched or watching another people'. According to corporate manager Elfa,
yuppies do not follow a fixed pattern when they frequent discotheques. This group does
not necessarily visit a discotheque, for example, on the weekend. 'Whenever they want,
they would find opportunities to go there'. In fact, on the 'weekend', most of the young
professionals prefer to gather with their families (April, 1996: 23). Usually, when
yuppies hang out at cafés or discotheques with their own group, they spend
approximately several hundred dollars or even several thousand dollars for one night, not
in cash, because young professionals never leave home without at least two credit cards
in their wallets. Credit cards are one of the symbols of gengsi (prestige) (Forum, April,
1996: 23).
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One of the interesting matters from the result of Ingrid's observations is that the
yuppies' destination has shifted from Southern Jakarta suburbs (like Kemang, Sudirman
and Kuningan) to the Jakarta-city area, whereas, in the past, the city area was dominated
by ethnic Chinese. Certainly, the Chinese are still crowding the entertainment places in
that area, but now they are mixing with the new pribumi young professionals. 'Jakartacity area is turned into one of the base-camps because the nightlife there is more reckless
and unimpeded', Ingrid said (Forum, April, 1996: 23-24). In Forum's words, in this city
area, the whole street is full of places that sell lust, under cover as massage parlours, bars
and other clubs. Some places even present striptease dances, although this type of
entertainment is not promoted openly in Jakarta. According to one executive manager
(Forum does not mention the person's name), 'yes, that's right, among us now playing
with girls and ecstasy is nge-trend' (Forum, April, 1996: 24).

If only for prestige, many young professionals never skip painting exhibitions or
classical music shows, usually shown in ballrooms of five-star hotels. The reason is not
because they necessarily understand art painting or appreciate classical music. They go
to those places so they could meet their own group (Forum, April, 1996: 24). Some
yuppies know how to appreciate the visual arts and how to collect them. An
entrepreneur, Bambang Atmanto Wiyogo, for example, seems to appreciate the beauty of
art paintings. He not only goes to see painting exhibitions and meet his own group in
five-star hotels, but he actually owns several paintings (Forum, April, 1996: 26).
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Yuppies prefer to eat in high-class restaurants. As Forum observes, besides
having meals in Taman Sari Restaurant (Hilton Hotel), they also go to Western or
Japanese restaurants that cost several hundred thousand rupiah. Besides having lunch
and dinner in five-star hotels, a part of the middle class rich now take breakfast as their
daily activity in five-star hotels including the Hilton Hotel. This activity became popular
since (1991) the local government put the three in one (before 10:00 a.m., minimum three
people in one vehicle) regulation into effect around business districts in order to avoid
traffic jams. Therefore, while waiting until 10:00 a.m., they usually nongkrong (hangout)
in the Hilton, for example, while having breakfast (Forum, April, 1996: 24).

And how else do the young professionals 'burn' their money for their beloved
families? According to Ingrid, several years ago, most yuppies had selected the United
States, Japan, Hong Kong and Australia as their holiday destinations with their families.
Now, they are more interested in traveling within the Indonesian archipelago like
Tanatoraja (Sulawesi), Lombok, Bukittinggi (Sumatra) and any other sea tour areas. This
again is a mixture of cosmopolitan and Indonesian elements in Jakarta yuppie lifestyle.
One of the maritime tours, which is very popular among yuppies, is to cruise to the other
islands on the luxury Awani Dream. The cost is US$740 for a married couple who have
two kids (Forum, April, 1996: 24; Jakarta Jakarta, 23-29 December, 1995: 5).

Actually, going to some tour destinations around the archipelago is not the first
priority that the Awani Dream's package offers. In fact, most of family's recreation and
activity are available inside that tourist boat. From Tanjungpriok Port Jakarta to
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Lampung Sumatera, for example, the boat slows down deliberately: it sails around 9knots, or a 9-10 hour's trip. During the trip, passengers are entertained with several
performances (from live music, magic and various dance attractions) (Forum, April,
1996: 24; Jakarta Jakarta, 21-27 September, 1996: 12).

The Kiub Awani also provides well-designed golf courses for the yuppies. Every
morning, a group of young executives play golf on a modern golf course in Tangerang,
West Java (a resort, 30 minutes drive from the city of Jakarta). This golf course gives the
executives the opportunities to meet and chat with their business partners. Who are these
people? They are the members of Kiub Awani. While waiting on the grand opening of
the golf course in Cariu, Parangtritis (Yogyakarta) and Trawas (Java), they play
temporarily in Tangerang (SWA, 20 June-10 July, 1996: 27).

However, golf is not only a favorite sport for young executives within this middle
class society. Corporate lawyers also seem to like this sport very much. O.C. Kaligis, for
instance, tends to be infatuated with playing golf. This golf fan has practised golf in
China's golf courses, in the former Soviet Union, in Atlanta in the U.S., and in several
other countries. Kaligis's colleague in his law business, Rudhy Lontoh, has also tried a
world famous golf course, the Pelican Hill Golf Club the fee for one game is US$400
-

(SWA, 20 February 12 March, 1997: 38).
-

Speaking of socialisation within kalangan middle class families, there is also the
inter-family trip. Usually, by taking turns (in a regular social gathering), they invite
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friends (from their own group) and family to go on vacation to their personal 'villas' or
'cottages'. They seek to go back to nature to get rid of the saturation of their urban
lifestyles (Forum, April, 1996: 24).

It is important to realise that these images above do not represent all yuppies. It is
evident that some of them (especially the ones who are more established and senior in the
world of business) admit that they are reluctant to hang out in crowded entertainment
places. At least that is what they have told Forum (April, 1996: 24). One example to
illustrate this is the case of an entrepreneur, Bambang Riyadi Soegomo (44), the son of a
former Commander of BAKIN, Yoga Soegomo. As Bambang told Johan B.S.P. from
Forum, 'before marriage, I often went to discotheques or nightclubs' (April, 1996: 2425). But now that is all over. Although there are many of his colleagues who still enjoy
night entertainment, Bambang prefers to spend his time in his office and house. He
would go out of his office (for eating) just if his business relations invite him to join
them. If Bambang has any activities outside his house, he goes to the Executive Sport
Club at the Hilton Hotel (every weekend) with his wife and children to keep his health in
a good shape (Forum, April, 1996: 25).

People would not recognise Bambang as the wealthy high flyer he is; they
probably would not believe what they see. Bambang Yoga Riyadi Soegomo is a
businessman, from what is known as a third level conglomerate with assets worth
approximately Rp200 billion. As the owner of Kresna Group (employing 40 thousand
white-collar workers), he does not behave like a big boss. Everyday he only drives a
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Toyota Crown although he has two most-up-to-date Mercedes Benz sedans which are
used to serve his family members (his wife and children). As Bambang told Forum, 'I
do not see vehicles as brand names, but for their usefulness. The important thing is that
the car I drive does not give me a hard time' (Forum, April, 1996: 25). But there are also
the well-established yuppies who still enjoy the comforts of luxury as represented in
Forum. A young businessman, Emir Baramuli, for example, always appears stylish in
public always wearing a Bulgari wristwatch, driving the most-up-to-date cars like the
-

latest Porsche or Mercedes Benz and holding a handphone (Forum, April, 1996: 36).
Emir is an alumnus from San Francisco State University and Notre Dame University at
Bay Are. (Emir was recently involved in a public scandal because he and An Sigit,
Suharto's oldest grandson, were allegedly making false alcohol labels.) Emir told
Forum, he still goes to entertainment places such as B-One or M Club. But he does that
for the needs or purposes of his business. That means meeting Ari Suharto in the
nightclubs. As a busy person, Ari Suharto can only meet certain people including Emir,
in the clubs. Emir talks business with Ari while relaxing. Emir, who is in charge of
several companies that deal with real-estate, computers and construction, told Forum that
he spends Rp10 million per month on entertainment (sometimes he spends more than
that). 'To tell the truth, I am not the type of freespending businessman who burns up
money for nothing' (Forum, April, 1996: 26 and 36). If a businessman like Emir with a
turnover of Rp20 billion a year can afford to spend Rp 10 million on lobby funds per
month, how much would businessmen with a turnover of several hundred million or even
a billion dollars pay towards their lobby funds? For example, businessmen who win
tenders in Telkom (telecommunications), Pertamina or PLN (the state-owned electricity

enterprise), deal with huge sums of money. For this high level, the money that they need
to spend on lobby funds is hard to estimate. But, one businessman told Forum that he is
always successful in wirming big projects because of his role as a 'personal cashier' of a
pejabat tingi. What he means by personal cashier is the readiness of a businessman to
fulfill all the material needs of pejabat apart from official duty: the fees for playing golf,
going to five-star hotels, using chartered planes for family needs and the other personal
needs. In fact, sometimes the businessmen need to have cash money with them, in case
the pejabat may need some (Forum, April, 1996: 26).

Another aspect of middle class life that has not been understood clearly is the
involvement of some of the new group in politics. In the last five years, there are many
young professionals who have thrown themselves into the world of politics. Some have
joined GOLKAR, others the Partai Démokrasi Indonesia (PDI, Democratic Party) or
Partai Persatuan Pembangunan (PPP, United Development Party). Some analysts have
argued that the young professionals' purpose in joining social or political organisations is
only to achieve their personal goals. This statement could be right or wrong. However, a
famous banker has said that middle class people see politics as a bridge to strengthen
their position. What he means is that through organisations, individuals can strengthen
their relations with pejabat who have protected and will protect them. With this
protection, the middle class group can prosper (Forum, April, 1996: 27; SWA, 1-21
August, 1996: 46-7).
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However, an entrepreneur Anthon Riyanto (46) argues that not every businessman
is 'identical' with profit seekers, exploiters and bribers of bureaucrats. Anthon is not
pleased, for instance, if people say that businessmen do not care enough about the social
environment around them compared with intellectuals or bureaucrats (Forum, April,
1996: 27). Anthon's argument is that businessmen also have high self-interest in the
stability of the social environment. For example, every businessman cannot live in peace
if the social gap and the rate of crimes are growing. Anthon has classified businessmen
as one of the groups that faces up to matters that link to human rights. For example,
Kalangan businessmen have always tried to improve the living standard of their whitecollar workers, not only for profit but also for the security of their business (Forum,
April, 1996: 27; SWA, 1-21 August, 1996: 46-47).

Anthon also argues that any businessman who jumps into the world of politics is
behaving quite properly. People would be very 'naïve' if they saw businessmen who are
involved in the world of politics as out only to achieve personal goals. Not every
businessman is like that. Anthon notes: 'I am not a hypocrite. At a certain level, there is
also a businessman who needs supports so his business will go smoothly. There are
various ways to do this. One of them is to jump into the world of politics' (Forum,
April, 1996: 27).

Anthon has an opinion on yuppie entertainment. The habit of young professionals
and entrepreneurs to visit expensive night entertainment places is only seasonal. Usually,
yuppies who behave in this way are individuals who have been influenced by Western

culture or orang kaya baru. 'If they prefer to eat hamburger rather than soto (Indonesian
traditional clear soup), for example, it's only a symptom of infatuation. But how long
can they stay infatuated?' he said (Forum, April, 1996: 27).
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V. INDIVIDUAL BIOGRAPHIES
This section selects five prominent Indonesians presented in Jakarta Jakarta,
Forum and SWA as leading role models for their readership. These five two
-

entrepreneurs, two executive managers and one corporate lawyer are given extensive
-

coverage in the magazines. Through photographs, interviews and comment, their
lifestyles and values are held up as the image of the successful yuppie. The purpose of
the magazines is to entertain and to inform their readers. Jakarta Jakarta presents these
biographies in a lighter, more entertaining style, emphasising lifestyles and leisure, but
still discusses their 'serious' side, their educational backgrounds and occupations. SWA
tends to emphasise more the socioeconomic factors such as the business interests,
education, occupational career and professional interests of its subjects. Forum is the
more conservative magazine. Its approach is not to concentrate in its biographies on the
more extravagant aspects of the yuppies' lifestyles. Forum tends to explore the lifestyles
and careers of its subjects in a more conservative way but the magazine does not make
judgments; it represents prominent individuals from the professional and corporate elite
in a balanced way.

Priyayi Entrepreneur: Setiawan Djody
Setiawan Djody is a successful Indonesian entrepreneur who has been the subject
of extensive reporting in Jakarta Jakarta and SWA. Djody can be seen as a member of
the corporate aristocracy, the 'new priyayi'. The 46-year-old was born in Solo, a
grandson of Dr. Wahidin Sudirohoesodo (a figure in the Indonesian national movement).
Jakarta Jakarta presents him as 'the prototype of the enlightened entrepreneur' (Raillon,
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1991 1992: 116). Djody is a family man and the father of six children (Jakarta
-

Jakarta, 18-24 November, 1995: 28).

Visually, Djody is represented by Jakarta Jakarta and SWA as the Indonesian
renaissance man. In Jakarta Jakarta (18-24 November, 1995: 20-29) coloured
photographs show him as an art-lover as much as a businessman, although the story
emphasises his business interests and his relations with the Kalangan Cendana. Jakarta
Jakarta devotes nine pages of biographical profile to Djody. On the first page, in a small
photograph, Djody is shown in traditional Javanese dress, looking self-assured and
relaxed. On the second page, Djody is shown in a full photograph in casual wear, sitting
on the sidewalk. He looks depressed and serious, like a man trying to come to terms with
life's tragedies (see first following photograph). Other photographs show how active
Djody is, involved in the arts such as organising a play, painting portraits, and holding his
guitar in a motorboat. He is also shown on his Harley Davidson, casual and relaxed and
in control, capable of handling anything. Photographed in his Lamborghini dealership,
he looks proud and confident that his product is of high quality and will sell well. In the
regular special feature section of SWA (19 June 2 July, 1997: 44), the journalist
-

includes Djody as a major corporate figure, running several gold-mining concessions in
Indonesia. SWA devotes a page to Djody's story and career in the gold-mining industry.
He is presented in a small, coloured photograph sitting at his mahogany desk decorated
with gold plate, holding a book in front of a large bookcase. He is presented in terms of a
European image. In this picture, Djody is shown as serious and learned; the message is
that education is the key to success and wealth (see second following photograph).
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The life story of this entrepreneur, as told in Jakarta Jakarta, is interesting.
Besides having relations with important figures overseas that helped sharpen his national
and international businesses, domestically Djody links to the Kalangan Cendana.
Djody's business career seriously began when Djody was a student in American colleges.
While Djody was studying in New York University, he had already developed his
business empire. As a college student who rented a house of a former personal-secretary
of President Eisenhower, Djodi frequently moved among the group of American
celebrities. One of them was General Alexander Haig who was in business with Djody
and entrusted him to represent his company (United Technology) in Indonesia (Jakarta
Jakarta, 18-24 November, 1995: 26 and 29).

After receiving Political Science and Business Management degrees from New
York University (1967-1973) and an MBA degree from Wharton University (1974),
Djody returned to Indonesia (1974). After several months organising his business
network in Indonesia, Djody bought three tankers, each with a capacity of 300 thousand
tons, making him the first tanker entrepreneur in Indonesia. The flags of his two shipping
companies, PT Sarpindo Gloria Shipping and PT Mulli Setdco Shipping are carried
between various continents (Jakarta Jakarta, 18-24 November, 1995: 26).

Since 1975, Djody stepped into agribusiness, real-estate, followed by textiles (PT
Sumatex Subur), palm oil (PT Sarpindo Soybean), show-business (PT Stupa Setdco), film
(PT Limelight Studio), property development (he built Java House in the Kuningan
triangle, Jakarta through PT Setdco Grahamandura), an entertainment trough leisure
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division, and automotive and gold mining industries (Jakarta Jakarta, 18-24 November,
1995: 26). Djody chose shipping business and agribusiness simply because there were
opportunities from the lack of sea transportation and a very large potential in agriculture.
Regarding gold mining, Djody has developed the idea of the American millionaire, Paul
Getty: gold is the best investment, followed by black gold (petroleum) and lastly by
property (Jakarta Jakarta, 18-24 November, 1995: 26).

As a businessman, Djody characterizes himself as orang gypsy (a gypsy) who
moves from one place to another to take care of his business. In 1993, Djody purchased
the major share of Lamborghini Automobile Corp. But in 1995, the priyayi entrepreneur
was in the middle of the controversy of the 'Lamborghini Claim' between Djody and
Hutomo Mandala Putera or Tommy (President Suharto's son). In the same year,
Tommy-Djody allegedly planned to buy a 25% share of PT Telkomsel
(telecommunication) which caused three foreign investors to leave the business (Jakarta
Jakarta, 18-24 November, 1995: 26).

In late 1994, Djody decided to build a hotel in Solo with an investment of
approximately Rp50 billion. Djody's hotel, which has a capacity between 100-105
rooms, borrows the architectural style of Taman Sari Keraton Yogyakarta (the Sultan's
palace) (Jakarta Jakarta, 18-24 November, 1995: 26).

Djody's business maneuvering does not seem to stop, especially from 1993. In
that year, his two major business expansions were focused on the automobile industry.
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First, Djody had surprised the Indonesian business community when he purchased a 35%
share of Vector Automobile Corp. which was worth US$2 million. Several months after,
Djody even shocked the world automobile industry, because on 2 November, 1993
Chrysler Corporation America third largest Automotive company, owned by Lee
-

Iacocca announced that Djody through PT Mega Tech had already taken over
-

Lamborghini with US$100 million (Jakarta Jakarta, 18-24 November, 1995: 26).

Djody is not only known as an entrepreneur who runs oil tankers, but also as a
goldmine owner. His involvement in the gold business began with his relations with
important figures in American Mining Corp. This company coincidentally had explored
the Musi Rawa area of Sumatra. Perhaps, because of Djody's smooth diplomacy, he had
taken over the gold mining concession. Since he was not experienced in gold mining,
Djody then asked the Australian Leverton Gold NL (LGNL), to work on that area (SWA,
19 June 2 July, 1997: 44). Furthermore, in the last several years, Djody has cooperated
-

with pribumi Aburizal Bakrie through Bakrie Investindo and American Eastern Mining
Corp. in running the gold mines. Since 1993, through his PT Setdco, he had planned to
develop a gold mining business in Western Irian Jaya. Now Djody's corporation owns
150,000 hectares of gold and nickel mining concessions in Western Irian Jaya and 40,000
hectares in Bengkulu, Sumatra (Jakarta Jakarta, 18-24 November, 1995: 27; SWA, 19
June-2 July, 1997: 44).

In Jakarta Jakarta, Djody admits that he is a philosopher. He is different from
other entrepreneurs; his business motivation is dependent on philosophy or ideology. He
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is interested in business, which suits his soul. For example, the automobile industry, he
loves this business because he is obsessed by this particular product (Jakarta Jakarta,
18-24 November, 1995: 27). When Djody was a kid, he used to dream of having his own
car. Now, there are ten luxury cars, parked in his house (Kebon Jeruk Street No.3,
Jakarta). As an entrepreneur, Djody intends to pursue his obsession, which soars high:
dreaming of having his own automobile factory. His goal appeared first in the 1960s
when little Djody saw a Lamborghini in Italy when traveling with his grandfather, Dr.
Wahidin Sudirohoesodo. It is not surprising if Djody still wants to develop car factories
in Solo and Shanghai, with or without Lamborghini in his hand (Jakarta Jakarta, 18-24
November, 1995: 27).

In the Jakarta Jakarta story, Djody is presented as overcoming business
challenges. Djody's business has not always run smoothly. Between 1994 and 1995, his
business was in the centre of public attention. In 1994, PT Bank Summa accused him as
the boss of Sedcto Group of delaying paying his debt to a collapsed bank. When he was
brought to court and accused for not paying his debt, his house, which is located in
Kebon Jeruk No.3, was subjected to a confiscation guarantee. One year after, Djody had
already paid his debt and the case was over (Jakarta Jakarta, 18-24 November, 1995:
20).

In 1995, Djody seemed to be having more chance to breathe freely, although he
had a new challenge in business. He was at odds with his business partner, Tommy
Suharto. A new company, called the 'Vector Power Corporation', owned by Tommy,
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claimed that it controlled 100% of the shares of Lamborghini Corp. This meant
practically that the boss of Sedtco Group, who had been known as the chairman of
Lamborghini from 1994-1995, no longer held his share in Lamborghini Corp. According
to V'Power, the expropriation took place because Djody failed to fulfil his commitment
in turning over US$50 million for an operational fund (Jakarta Jakarta, 18-24
November, 1995: 20).

Jakarta Jakarta reported that in 1995, Djody seemed to have difficulty not just in
terms of business in dealing with Tommy Suharto but also in social terms. Allegedly, the
Kalangan Cendana has drifted away from Djody due to his relations with opposition
figures and activists such as Gus Dur (Chairman of Nandatul Ulama) and Adnan Buyung
Nasution. However, this did not mean Djody's relations with Suharto's oldest son, Sigit
Suharto Haryojudanto (Sigit is a good friend and business partner of Djody) were broken
completely. Djody still saw Sigit on Lebaran day (day of celebration of at end of fasting
month). As Djody told Jakarta Jakarta, 'Sigit is my best friend with or without
business' (Jakarta Jakarta, 18-24 November, 1995: 24).

However, Djody did not seem overconcerned at all this; he used his free time
taking classes at Universitas Indonesia (UI) in order to overcome his stress. According to
Djody, he had already studied economics, philosophy, and cultural values in a broad
sense, such as cultural anthropology and sociology. Now he is studying the fundamentals
of law and political power. As Djody told Jakarta Jakarta, instead of thinking of
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Lamborghini all the time, he would like to spend some time meditating by studying and
playing the guitar; it's a therapy (Jakarta Jakarta, 18-24 November, 1995: 23).

In the interview, Djody explained his view that in this life, people have their own
life concept and terminology. He was not so ambitious in becoming a capitalist.
Capitalists in the current environment must be orientated to the needs of what Djody
enigmatically calls the manusia horisontal (horizontal people). Djody himself has
thought about what's best for Indonesia. Therefore he never put an effort into
distributing 'wheat or developing a thin rice noodles factory'. If he wants to be a
businessman or conglomerate manager, he says he should have more competitive values
(Jakarta Jakarta, 18-24 November, 1995: 23-24). Regarding his business, Djody was
not forthcoming. He refused to give an explanation to Jakarta Jakarta on the
Lamborghini deals. Asked about the Lamborghini deals, he replied, sudahlah (that's
enough) (Jakarta Jakarta, 20-26 January, 1996: 78).

Aside from business, as a Javanese, Djody appreciates the beauty and values of
the arts. Amongst Jakarta's yuppies, he is seen as a loyal patron of the arts. He is a good
friend of a prominent figure, the Rolling Stones' Mick Jagger, and of Indonesia's popular
singer, Iwan Fals. He has helped revive local musicians and sponsors them to meet their
devotees throughout the archipelago. However, some capitalists and promoters see
Djody's effort as inflicting a financial loss, from a business angle (Jakarta Jakarta, 1824 November, 1995: 28-29).
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Djody began to become seriously involved in music by gathering musicians into a
national workshop named Kantata Takwa. In terms of finance, Djody is very generous.
Most of the operational and equipment funds for Kantata come from his own pocket. For
instance, he fully financed a free concert in Solo on 15 October, 1995, which cost him
Rp600 million. As a national musical group, the standard of Kantata's musical
equipment is not bad. For instance, their custom-made drum sets were designed
specifically by the company, Ludwig. Alex Van Hallen from the Van Hallen group plays
one of these special drum sets and a drummer of Kantata Takwa plays the other one.
Besides Kantata, Djody is also a major financier behind the stage performances of a
Ketoprak (a Javanese drama depicting historical or pseudo-historical events) involving
WS Rendra (Jakarta Jakarta, 18-24 November, 1995: 28).

In terms of hobbies, besides sponsoring the musical group, Djody also plays
guitar for Kantata. However, as a wealthy entrepreneur who came from an affluent
family, Djody is unusual by playing rock music with Kantata. Usually, yuppies like to
listen to Jazz or to pop music. Jakarta Jakarta comments that despite capitalists'
cynicism regarding Djody's musical progress with his Kantata in the middle of Western
musicians' invasion of Indonesia, he demonstrates that national musicians still have their
supporters in this country. Although, Djody was the major sponsor for the concert of
heavy-metal Sepultura and Metallica in Jakarta, he still remembers the potential that the
local musicians have (Jakarta Jakarta, 18-24 November, 1995: 29). Djody's Kantata is
not only famous amongst ordinary people who collect their music albums, but also
among yuppies. As evidence, in the Dari Mulut Ke Mulut section of Jakarta Jakarta, the
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magazine shows a small picture of Setiawan Djody in casual shirt, shorts and bare feet
with his guitar, which shows how down-to-earth he is. In this section, the magazine talks
about Djody and Kantata's plan to launch their new music album in 1996 (Jakarta
Jakarta, 20-26 January, 1996: 78).

The emergence of Setiawan Djody behind Kantata was presented as the
government's efforts to get close to WS Rendra and Iwan Fals. They both have been
known as social critics in their poetry and songs. But Djody opposed that idea that
Kantata is a centre of criticism. He told Jakarta Jakarta that Kantata is like a party. We
do not mobilise people, but they come consciously to enjoy the music together (Jakarta
Jakarta, 18-24 November, 1995: 28).

Besides his activities in the artistic world, Djody has some sporting interests. He
has Southern Sulawesi connections as well as Javanese. He participates in sponsoring
Ujung Pandang's soccer team in South Sulawesi. He is also known as the chairman of
the Mountain Climbing Federation in Indonesia (Jakarta Jakarta, 18-24 November,
1995: 28).

The magazines represent this aging yuppie as unusual due to his lifestyle and
values. Although Djody is considered rich he prefers to use his free time to play and
enjoy music, while many other yuppies spend a lot of time chatting in cafés or nightclubs.
For example, Forum represents other entrepreneurs such as Emir Baramuli and Arie
Suharto as often going to M Club or B-One to relax and chat with friends (Forum, April,
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1996: 26). But this does not mean that Djody is conservative in terms of entertainment.
He can enjoy the international cosmopolitan lifestyle like going to cafés or music rooms.
As SWA notes, Djody was seen in Bambang Atmanto Wiyogo's Jimbani Café (SWA, 10-.
23 April, 1997: 19).

Although Jakarta Jakarta argues that Djody's relations with important American
figures and Sigit Suharto were one of the major keys of his success, in fact, Djody was
once supported by Ibnu Sutowo (Raillon, 199 1-1992: 116). Since the New Order
bureaucrats and the Kalangan Cendana once supported Djody's business, Djody is
characterised as one of the children of the New Order and thus belonging to Suharto
capitalism. Moreover, although, most of Djody's photographs as represented in Jakarta
Jakarta show how casual he is, after all he still owns ten luxury cars and lives in an elite
area. Djody is a prominent role model for Jakarta yuppies due to his wealth and lifestyle.

A Well-connected Businessman: Bambang Atmanto Wiyogo
To speak about Jakarta yuppies, it would be inappropriate to leave out Bambang
Atmanto Wiyogo who actually owns a popular place (Jimbani Café) where Jakarta
yuppies gather. Bambang's profile is constructed from Forum and SWA. In the April,
1996 issue, Forum includes Bambang Atmanto as a role model for yuppies who do not
like to live excessively and outrageously. The magazine presents Bambang's
socioeconomic characteristics and lifestyle in a very conservative way. The magazine
also presents a small black and white photograph of Bambang presented as a traditional
and intelligent personality. He is dressed neatly with long sleeves, tie and spectacles,
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standing in front of his painting and looking very halus (self-refined) and in control (see
first following photograph).

In SWA's feature story section (22 January 4 February, 1998: 44 45), the
-

-

journalist uses more than a page of text to tell Bambang's business story. In a more
aggressive way than Forum, SWA emphasises Bambang's café business. SWA also
presents a quite large colored picture of Bambang in which he appears quiet and docile
but rather like a tiger about to spring and attack unexpectedly. In terms of dress, he looks
conservative (see second following photograph).

Forum discuses Bambang Atmanto's powerful connections, similar to those of
Setiawan Djody. This son of the former governor for Daérah Khusus Ibukota Jakarta
(DKI, Special Capital District of Jakarta), Wiyogo Atmodarminto, leads a powerful
organisation called HIPMI. He tends to have strong links to members of the political
elite which give him considerable influence in business society. Bambang, an alumnus
from the Faculty of Economics of the Universitas Gadjah Mada (UGM) Yogyakarta, is
well known as a café owner who balances his business interests between powerful
connections and his business professionalism (Forum, April, 1996: 25).

Among Jakarta yuppies, Bambang is seen as Si Raja Kafé (King of Café) because
he runs eight cafés: the popular Jimbani café, Asmat-Asmat, B-One, Jakarta-Jakarta, Do
It, Quantum and Jalan Jalan. In these cafés, Bambang holds 20%-70% of the shares
(SWA, 22 January 4 February, 1998: 44; Forum, April, 1996: 25). Of the eight,
-
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Jimbani appears to be one of the most popular cafés among kalangan yuppies (especially
young executives) (SWA, 8 February 6 March, 1996: 63). Jimbani looks unique
-

because it uses Balinese interiors. It provides a popular menu for customers and manages
family events. For instance, Guruh Sukamoputra (the son of the late President Sukarno)
launched his NTXTC (anti-ecstasy) album there. Setiawan Djody and the former
executive manager of Caltex'° in Indonesia, Harun Al Rasjid, and other professionals
hosted family events in this café (SWA, 10-23 April, 1997: 19).

Although Bambang owns many cafes, he is still seen by the media as a middle
class conservative who does not like to live extravagantly maybe he did when he was
-

younger. He is not the type of person who frequents entertainment places. For going out,
Bambang told Forum that he does not spend more than Rp100 thousand per weekend
(Forum, April, 1996: 25).

However, that does not mean his values and lifestyle are the same as ordinary
people. His house in Semarang Street, in the Menteng area, Central Jakarta, shows
clearly in which class he stands. As an illustration, the price of land there is five million
rupiah per square meter; the house where Bambang lives is 1000 meters each side, worth
approximately five billion rupiah (over US$2 million). That amount does not cover the
building. Moreover, his house was built as a house for a rich person, designed with a
home theatre and expensive American-made audio systems. Bambang also has several
high-quality paintings (they cost several thousand US dollars) that decorate his walls
(Forum, April, 1996: 25-6). There is a rumour that Bambang owns a F-50 Ferrari, of
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which the company only produces a few each year (according to personal informants).
However, according to Bambang's view, what he owns is not an excess of consumerism.
In his opinion, consumerism is throwing money around by going overseas, buying a villa
or buying a yacht (Forum, April, 1996: 26). Although Forum argues that as a middle
class conservative, Bambang spends his money carefully, he still belongs to a group of
the Jakarta elite with his luxury house and expensive cars.

Bambang has listed assets in 1996 of more than Rp65 billion, according to the
media (Forum, April, 1996: 26). He also has admitted that his father's name, Wiyogo,
helps sharpen his business success. With that name he has easy access to other business
colleagues. His business benefits because his father still has many connections in ABRI
and the government. But he denies that his father's name is the key to his success in
business. As Atmanto notes, the key for success in business is to depend on the skills of
the person who is involved in that business. In other words, although the son of high
ranking official has strong family capital, without professionalism sooner or later he will
go bankrupt (Forum, April, 1996: 26).

President, Manager and Self-employed Capitalist: Adrie Subono
Jakarta Jakarta features Adrie Subono in its 13-19 July, 1996 issue. Adrie was
born on 11 January, 1954, the son of the late Subono Mantofani and Titi Sri Sulaksmi.
He grew up in the elite Jakarta suburb of Menteng (Jakarta Jakarta, 13-19 July, 1996:
55-56). He is a father of three children, Melani (20), Cristy (16) and Adrian (14). Adrie
is an Executive-Manager who holds several management positions in some major private
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sector corporations. Using Jakarta Jakarta and SWA as sources, it is possible to build
up a profile of Adrie and his lifestyle. Since he appears to be an extreme type of
executive and interesting, it is not surprising if Jakarta Jakarta pays him so much
attention. The magazine presents his socioeconomic characteristics, his values and
lifestyle in a quite aggressive way. The magazine uses three photographs of Adrie from
different angles. In the first, in a full page photograph, Adrie and his wife are shown
sitting next to their swimming pool (Jakarta Jakarta, 13-19 July, 1996). He seems to be
unhappy because the media is taking his privacy from him. As he is represented in this
photograph, Adrie seems to show that, as a rich executive, he does not have to parade his
intelligence and professionalism in order to fit in with the corporate ethos. He is dressed
basically, wearing a white shirt under a black leather vest and tight jeans (54-55). On the
second page, in a small photograph, Adrie is sitting on his Range Rover with his boots up
on the bumper while facing his Harley Davidson. On the same page, there is a bigger
photograph of Adrie, giving the same kind of impression that possession does not mean
much to him because he realises that he can be successful today and poor tomorrow.
Adrie is casually sitting on his Porsche while holding a cigarette, with his shoe planted on
the bumper (see following photograph) (Jakarta Jakarta, 13-19 July, 1996: 56).

SWA presents a full page and a half page photograph of Adrie in at least two
issues in 1996. Adrie is solidly built wearing his hair quite long. In its 1-21 August,
1996 issue, SWA discusses in depth the lifestyle, physical appearance and socioeconomic
factors of Jakarta's managers. It asks what are their activities outside their office hours?
On the first page of the issue, SWA presents almost a full page photograph of Adrie
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Subono. Adrie appears to be trying to show the reader how much money he has by
treating his possessions carelessly. Adrie has his boots planted on his ornate Europeanmade sofa (see first following photograph). In SWA's 22 May-4 June, 1997 issue, the
magazine shows photographs of recreation rooms for the successful executive (86-87).
This issue also presents almost a full page photograph of Adrie in which Adrie seems to
be quite unhappy with the media for invading his privacy in his bathroom. The bathroom
appears to be a significant place where he relaxes and reflects on his success and
contemplates future success. The spacious bathroom, decorated with expensive lighting
and tiles and a picture of the Wayang (Javanese shadow play with leather puppets) is
perhaps a place where Adrie restores his Kesaktian (supernatural powers) (see second
following photograph).

It is usual for Jakarta executives to enjoy music. But Adrie loves music so much
that he became a music promoter. As a professional, Adrie predicts the future chances of
his business dealings. Music is a new sector for Adrie. He enjoys music but also pursues
it as a business. As he told Jakarta Jakarta, he was going into the music business
because he had learned that by the year 2000, the most profitable business will be
business services including music promotion (Jakarta Jakarta, 13-19 July, 1996: 55).

A new sector is a challenge for this executive who seems to like challenges.
Thus, in 1994, he launched Java Musikindo (a company that deals with music
promotion), supported by his two trusted colleagues (not named in the magazine). After
establishing Java Musikindo, Adrie composed Saigon Kick (1995), Super Groove (1995),
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Jakarta Pop Alternative Festival (1996) and Mr. Big (1996). In this music promotion, he
features Indonesian bands in every show, if possible on a 50%: 50% basis. Adrie is
optimistic that the quality of Indonesian musicians is comparable to musicians from
foreign countries. His target is to present local groups in foreign countries (Jakarta
Jakarta, 13-19 July, 1996: 55).

In addition to his new music interests, Adrie is the number one person or 'Freight
forwarder' in Putralino Perkasa Corp., which runs sea transportation. He is a marketing
consultant for luxurious or expensive products, and is involved in shipping and other
businesses he refused to reveal his other businesses to Jakarta Jakarta. His business
-

network has increasingly expanded into the five continents (13-19 July, 1996: 55).

Formally, Adrie studied freight forwarding in Kaufman ische Spedition, Hamburg,
Germany. He did not complete his study. As he told Jakarta Jakarta, he probably failed
because he was undisciplined. After returning to Indonesia, Adrie began his business
career from zero as a paper supplier for some company in Bandung, West Java he had to
-

carry the papers himself on a pickup truck, on the Jakarta-Bandung route (13-19 July,
1996: 56). As a boy, he once delivered newspapers in front of the Metropolis cinema.
Later, he tried to move into the sea transportation business in accordance with his
education background. He started his business career at a perfect moment. At that time
there were more business opportunities than now. Economic development had just taken
off and the shipping business boomed (Jakarta Jakarta, 13-19 July, 1996: 56).
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Although Adrie owns Mercedes Benzes, a Jaguar, Porsche and a Harley Davidson
motorcycle, this middle class businessman prefers to go to work in his Range Rover in
order to keep up his macho image (SWA, 1-21 August, 1996: 32).

Adrie also likes to appear clean or pure and dandy. Generally speaking, in terms
of fashions, Adrie maybe classified as an extreme executive. He prefers to wear anything
that makes him look macho. The types of clothes, shoes, accessories and others that he
selects must carry macho elements. For top, he often wears shirt with short sleeves and
gold-plated or silver-plated buttons. He even looks more macho when he wears boots.
As an executive, he does not mind going to work with tight pants, unique accessories,
necklaces, earrings and a ponytail (SWA, 1-21 August, 1996: 32). Jokingly, Adrie
explained, perhaps he has more clothes and a larger shoe collection than his wife, Chrisye
(Indonesia's former top model of the 1970s) (Jakarta Jakarta, 13-19 July, 1996: 56).
Perhaps as his wife is an Indonesian celebrity, it is not surprising that Adrie tends to live
excessively.

Adrie lives with his family in an elite area, Pondok Indah, Southern Jakarta.
Adrie paid a fortune to build this house. For example, he designed his bathroom with
bathtub, shower, sink, taps and closet using the number one quality fittings by Kohier
(American made). The bathroom has a sofa and table made out of brown teak, a 4x 10metre bathroom with floor covered by imported granite, partly carpeted by velvet. On the
other side of the room, there is a big closet with gold-plated doorknobs where he keeps
his casual clothes. There are also a gold-plated dressing table, and a table for a compact
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disc player and TV, including a gold-plated ashtray. Adrie seems to believe that the
bathroom is not just a place to take a shower, but as a means for relaxation and a place to
find inspiration (SWA, 22 May 4 June, 1997: 86-87).
-

Aside from luxury, as a husband and father Ardie has significant goals to serve
his family. He takes dinner with his wife and children every Saturday and Sunday on a
regular basis. He is a vegetarian who loves to eat an Indonesian traditional dish called
Tempe (fermented soybean cake). Indonesian food is an important element which
survives in Adrie's cosmopolitan lifestyle. He told the media that he works for his family
-

he does not want to be dominated by material rewards and he does not want to be

enslaved by position or career. His success in business is in the hands of God. Despite
all the luxury Adrie has, he prefers to practise martial arts by himself instead of going to
executive clubs like many other executives do (Jakarta Jakarta, 13-19 July, 1996: 5456). Moreover, he instructs his wife not to work. It appears to him that one person
working for the family is sufficient. 'What is it that we are looking for?' Regarding his
dandy appearance, Ardie who likes to listen to rock music, points out his reasons: 'there
is a time to struggle and there is a time to enjoy. Is it illegal what I have been doing? As
long as I don't steal' (Jakarta Jakarta, 13-19 July, 1996: 56).

President Manager: Herman Latief
In a Special Insertion in its 5-18 June, 1997 issue, SWA takes up the question of
executive lifestyles (4-6). This extended section features a 49 year-old-Sumatran,
Herman Latief, a father of three children who loves to ride on a big motorcycle for
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relaxation. He is an architect from TFH Hamburg, Germany (graduated 1976). The
Special Insertion presents four photographs of Latief. Latief is represented visually more
than in the text, stressing his physical appearance and surroundings rather than giving
details of his education, occupation and career: the magazine tends to talk more about his
clothes and accessories than his occupation. On the first page, the magazine devotes a
half page to Latief s photograph. In this photograph, Latief is posing elegantly in front of
the door of his house. With his expensive suit, tie and smart-looking spectacles, Latief
looks intelligent, confident, traditional and wealthy. On the second page, the magazine
presents a full page photograph of Latief dressed in a formal suit, and wearing the same
spectacles. Latief is standing in front of his office and giving the impression that he is in
control of the whole situation (see following photograph). On the third page, the
magazine shows a small photograph of Latief, in his suit, sitting on the chair while
listening to his business colleague by the swimming pool. He appears to be in the
position to handle everything. In the last photograph, the magazine finally shows a small
photograph of Latief in casual wear. In this one, we can see Latief wearing fashionable
sunglasses, white linen shirt, jeans and an all-gold Rolex wristwatch while sitting on his
big motorbike. In this photograph he looks just relaxed and happy. Perhaps, these
photographs give the message that wealth is a source of his happiness.

In a special feature in the 28 September-10 August, 1997 issue, SWA selects
Herman Latief as one of those executives who prefer to buy properties overseas for
relaxation. The purpose of this section is to show the readers how conservative of
perhaps more nationalistic Latief is compared to some other executives. On the second
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page of this issue, the magazine presents a small picture of Herman Latief. In this
picture, he seems to be trying to project some sort of message that as an executive he
tends to be conservative in many ways. In his formal clothes and spectacles, Latief is
sitting on the sofa while reading a Forum magazine, looking smooth and relaxed.

Latief is representative of that group of Pribumi managers who work for Chineseowned firms. His case is quite similar to that of Subronto Laras discussed by Raillon
(1991-1992: 111). Since the late 1980s many companies have been run by Indonesian
professionals in Chinese-owned firms. There has been a rapid emergence of a new class
of executive managers unrelated to the families who own the company. Latief is
President Manager of a Chinese-owned firm, PT Lippo Cikarang. He told SWA that his
background is as a banker. Lippo Corp., where he works, is a group that has been
dominated by the financial sector (SWA Sisipan Khusus, 5-18 June, 1997: 4).

Since his background is a banker and he operates in the financial sector, it's
normal if Latief tends to put efforts to keep up his image of professionalism, prestige and
traditionalism. Without expensive materials, it would be difficult to create this image.
Hence, it is not surprising if Latief enjoys talking about fashions. As he told SWA, dark
blue, white, black and brown are the colours that dominate his collection of clothes. He
admits that he is not obsessive about certain brands in choosing his clothing. Concerning
costs, it does not really matter to him, clothes can be inexpensive or expensive as long as
they suit his character and professionalism. He has collected European-made clothes
such as Hugo Boss and Cerutti. Latief prefers not to collect too many colourful clothes,
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such as those by Gianni Versace, because ngejreng (bright colours) clothes are not
suitable for his occupation or the ethos of the company. He tends to keep a 'low profile';
hence he selects conservative type of clothes, designed by Hugo Boss, for work (SWA
Sisipan Khusus, 5-18 June, 1997: 4). He has to maintain his corporate image with a
traditional and conservative look. As he appears in SWA, Latief represents the majority
of executives.

For night entertainment such as cocktail parties, Latief usually does not dress up
such as wearing formal clothes. For a night party, Latief prefers to wear Batik. As he
told SWA, 'my Batik is different', while showing his silk Batik shirt with small collar
(SWA Sisipan Khusus, 5-18 June, 1997: 4). Latief is a cosmopolitan in his taste, but he is
still an Indonesian.

Latief likes to collect any brand of tie from the 1980s. He prefers to do his
shopping overseas; such things are cheaper in foreign countries. Usually he does his
shopping twice a year or while being assigned overseas by the company he buys shoes
-

and suits (SWA Sisipan Khusus, 5-18 June, 1997: 4). Latief prefers to buy his clothes
from overseas but, in terms of property, he concentrates on Indonesia in investing his
money he believes that he would not profit from buying property overseas (SWA
-

Sisipan Khusus, 5-18 June, 1997: 4; SWA Sisipan Khusus, 28 September 10 August,
-

1997). Although Latief s daughter has been going to University in Australia, he did not
buy her an apartment or a house. As he told SWA, he suggested his daughter should rent
a town house that cost AUD$400 per-month. The cost of that house is AUD$ 120
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thousand or approximately Rp240 million. 'If I had that much money, I would buy a
house in Jakarta or deposit it into a bank in order to receive monthly interest which was
about Rp2.4 million a month'. In this case, Latief is different from many other
executives who prefer to buy house overseas in order to keep up with the trend. Nico
Lengkong, Chairman of PT Ray Propetindo, for example, decided to buy property in
Victoria Park, Perth, Australia. On the other hand, Latief s familiarity with living abroad
is one of the factors which explain his unwillingness to buy a house in Australia. Once
he lived in Germany for eight years and he believes that the conditions there are
monotonous. It's different than the situation in Indonesia, which is dynamic. Indonesian
professionals who are willing to buy property in foreign countries are extremely rich
(SWA Sisipan Khusus, 28 September-10 August, 1997).

Latief admits that he buys at least one or two shirts, ties and long pants when he
shops. He does not have a fixed schedule and fixed budget in purchasing clothes.
Sometimes, whenever he feels like it or while walking around with his children in
shopping mall he simply spends (SWA Sisipan Khusus, 5-18 June, 1997: 4). Although
Latief is conservative in selecting colours for his clothing that does not mean he does not
keep up with the latest fashions. For clothing, suits especially, he puts in an effort to
purchase the newest collections, for instance, a tren suit with three buttons. Regarding
perfumes, Latief prefers the ones with a fresh aroma such as Calvin Klein One, Davidoff,
Cool Water and Beverly Hills. He wears one at the time depending on his mood and
occupation. Herman believes that a low- profile appearance is practical for him (SWA
Sisipan Khusus, 5-18 June, 1997: 4-6).
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Corporate Lawyer: Henry Yosodiningrat
SWA's feature article in the 20 February 12 March, 1997 issue looks at one of
-

Indonesia's best-known lawyers, 43-year-old Henry Yosodiningrat. Henry is an alumnus
from the Law Faculty of the Islamic University of Indonesia, Yogyakarta. SWA presents
three pictures of Henry. In the first photograph, Henry, accompanied by his two
colleagues, O.C. Kaligis and Amir Syamsuddin, is wearing his fashionable suit, looking
very halus, confident and convincing. The second one is a picture of Henry alone in his
nice black suit, Versace tie and gold wristwatch. His pose says that he is relaxed,
confident, rich, a playboy, and in control of the whole situation (see following
photograph). In the third photograph, SWA shows Henry and his partner Amir
Syamsuddin trying to calm down Zarina (an Indonesian female artist convicted for
having 29,677 ecstasy pills) (20 February 12 March, 1997: 44). Although Zarina's case
-

seemed to be a tough one, in the picture, Henry still gives the impression that he is
relaxed and in control of the situation.

SWA says that, yes indeed, every corporate lawyer belongs to a unique upperclass society. This group of the law elite has to deal with wealthy corporate clients such
as entrepreneurs and senior executives. Therefore, it is normal for Henry Yosodiningrat
to try and match the appearance of his clients. It is also normal for Henry, who is dealing
with the capital market, to try to appear neat and elegant, as smart as the investors look.
Market demand seems to require this situation (SWA, 20 February-12 March, 1997: 38).
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Yet behind this beauty, SWA says, there are nuances which may not be acceptable
for common people. 'Memang, duniapengacara adalah panorama yang kaya warna',
(indeed, the world of lawyers is a panorama rich in colours). Money, women, politics,
intrigue and even brutality can be necessary requirements for living at the top. All these
are blended together as a flavour which makes the life of lawyers appear like a rainbow in
the eyes of children: 'indah dan menajubkan', beautiful and amazing. Yet, other nuances
also exist in the image of successful lawyers which are very different: 'heroism,
humanism and idealism' (SWA, 20 February -12 March, 1997: 36).

'I admit that I am always surrounded by beautiful girls. It's not because I ask
them to do so but they are the ones who want to surround me', Henry Yosodiningrat told
SWA. Henry, who defended the spectacular case of Arie Hangara in 1984 and dealt with
Zarina's case in 1997, is a typical modem corporate lawyer in Indonesia: rich, famous,
fragrant and dandy. He is very fluent in naming his favorite brands along with their
-

peculiarities (SWA, 20 February 12 March, 1997: 36 and 44).
-

As a result, Henry's left wrist is encircled by a Chopard timepiece. All his clothes
are European-made. His collection of suits includes Hugo Boss, Etienne Aigner and
Gianni Versace. According to Henry, the sewing is comfortable and loose fitting so they
look fashionable. For formal shirts, he prefers to wear Hugo Boss, Ermenegildo Zegna
and Etienne Aigner, while his favorite brand for ties is Gianni Versace. Approximately,
99% of his ties are Gianni Versace. His tie collection includes about ten dozen. 'I like to
wear Gianni Versace ties because of their design and they are not too stiff. After the tie
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is fixed on the neck, it feels comfortable and it looks elegant on me. It is also easy to tie
on the neck because it's not that large, therefore, it looks small and neat on the neck'.
Henry believes that famous brands are expensive, but they feel comfortable on the body
(SWA, 20 February 12 March, 1997: 38).
-

He also likes to wear European-made belts such as Gianni Versace, Pierre Cardin
and Etienne Aigner. In terms of shoes, he prefers to wear trendy ones also. Gianni
Versace and Charles Jourdan Henry feels comfortable wearing those types of shoes
-

because they are strong and safe. For Henry, 'Etieime Aigner and Charles Jourdan shoes
look more sportive, while Gianni Versace shoes looks more fashionable'. Regarding
perfumes, Henry prefers to wear Davidov, Calvin Klein and Hugo Boss. The reason is
that he feels cool and he can give a gentle-impression about himself to his clients. In
other words, he likes the smell of perfumes with a soft-impression (SWA, 20 February

-

12 March, 1997: 38).

The values and lifestyles of corporate lawyers like Henry, who is at the top in
terms of career, can outshine many executives who work in maj or private sectors in
Indonesia. Physical appearance and expensive lifestyle can show the people what kind of
money Henry makes. Henry can afford to keep up with luxury because the fact is his
occupation pays for his lifestyles and values. Henry has permanent clients from ten
different corporate companies. He receives a US$1000 retainer fee per month from each,
with or without any cases. Besides this US$10,000 per month, he also earns money from
different projects; every year, he handles thirty to fifty cases. From each case Henry
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receives a minimum fifteen million rupiah. Therefore, it is not surprising if he can drive
luxurious cars like Jeep Cherokee and BMW. He drives a red BMW with special licence
plate number, Ti 11 KA. His licence number resembles his daughter's name, Tika. He
admits that the BMW belongs to his daughter; casually he still drives a Jeep Cherokee.
As a comparison, Henry's standard is still not wah (glamour) enough compared to the
other corporate lawyers who each own at least six Mercedes Benzes and more than one
house (SWA, 20 February 12 March, 1997: 18 and 38). One example that can be used
-

is the case of a 53 year-old corporate lawyer, Rudhy Lontoh. According to Forum, he
owns some spectacular cars such as a bulletproof 7 series BMW (used for the 1994
APEC Summit Conference in Bogor), a Mercedes Benz C 180, Mercedes Jeep and the
other luxury cars (April, 1996: 34).

Adrie Subono, Herman Latief and Henry Yosodiningrat appear to be the new
rising middle class elite, which can be described as the new rich, Orang Kaya Baru, selfmade, extrovert, interested in enjoying their new money. As we had already seen the
magazines reflect differences of style in the way they represent these high-achievers.

After exploring how these five yuppies are represented in the magazines, we can
conclude that every single one of them is shown as having his own character, historical
background and profession. But, they all belong to the same group because they share
the same types of lifestyles. For instance, Setiawan Djody and Bambang Atmanto
Wiyogo seem to have such different characters but in terms of socioeconomic factors
they are very alike, they have relations with the same well-connected people in the
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political elite. Not only that, although Djody appears to be more down-to-earth than
Bambang in terms of social activities, they both still share the same lifestyles such as
having luxury cars and living in the elite areas. Perhaps since these individuals came
from affluent families and it is not their first time to live in luxury, they have no intention
of telling the media what types of clothes they like to wear and what kinds of cars they
prefer to drive. In the pictures presented by the media, they seem to feel more
comfortable posing without their automobiles (keeping a low profile). However, the
middle class readership knows that Djody and Bambang actually own luxury cars or wear
European-made clothes. For instance, Djody, once was the major shareholder of
Lamborghini; obviously he has enough money to buy any expensive cars. In my personal
experience, in 1993, once my younger sister who happened to be a classmate of one of
Djody's daughter in Tarakanita High School, Andini, invited me to Djody's daughter's
birthday party at her house, located in Kebon Jeruk Street, No.3. The beauty of Djody's
house impressed me because as a patron of the arts he has great taste. The house was a
mixture of Javanese and Mediterranean architecture. When I entered his garage, his
luxury cars, including Porsches, Jaguars, Mercedes Benzes, BMWs and so forth, shocked
me. Bambang, although he did not tell the media regarding his personal cars, except for
the rumour about his F-50 Ferrari, still lives in the most elite area, Menteng. People
know where these individuals stand in Indonesia society and which group they belong to.
Moreover, in the business environment, Djody and Bambang still maintain their image of
professionalism and prestige in order to fit in with the ethos of the corporate world. In
this context, Djody and Bambang as represented in the magazines are characterised as
old-established elite as well as part of the group of the young urban professionals.
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Unlike more conservative professionals like Adrie Subono, Henry Yosodiningrat
and Herman Latief tend to show off their wealth as they are represented in the magazines.
Adrie Subono, for instance, although he did not mention what types of clothes he prefers
to wear, in some of his pictures outrageously displayed his luxury cars, gold-plated
bathroom and big house. Another example of this type is Henry Yosodiningrat.
Although SWA did not present a picture of him with his BMW, he still shows off his gold
wristwatch and Gianni Versace tie. He even told the media the details regarding his
favorite clothes accessories. Similar situation holds for Herman Latief. Although he did
not mention what type of car he drives, he still told the media in detail regarding his
favorite clothes and perfumes. Furthermore, in every picture of him, Latief is shown
dressed up neatly in his formal suits. Although there is one casual photograph of him on
his motorbike, he is still wearing his all-gold Rolex and white linen shirt, which give the
impression that riding on a big motorbike is a trendy thing and an upper strata fashion
among the middle class elite (Forum, April, 1996: 23; SWA Sisipait Khusus, 5-18 June,
1997: 6). In contrast, Setiawan Djody, who is represented by Jakarta Jakarta on his
Harley Davidson and without showing his luxury accessories and expensive clothes,
looks relaxed, natural, and happy.

Djody, Latief, Adrie Subono are all shown on their motorbikes by Forum and
SWA. The Harley Davidson is a famous status symbol in Indonesia. President Suharto is
a Harley Davidson aficionado. He is shown, for instance, riding a Harley Davidson
motorcycle-and-sidecar combination in the Far Easterim Ecomiomnic Review (22 May,
1997: 42-44). The President has several Harley Davidsons including one which was
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presented to him by the Indonesian Jatayu Nusa Cipta Inc. that made the prototype of
Harley Davidson in Indonesia (SWA Online, Tren, 5, 1997).
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VI. THE CRISIS OF 1997-1998
This study has examined the period when Jakarta's yuppies were enjoying the
high point of New Order affluence. Suddenly, in the latter part of 1997, Indonesia's
economy was in crisis. The financial crisis, which developed in July, 1997, developed
into the most serious challenge to the New Order in three decades. As the crisis
deepened it challenged the very economic foundations of the new rich.

The problem that occurred in Indonesia in July, 1997 appeared at first to be only a
crisis of foreign exchange not a satisfying situation for Indonesia, but this had often
-

taken place in the past. Unfortunately, this incident became a great disaster. The nation's
solid economy, which was admired in the international arena as one of the Asian
miracles, within approximately one month was suddenly collapsing (SWA, 5-18
February, 1998: 24).

The Indonesian people could not trust their own currency. The currency crisis has
produced a larger economic crisis which, in turn, led to serious political instability and
unrest, social dislocation and insecurity among minorities (SWA, 5-18 February, 1998:
25). The New Order, which created the economic boom, which in turn created the
yuppies, is now being held responsible by some observers for its collapse. Several
analysts have argued that the crisis in Indonesia is not only about the economy.
According to Don Hanna, Senior Regional Economist of Goldman Sachs, political
conditions in Indonesia have caused the free fall of the Rupiah. For example, the market
was concerned if Suharto's government would not fulfil its commitment purely within the
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form of the new IMF's rescue package, which was signed last January (SWA, 5-18
February, 1998: 30-1). Another concern is the social tensions between the minority
group, namely the ethnic Chinese and the majority. Skyrocketing prices caused mainly
by the Rupiah depreciation led to riots across the archipelago in which retail and
wholesale shops, mostly Chinese-owned, were victimized. In addition, Chinese tycoons
own most of the 230 companies burdened with the US$62 billion in corporate debt that
has brought down the Indonesian economy, causing further tensions (Far Eastern
Economic Review, 19 February, 1998: 48; Forum, 23 February, 1998: 101-102).
Elements in ABRI may have exacerbated this situation. 'Two incidents have pointed up
the army's ambivalent, even encouraging, attitude towards anti-Chinese sentiment' (Far
Eastern Economic Review, 19 February, 1998: 49-50). In early January, the Commander
of ABRI, General Feisal Tanjung, accused Chinese tycoon, Liem Bian Koen (former
name, Sofjan Wanandi), of being pengkhianat (unpatriotic) for failing to return his
overseas money after the government launched a 'love the rupiah' campaign (Gatra, 14
February, 1998: 23-3 1; Far Eastern Economic Review, 19 February, 1998: 49-50).
According to the Far Eastern Economic Review, thirteen executives received
threatening phone calls from military officers. Immediately afterwards, Suharto publicly
appealed to 57 Indonesian business tycoons, mainly Chinese, to return some of what the
President estimated to be their US$80 billion in holdings (Far Eastern Economic
Review, 19 February, 1998: 50). The harassment of the Chinese business executives
(such as Sofjan Wanandi) was a deep cause for worry among ethnic Chinese in
Indonesia. Many ethnic Chinese left the country taking their capital with them. In these
circumstances, it was not surprising if within less than one month, the value of the
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Rupiah to the US dollar decreased by more than 300 per cent. The exchange rate was
devaluated from under 4 thousand rupiah up to more than 12 thousand rupiah to the US
dollar (SWA, 5-18 February, 1998: 25).

This crisis throws into bold relief the extravagant lifestyles of the city's rich elite.
It may be too soon to offer a long-term assessment of how the economic crisis of 1997-98
will affect the income and the lifestyles of Jakarta's business elite. President Suharto
warned that Indonesians 'individually or collectively, could no longer afford to lead
extravagant lives'. He called for 'hard work and a greater sense of obligation, unity and
co-operation' so that Indonesia 'could overcome safely these difficult times' (Australian
Online, 12 March, 1998). The President's warning was not directed only to ordinary
people but especially the rich. Even the Suharto family was affected. The BBC, in a
Special Report on the Indonesian crisis in March, 1998, concluded that this was the end
of an era. After the signing of Indonesia's IMF rescue package, as a condition of the
US$38 billion rescue package the Kalangan Cendana and close friends 'may no longer
get many of the credits and government subsidies that propped up their businesses and
sustained their lavish lifestyles over several decades' (Sydney Morning Herald Online,
17 January, 1998; BBC News Online, 2 March, 1998). The BBC observed that 'last
year's opulent wedding ceremony for the marriage of Suharto's youngest son, Tommy,
may have been the final glimpse of the Suharto dynasty's unashamed extravagance'
(BBC News Online, 2 March, 1998). Certainly Indonesia has moved into a new era.
How this will affect the new urban elite and their privileged lifestyle remains to be seen.
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It is interesting to see how the magazines, which celebrated the affluence of 19961997, reacted to the crisis later in that year. SWA summarised reports on the crisis in the
foreign media as 'Overnight Dreams Turn to Nightmares as Economy goes Down, Down
and Down' (SWA, 5-18 February, 1998: 25). In the same issue, SWA expressed its
concerns that the Indonesian conglomerate executives were 'at risk'. Within only a few
months the monetary crisis would cause their conglomerates to become bankrupt;
financially they could then be said to have vanished and politically the people were
already becoming angry at the conglomerate executives. Since the economic crisis
started, SWA shifted its focus and began talking about the impact of the crisis. New
words such as efficiency, consolidation, bankruptcy, rising prices, sacking employees,
reducing salaries of executives and declining purchasing power of the people (namely the
middle class) became common. Most significantly, since the economic crisis of 19971998, SWA has shown increasing concern about the grim situation within the Indonesian
business elite. The magazine described the future of young entrepreneurs and
professionals in banking, property, construction, automotive and other sectors as 'under
siege'. In the banking sector, seven thousand white-collar workers of sixteen banks,
which were liquidated by the Finance Department last November, found themselves out
of work. Bank employees of bankers able to attract support from the government were
not so unlucky. For example, employees of the liquidated Andromeda Bank were able to
transfer to Alfa Bank. But not all the owners of liquidated banks could attract support;
not all of them had what SWA called the kesaktian (supernatural powers) of Bambang
Trihatmodjo (one of Suharto's son) (SWA, 8-21 January, 1998: 39). In the property
sector, Vice-Chief General of Real Estate Indonesia (REI), Herman Soedarsono told
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SWA that since the beginning of October, 1997, the total number of skilled manpower
who had lost their jobs from this business sector was about forty thousand. Many
enterprises are collapsing and they put all plans for new projects on hold (8-2 1 January,
1998: 35). In the construction sector, if this crisis continues, many more skilled
employees will lose their jobs. In this sector, skilled employees, outdoor inspectors,
executive managers or even the chiefs of projects have become unemployed (SWA, 8-21
January, 1998: 43).

Before the crisis, SWA often talked about the conglomerate executives' plans for
expanding business or making investments. Now, this business magazine often talks
about efficiency and consolidation. For example, Aburizal Bakrie, a chairman of one of
the largest pribumi conglomerates, Bakrie Group (BG), told SWA that he had directed his
group away from expansion (including telecommunication networks in Uzbekistan and a
steel factory in Sumatra) to consolidation. Due to a huge corporate debt, approximately
US$ 1.3 billion, BG will implement efficiency measures to overcome fluctuations from
the monetary crisis. If BG makes it, they will have breathing space before their private
debt is due. This business group may have time to increase income from reliable sectors
like plantations. From another aspect, Rupiah depreciation against the US dollars brings
blessings to one of BG's affiliated firms, Bakrie Sumatra Plantation, BSP (palm oil,
rubber and cocoa). When SWA interviewed Aburizal, he neglected to mention how much
BSP had increased its income from this Rupiah depreciation (SWA, 19 February 4
-

March, 1998: 34).
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Forum is also concerned about the future of the Indonesian economy. For
example, in its edition of 12 January, 1998, Forum provided reports on the crisis in
Indonesia, mainly the rising prices and the declining purchasing power of the people
(including the middle class). Since the crisis has shaken up the archipelago, the percapita income of Indonesia has fallen from US$1,020 to only US$650 (Forum, 12
January, 1998: 6).

An economist from the Universitas Indonesia, Sri Mulyani Indrawati, has argued
that 1998 is a testing year for business executives in Indonesia. She added that the
executives must implement 'consolidation and tighten their belts' (Forum, 12 January,
1998: 86). Moreover, from the political angle, Forum reported that there were rumours
in the later part of 1997 that caused the Rupiah to fall drastically against the US dollars,
for example, the rumour that people's deposits would be blockaded and replaced with
promissory notes. There was even a rumour about the supposed death of Indonesia's
richest man, Liem Sioe Liong, about President Suharto's poor health, and even about the
death of the President (Forum, 12 January, 1998: 6).

Millions of Indonesians faced losing their jobs. According to the government's
estimate, 8 million people were unemployed and 1.5 million skilled workers were sacked
as a result of collapsing companies (Forum, 23 February, 1998: 100). Technically, the
various businesses sectors such as construction projects and property were in a shambles.
The Chairman of Indonesian Construction Association, Fatchur Rohman, estimated that
the number of skilled manpower who were sacked in the construction sector was reaching
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2 million. As the Chief of Development Studies from the Faculty of Economy at
Universitas Indonesia, Faisal Basri, noted, technically 80 per cent of companies that had
gone public had already collapsed due to corporate debts that were greater than their
assets. The government did not admit this because if they acknowledged that business
had 'crashed, the economy was bankrupted', said Faisal (Forum, 23 February, 1998:
101-2).

Forum also described the crisis by showing a caricature of the situation of panic
within Jakarta's middle class elite. The magazine showed pictures of executives in ties
and rich women in a panic to buy basic commodities such as milk, palm oil and rice
while other executives were rushing with their dollars to money exchange agents. In the
middle of this chaos, a poor little boy seems to be shocked by the panicking attitudes of
these rich people and saying Busyet dah! Kalo orang kayapanik, Hell! If the rich people
are panicking! (Forum, 26 January, 1998: 11)

Jakarta Jakarta also showed its concern about the crisis. This was particularly
obvious in the Obrolan Bisnis section. Before the crisis, Jakarta Jakarta celebrated the
affluence of Indonesian business empires. Now, it talked about the impact of the crisis
within the business elite: bankruptcy, liquidation, consolidation, efficiency, corporate
debt, currency depreciation, declining purchasing power of the middle class, the IMF's
deal, etc. For example, Mochtar Riady, Honorary Advisor of Indonesia Marketing
Federation (see Gatra, 14 February, 1998: 47), was reported in Jakarta Jakarta as
warning that in overcoming 'monetary fluctuations' all Indonesian people must work
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hard to improve productivity and implement efficiency. He called for a greater sense of
'nationalism' because this moment is one of life and death for the nation: don't blame
everything on each other, let's unite and think this through together; don't follow others
by buying foreign currencies. He also talked about the prospects for business in 1998, for
example, the automobile industry. The sale of automobiles will go down significantly, he
predicted, because it depends on credit. Without credit, it cannot work. With tight
liquidity and high interest rates, can banks afford to provide credit? Can the buyers
afford to keep up with instalments? He also expressed concern that the automobile and
housing industries will go bankrupt and these two sectors are the 'locomotive' of the
economy. If these two industries are facing shut down, that means the supporting
factories will also close down which will cause them to sack their employees (Jakarta
Jakarta, 10-16 January, 1998: 75). Another example given by the magazine is the
declining purchasing power of the middle class which has led to a decline in turnover in
commercial enterprises. These fears were being realised. The crisis was knocking down
retail businesses, like the Golden Truly, a company that is part owned by the
conglomerate executive, Sudwikatmono (Jakarta Jakarta, 17-23 January, 1998: 79). In
the retail business, some companies were choosing the easy way out of the crisis they
-

were leaving Indonesia. The biggest departures have been in retailing: J.C. Penney, the
biggest renter, has left its stands in Spectacular Mall Pluit, North Jakarta and Lippo
Karawaci, West Java (Jakarta Jakarta, 7-13 February, 1998: 78).

Aside from business analysis of the crisis, Jakarta Jakarta also provided some
cartoon pictures that commented on the situation. In one example, the cartoon shows
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some depressed and frustrated people (rich and poor) in Jakarta. They are walking on a
overpass bridge between skyscrapers and monuments covered by a placard saying
Selamat Tahun Baru 1998 SelamatMenabung, 'Happy New Year 1998, Happy Saving',
with US$ bills as a background. Under the bridge, there are also some frustrated people
in cars and buses. In the middle of these frustrated people, two beggars, a father and a
son, are still begging for money and obviously none of these people are giving them any
attention. Hence, the father tells his son santailah nak uang bukan segala-galanya,
'don't wony son, money is not everything' (Jakarta Jakarta, 27 December-2 January,
1997-1998: 20-21).

Many of Jakarta's business elite have been badly affected. Astra International, Al
(one of Indonesia's largest multi-businesses companies from automotive, electronic,
finance to agricultural), for example, announced that 1998 is a 'survival year'.
'Efficiency' and 'consolidation' will be implemented in every sector. One of them is to
reduce the salaries of executive classes 6 and 7 to the amount of 2.5% to 15% and sack
thousand of white-collar workers on contract (SWA, 19 February 4 March, 1998: 38).
-

The Surabaya Post reported a survey by the Corporate Resources Group in
Geneva, Switzerland, which supported SWA's pessimistic assessments. The survey
found that the lowering of executive salaries in Asia is greater than in any other part of
the world. Before the crisis, salaries of executives in Asia were among the highest in the
world. Those who have been most strongly struck are the executives; the lowering of
salaries for executives is worse compared to the other groups. In Jakarta, the salary of a
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typical senior manager went down from an average US$72,140 to US$21,270 a year
(Surabaya Post Online, 21 April, 1998). Kompas also reported that Sempati Air, the
airline controlled by Tommy Suharto, sacked more than 1000 skilled manpower
including pilots and stewardesses (Kompas Online, 14 April, 1998). Furthermore,
approximately 4,000 skilled manpower in the consultancy sector in Jakarta have found
themselves unemployed resulting from projects that have been delayed or rescheduled.
These consultants are considered skilled manpower intellectuals with academic degrees at
a minimum of strata bachelors and in fact many of them have master and even doctorate
degrees (Kompas Online, 13 April, 1998). In Jakarta, as Minister of Manpower, Theo L
Sambuaga, then estimated that the number of people looking for jobs after being sacked
until the end of 1998 would be 13.4 million (Suara Merdeka Online, 14 April, 1998).
The young entrepreneurs in Jakarta are also in a shambles. The member of HIPMI, Ketut
Suardhana, told Kompas that with economic growth at minus 4 per cent, 90 per cent of
the small entrepreneurs and middle class entrepreneurs will find it hard to survive.
Before the crisis, business opportunities to earn money were from the government's
projects. Now the plans for these projects are on hold. The lucky 10 per cent are fine
because they are earning their money from agribusiness in this crisis (Kompas Oliiie, 13
April, 1998).

Aside from collapsing business, SWA reported that the yuppies also seemed to
have difficulties in keeping up with high-class lifestyle because of rising prices and
declining purchasing power. The yuppie's opportunity to buy brand name clothes was
becoming almost impossible. As SWA concluded, while the prices of luxury imported
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products are madly expensive, the products that the executives are looking for may not
even be available in the counters. Executives who often consume luxury brand name
fashions now have to think twice before buying imported clothes (SWA, 19 February 4
-

March, 1998: 84).

As a result, the declining purchasing power of Jakarta's middle class has led to
collapsing sales, leaving a number of consumer industries in chaos. Retailers, for
example, are finding themselves in deep trouble. Furthermore, since the currency
depreciation, the prices of brand name fashion products 100% imported have
-

-

skyrocketed. In fact, the fashion business (clothes, accessories, shoes, bags, perfumes,
etc) is being affected badly by two factors: one is the result of the declining purchasing
power of the middle class and the other is the use of US dollars to pay rents for stands in
Indonesia's major shopping malls. Depreciation of the Rupiah is also related to the fees
of building rents in shopping malls, which reach 3-4 per cent of total cost. Prices rose on
average between 75%-200%, compared to before the crisis. As the General Manager of
the Retailers Association of Indonesia, Steve Sondakh, commented, if the Rupiah does
not rise to normal level against the US dollars, rising prices, especially of imported
products, will continue (SWA, 19 February 4 March, 1998: 1 8). According to another
-

source, French fashion retailers say their sales in Southeast Asia have plunged 70%-80%
in the fourth quarter of 1997 from the corresponding period in 1996 (Far Eastern
Economic Review, 9 April, 1998: 11). Moreover, as an Indonesian businessman told the
Far Eastern Economic Review, 'we were very hopeful of our growing middle class...
But their disposable incomes have now been reduced to pathetic levels. The whole class
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is disappearing. What went wrong?' (9 April 1998: 10) Another problem for the fashion
retailers is that the owners of the buildings have tried to increase rental fees since last
January. The latest fees are set at the rates of US$2,500 to US$3,000 a month (Forum,
23 February, 1998: 99). It is not surprising then, if the consumer industries are in a
shambles. The popular PT Putra Sinar Primer/PSP, for example, the agent of Gianni
Versace, Versus, Istante, Ermenegildo Zegna, MCM, Coach, DH 621, Gianfranco Ferre,
Valentino, Roccobarocco and Warner Bros Studio, is collapsing. The other luxury brand
name fashion agents are facing the same problems. Due to the Rupiah depreciation,
almost all their expenses, from purchasing price to rental fees, use US dollars. Now the
cost has climbed up to four to six times more. Hence, they have to close down some of
their stands or even return their licences. PSP closed down their Versace Classic (V2)
stand in Plaza Indonesia and returned its licence (SWA, 19 February

-

4 March, 1998:

49). Some companies are taking the easy way out-they are leaving. The biggest
departures have been in the retail business: J.C. Penney and Wal-Mart have left Indonesia
(Far Eastern Economic Review, 9 April, 1998: 11).

The collapse of imported fashion retailers in Jakarta will lead to scarcity of luxury
products. It is disappointing for yuppies who love to wear brand name clothes like the
Gianni Versace to see Indonesia's fashion business collapsing and foreign retailers
leaving the country. As the Manager of PSP, Rudi Darmawan, said, 'Versace products
make us look younger in presenting ourselves... Beside the shape of Versace shirts look
comfortable on us, the suits are also trendi'. The Kalangan Selebriti loves to wear the
products of Versace very much. Sudwikatmono and his family are one of the fanatical
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fans for this brand. But what can they do? (SWA, 19 February 4 March, 1998: 18) As
-

the value of Rupiah is still at a pathetic level against the US dollars, these brand name
accessories like the Versace are becoming scarce in Jakarta shopping malls.

Retailing is not the only business that is suffering from the declining purchasing
power of the middle class; the automobile industry is also suffering. According to the
President Manager of Indonesia's Vehicles Industry Association, Herman Z. Latief, the
reduction of automobile production is reaching between 50% 70%. This is because
-

70% or 80% of automobile parts are imported; obviously the rising prices of imported
cars are not avoidable. The national-made four wheel drive cars, for example, Kijang, are
still relatively affordable. The price has gone up from 40 million rupiah to 80 million
rupiah. It has been estimated that the price of a Kij ang will continually rise to 100
million rupiah (the price of a Mercedes Benz, in which the cost of import is
approximately US$50 thousand plus tax, transfer, etc, can reach Rp1 billion) (SWA, 19
February 4 March, 1998: 49).
-

However, in this grim situation, there is still a market space for luxury products
like imported cars. As SWA notes, despite the currency crisis, there are still many of the
latest luxury cars like BMW or Mercedes Benz being driven by executives in Jakarta.
Indra, a Vice-President of a conglomerate-owned company, for instance, still has the
newest silver 5 series BMW which he purchased last February. Although in several
media this holding company is reported as standing on more than one billion US dollars
in debt, this apparently does not stop him from buying luxury cars. As this young
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executive jokingly told SWA, rezeki dolar (I am lucky with money) (SWA, 16 April,
1998: 72). Perhaps, in this currency crisis, people began to think that they have to buy
cars as soon as possible such as a BMW for investment, because now people are
-

-

confused where to invest. Buy shares? They are collapsing. Buy land? The price is
going down. Deposit money? This is also not a good idea, because people don't feel
secure (SWA, 16 April, 1998: 72 74).
-

Apart from automobiles, the electronic sector also has felt the heat of this crisis.
Some companies have reduced their production. For example, Samsumg, Sharp Yasonta
and LG Electronics, according to the Indonesian Electronic Association, have all reduced
production (SWA, 19 February 4 March, 1998: 49).
-

Despite the grim situation now facing Indonesia and the President's call for
austerity, the world of high-class cafés, nightclubs and discotheques is still alive. In the
metropolis where the shantytowns border the glittering skyscrapers, a 137-metre obelisk
covered with marble and topped by a bronze sheathed in 35 kilogram of gold, and
towering marble mosques, the yuppie's lifestyle has not disappeared completely from
Jakarta (according to personal reports). CJ's Bar in the five-star Mulia Hotel, for
example, recently has become very popular amongst the young elite. In fact, not too long
ago, this Bar had become the centre of middle class interest in Jakarta because on
February 7, a Kuwaiti citizen was almost killed there. Abmad Damoun Al Sabah, who is
related to Kuwaiti's Emir, was stabbed with a knife by 22 year old Sahid Abisalom or
Abi, son of one of Indonesia's most powerful man, Yapto S. Soerjosoemamo in a dispute
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over a girlfriend (Forum, 9 March, 1998: 60). However, Forum does not appear to
present this continuing high-class lifestyle of the urban young rich as laudable. In
another example, the Age reported that by December, one of Jakarta's most expensive
nightclubs was still offering what is called 'snow white, a name the users say refers to the
soft landing the ecstasy pill offers from a night of dancing on a high' (Age Online, 23
December, 1997). Many of them have connections with the political elite and large
allowances in their pockets from their parents. Others have businesses of their own,
given to them by influential parents like candy to adult children. Outside the club, the
luxury cars driving by and pulling into the glittering marbled car park attest to the
ongoing money flow of the very affluent. As a 31-year-old club's visitor, Abdullah, told
the media 'nobody here is worried about the political or economic crisis'. This was on a
day that the rupiah plunged another 12 per cent ('The young rich take trip from the other
Jakarta', Age Online, 23 December, 1997).

Apart from high-class nightclubs, in this grim situation, the middle class have
appeared to become more conservative in spending their money on imported products,
especially accessories, automobiles and electronics. As SWA argued, in this crisis, who
still has time to care about brand name clothes; in fact, even if the prices have not risen?
High-class parties have almost disappeared completely in Jakarta (SWA, 19 February 4
-

March, 1998: 18).

However, the crisis does not mean executives have no opportunities to look
trendi. There are ways to keep up with the trend. Local fashions can be an alternative.
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They look fashionable and the prices are also affordable. Popular local fashion designs
by Valentino Napitulu and Samuel Watimena are good enough and comparable to foreign
products. Indonesian models and the cut of clothes are up to date. The advantages of
local products are that they are cheaper and easy to find. The other alternative is to
continue to use one's old collection of clothes. As Valentino explains, wearing old
collection of clothes is efficient given the monetary crisis. The old collection can appear
fashionable in 1998; the trend of the 1998's collection is not much different from last
year's. For example, for male executives under 30 years old, the cut of clothes tends to
look simple, classic and standard (SWA, 19 February 4 March, 1998: 85).
-

Moreover, spending money more conservatively or wisely seems to be the new
motto for the executives. For example, Bondan Winarno, an Indonesian economics
commentator, has changed his habit of traveling overseas with his family and begun to
travel within the country. Before, the crisis, he used to take his family to foreign
countries on holiday. 'Now, its better to stay here. This is a good opportunity for me to
see closely natural wealth and object of interests to tourists in Indonesia', said Bondan.
Recently, traditional batik accessories have obsessed him. To fulfil his interest, he went
on a safari to several cities in Java, which he calls the land of the birth of traditional batik
(SWA, 19 February 4 March, 1998: 82).
-

Spending money more conservatively or wisely has also been implemented by
professionals and executives within the business environment. As Senior Associate for
Tafe Indonesia Foundation, Melati Djunaedi, notes, 'they have to adapt with the
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conditions that we are facing now'. The face of social style has changed. Before the
crisis, executives tended to choose top restaurants or five star hotels as a place to
entertain business relations or clients. Now the location for entertainment has changed.
As Melati explains, business entertainment has moved from five star hotels to cafés
(SWA, 19 February 4 March, 1998: 82).
-

The Managing Partner of Profesindo Reksa Indonesia, Pri Notowidigdo, is also
spending his money in a more conservative way. For consultants, books and magazines
are very important needs. However, according to Pri, before the crisis, he used to buy
three books every month. Now he can only afford one book (SWA, 19 February 4
-

March, 1998: 83). Entertaining clients and candidates is still being done, with whatever
necessary adjustments. For clients or prospective foreign clients, Pri prefers to take them
to Indonesian traditional restaurants. Basically, he feels that the place to entertain clients
should be adjusted to the economic conditions now (SWA, 19 February 4 March, 1998:
-

SWA says that, in fact the hard conditions in the economic sector and the
monetary crisis are seen by some as a 'blessing in disguise'. This wisdom is felt by
especially those who realise the fact and have hope that 'the sun will also rise tomorrow'
(SWA, 19 February-4 March, 1998: 83).

rri

VII. CONCLUSION
Jakarta yuppies emerged as characteristic of rapid social changes in Indonesian
society consequent on rapid capitalist economic development. This group is highly
significant as a consequence and as a cause of social change in Indonesia; they are the
first New Order generation, born under the New Order political and capitalist system,
with no experience of the radical politics or the Crisis of 1965-1966. They grew wealthy
under the authoritarian President Suharto, the creation and the new privileged elite of
New Order Indonesia.

Since the Old Order collapsed, Indonesia had been ruled by Suharto's regime,
which promoted national discipline, backed up by the ABRI, a state ideology, Pancasila,
and a New Order which stressed certain values alongside capitalist development and its
consequences. There may be a contradiction here between New Order social
authoritarianism and capitalist competition and profit making and consumerism. The
yuppies as represented in Forum, SWA and Jakarta Jakarta, may reflect one side of this
contradiction or ambiguity. They are socially mobile, tolerant of differences, attracted by
cultural freedom and indulgence (outside office hours), they tend to work hard because
working makes status for them, prefer material satisfactions and are loyal to luxury brand
name materials. So do yuppies values and lifestyle diverge from or contradict approved
New Order values? The New Order tolerated the yuppies, even favoured them but they
could be seen as representing such 'negative' values (in New Order terms) as 'western
decadence', materialism, greed, selfishness, social frivolity, 0KB, extravagance and no
social conscience. But, yuppie leisure is only one side the other is career and hard work
-
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and success. But even here it has been argued that this group tends to be materialist and
self-interested.

The yuppies are the elite group who want people to know that they are enjoying
their lifestyles. They are exhibitionists; for example, they drive luxury cars, walking
around with million dollar accessories, and wearing expensive imported clothes. It has
been argued also that the yuppies have adopted cosmopolitan and Western elements in
their lifestyle. The cars, motorbikes, furniture, clothes, jewelry and other things have
been imported from Western countries which also are used by the yuppies from New
York, Paris, London, Rome and every big city.

As represented in their magazines, frankly speaking, it's good to be a yuppie, its
good to enjoy what's nice, what's pleasant and what's trendy. All these are what yuppies
are concerned with, apart from working. Their lifestyle is pleasant. Whether there are
social problems like having a dual personality within the lifestyle of kalangan elites, the
magazines do not really care. Tiras makes this analysis but the major magazines are
positive about the yuppies. In fact, they have celebrated Jakarta elites' lifestyle and
affluence and if they do criticise, it would be only incidentally.

Now that the lifestyle and values of Jakarta yuppies as represented in S WA,
Forum and Jakarta Jakarta have been examined, it is possible to make judgement of the
cosmopolitan and Western elements in these representations and if there is any
significant, unique Indonesian elements in the way their subculture is represented.
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Yuppie subculture flourished in New York, Paris, London and every big city. Is there
some quality in the lifestyle and values of Jakarta yuppies that make them different from
these of New York, London and Paris? In addressing this question, this study has been
concerned with how Jakarta yuppies appear in their magazines. Do Forum, SWA and
Jakarta Jakarta represent Jakarta yuppies as inhabitants of a world subculture of the
very rich? Or is there a recognisable Indonesian character in the way the magazines
represent the group? Are Jakarta yuppies fully westernised? Do they stop being
Indonesians? Or are they just a mixture of two?

To an extent, we can see that Jakarta yuppies have tried to look like New York
yuppies. The cars, furniture and clothes are all imported from Europe and North
America. Indonesia's economic problems have modified this attitude. The question
arises: were Indonesian products untrendy until the economic crisis? It has been argued
in SWA that suddenly the economic crisis has made the young professionals rethink the
models they follow according to these three magazines. Because of Rupiah devaluation,
now the yuppies begin to consume more and more Indonesian products like clothes or
having meals in traditional restaurants. They also begin to appreciate the beauty of
nature and cultural richness in Indonesia by traveling within the country as represented in
their magazines. More and more yuppies like to go to Bali and Lombok.

The study found, in any case, that Jakarta's young professionals as reflected in
their magazines are both recognisably cosmopolitan and Indonesian. Although, Jakarta
yuppies may try to look like New York yuppies and adopt Western elements they are still
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Indonesians. In their magazines, Forum, SWA and Jakarta Jakarta, there are still
recognisable Indonesian characteristics in the way they are represented. For example,
Jakarta yuppies tend to be group-orientated. They desire to be close to their own group.
The magazines also suggest an Indonesian liking for gossip. As another example, Forum
reports many yuppies praying and attending glittering pengajian in five-star hotels.
Indonesians praying in five-star hotels is a trendy part of Jakarta's luxury and elite
lifestyle. Obviously, New York yuppies would not do this.

The Indonesian style of Jakarta's yuppie subculture is most obvious in that
invented language, 'yuppie-speak', with its mixture of English, Englishllndonesian, and
Indonesian words. Their language expresses their world-view so, therefore, it is not
wrong to see Jakarta yuppies as living a lifestyle with both Indonesian and international
elements.

The case of an entrepreneur Setiawan Djody as represented in the magazines is a
good example to illustrate this mixture of Indonesian and cosmopolitan elements. In one
photograph, Jakarta Jakarta shows a picture of Djody on his Harley Davidson dressed in
typical casual American style with his sunglasses and boots. On the other element, Djody
is presented in Javanese traditional dress. Another example is the case of an executive
manager, Adrie Subono. Although he drives luxury cars such as Mercedes Benz, Jaguar
and Porsche, he still prefers to eat the Indonesian traditional dish, tempe as he told
Jakarta Jakarta. The case of the other executive managers like Herman Latief, as
represented in SWA, is quite similar. Although he has been collecting European-
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designed clothes like Hugo Boss, Cerutti and going overseas to buy European-made
clothes, on certain occasions, he still prefers to wear Javanese traditional clothes, Batik.

In their magazines the yuppies of Jakarta are driven by the need for career
success, wealth and, above all, it would seem, status. Their professional identity, their
self-image, is a matter of personal style, their professionalism is, we might say, more like
a style. This is not to judge the yuppies of Jakarta. The real people who exist outside the
pages of the magazines have not been the subjects of this study and it has not been the
purpose of this study to pass judgement on the personalities of these individuals. The
thesis, rather, has attempted to capture the fascinating world of Jakarta's young rich in the
distorting mirror of Forum, SWA and Jakarta Jakarta.
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END NOTES
The Dekiarasi Ekonomi, Economic Declaration, was made by President Sukarno in
1963. His aim was to destroy the remaining imperialist economy and feudalism, and
mobilise all national capability to create the national economy. This policy was directed
to an Indonesian socialist economy (Forum, August, 1995: 31). This provided
encouragement for the individuals like the yuppie Suryono in Mochtar Lubis' 'Twilight
in Djakarta' to get rich.
2

Golongan Karya (GOLKAR, the Group of Functionaries) is the political party formed
by President Suharto (Green, 1990: 163). It is a group of functionaries for technocrats
and civil servants which is backed by the military (McDonald, 1980: 262).
Currently, Harmoko is the Speaker of Majelis Permusyawaratan Rakyat (MPR,
People's Consultative Council) (Kompas, 13 March, 1998: 1).
Prof. Dr. Bacharuddin Jusuf Habibie was a State Minister for Research and Technology
under President Suharto (Hill, 1994: 41). On 12 March, 1998, Habibie was appointed as
the Vice President of the Republic of Indonesia (Kompas, 13 March, 1998: 1). On 21
May, 1998, Habibie became the President of Indonesia after Suharto's resignation due to
the crisis of Indonesia (Washington Times Online, 22 May, 1998).
'

Pancasila means five principles, the 'five guiding principles' of Indonesian life (Riding
the Tiger, II). These five pillars are: 'First is Belief in the One and Only God, second is a
Just and Civilised Humanity, third is the Unity of Indonesia, fourth is Democracy Guided
by the Inner Wisdom in the Unanimity Arising Out of Deliberations Amongst
Representatives, and finally is Social Justice for the Whole of the People of Indonesia'
(Aliep, 1993: 1).
Ibnu Sutowo was the head of Pertambangan Minyak dan Gas Bumi Nasional
(Pertamina, National Oil and Gas Mining) (McDonald, 1980: 15 1-152).
Abdul Latief is a respected businessman. Before President Suharto's resignation, Latief
was a Minister of Tourism, Art and Culture. During the 'crisis of May 1998, Latief had
earlier rendered his resignation and was replaced by Mr. Marzuki Usman (Travel
Indonesia, June, 1998: 4).
8

Tanri Abeng is a respected businessman. In March, 1998, President Suharto appointed
him as Empowerment Minister for State Enterprises (Jakarta Post, 15 March, 1998: 1).
After Suharto's resignation of May, 1998, Abeng was retained by the newly installed
President, B.J. Habibie, in the same department (Straits Times Online, 22 May, 1998).
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In the early 1970s, Arnold Baramuli resigned from the civil service to manage his
family's business empire (Poleko Trading). He went to the Universitas Indonesia to
study law and had been a student activist. He tried to expand Poleko, an agribusiness
company and moved its office from Ujung Pandang to Jakarta. In the early 1990s,
Baramuli controlled 20% of Poleko's total investment approximately US$200 million.
He was a Member of Parliament and a GOLKAR official; he was one of the ViceChairmen of the Kamar Dagang dan Industri (KADIN, the Chamber of Commerce and
Industry). As Raillon noted, Baramuli thought that 'economic activity could not be
separated from politics' (Raillon, 1991-1992: 95-97).
10

Caltex is ajoint venture of Standard Oil of California and Texaco (McDonald, 1980:
148).
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